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5.1

SECTION 5

GUIDANCE EQUATIONS

INTRODUCTION

5. 1. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The purpose of this section is to present the Guidance

and Navigation Computation Houtines associated with the Apollo

Lunar Landing Mission. These Routines are utilized by the

Programs outlined in Section 4 which consider astronaut and

other subsystem interface and operational requirements. The

guidance and navigation equations and procedures presented in

Section 5 are primarily concerned with mission type programs

representing the current CSM GNCS Computer (CMC) capability.

A restricted number of CMC service type program operations

which involve computation requirements are also included.

The CSM GNCS Computer (CMC) guidance and

navigation equations for the lunar landing mission are presented

in the following six catagories:

Section 5.2

Section 5.3

Section 5.4

Section 5.5

Section 5.6

Section 5.7

Coasting Flight Navigation Routines

Powered Flight Navigation and

Guidance Routines

Targeting H outines

Basic Subroutines

General Service Routines

Entry Guidance

A complete table of contents for Section 5 is presented

in the following section 5.1.2.1. A cross reference between the

CMC program and callable routine numbers of Section 4 that are

described in Section 5 is listed in Section 5. 1.2.2.
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5. 1. B GENEttAL PIIOGHAM UTILIZATION

The following outline is a bri_'f summary of the major

CMC programs that would bc used in the principal phas¢_s of a

lunar landing mission. This outlint: reflects th(' CMC

capability for lhc nominal and abort cases of such a mission.

Earth Orbit Injection (EOI) Phase

A ) Nominal

P - 11 Earth Orbit Inscr'tion (EOI) Monitor

Program

B) Abort to Entry

P - 61 Nlanc_uvcr tt) Ci¥1/Nkd S_'l_a_':_/i()n i\t-

tittt(tc I'I'i¢)l" to l':ntry

P - 62 CN1/ SPvt Scpat'ation Maut_uver Program

P - 63 Entry Initialization Program

P - 64 l)ost 0.05 G l,'llti'y l_Fo_l'atll

t ) - 67 Final Entry Phase ProKram

5. 1-10



II. Earth Orbit Phase

A ) Nominal

P-15

R - 30

TLI Program (Pre-Thrust Mode )

Orbit Parameter Display Routine

B) Aborts to Entry

1. RTCC Targeted Abort

P - 30

(or)

P-31

P-40 }
P 41

P-61 TM

P - 62

P -63

P - 64

P - 67

External AV Maneuver Program

( De -orbit )

Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pro-

gram ( De-orbit )

SPS or RCS Thrust Program

Entry Programs
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II Earth Orbit Phase (cont)

B.

c)

Aborts to Entry

2. CMC Targeted Abort

P -22

P-21

P - 37

P - 40

P 41 }

P - {i 1 '_

P - 62

P - 63

P - 64

P - 67
/

Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

(Earth Mode)

Ground Track Program

Return to Earth Program (Targeting

and Pre-Thrust)

SPS or RCS Thrust Program

Entry Programs

Service Programs (Nominal and Abort Cases )

P -27

P - 52

P - 00

R - 30

CMC Update Program

IMU Realignment Program

C MC Idling Program

Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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III Trans -Lunar Injection ( TLI ) Phase

A ) Nominal

P-15

(or)

P- 15

TLI Program - Active Mode

(CMC Controlled Maneuver)

TLI Program - Monitor Mode

(Saturn Controlled Maneuver)

B) Aborts to Earth Entry

1. RTCC Targeted Abort

P - 27 CMC Update Program

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

P - 31 Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust

Program

P

40_ SPS or RCS Thrust Program

P -41 )

P-61}to Entry Programs

P - 67

5. 1-13



III Trans- Lunar Injection (TLI) Phase ( cont )

B) At!qrts_toEntr_y

2. CMC Targeted Abort

P - 23 Cislunar Navigation Progranl

P - 37 Return to Earth Program (Targeting

and Pre-Thrust)

P

40 / SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

P - 41 /

P-61 /

to } Entry Programs
JP - 67

c) Service Programs Used in Abort Cases

P - 51

P - 52

P - 06

P - 05

P - 00

IMU Orientation Determination

IMU Realignment Program

GNCS Power Down

GNCS Start Up

CMC Idting
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IV Trans-Lunar Phase

A ) Nominal (Midcourse Correction Maneuvers)

P - 27

P-31

P - 40}
P 41

P - 47

CMC Update Program

Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust

Program

SPS or RCS Thrust Program

Thrust Monitor Program (Manual

Transposition and Docking Maneuver)

B) Aborts to Earth Entr_,

1. RTCC Targeted Abort

P -27

P-31

P - 40}
P 41

C MC Update Program

Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust

Program

SPS or RCS Thrust Program
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IV Trans Lunar Phase (cont)

B) Aborts to Earth Entry

2. CMC Targeted Abort (Limited Capability)

P -23

P - 70

P - 37

P - 40

P - 41
}

P - 6 1

,o}
P - 67

Cislunar Navigation t'rogram

Safe Perilune Program (If Required)

Return to Earth Program Targeting

and Pre-Thrust (Capability limited

to outside iunar sphere of influence)

SPS or RCS Thrust l}rograms

Entry Programs

C) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

t} - 05

P - 06

P-51

P - 52

P - 00

R - 05

GNCS Start Up

GNCS Power Down

IMU Orientation Determination

IMU Realignment Program

CMC Idling Program

S-Band Antenna Routine
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V Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI } Phase

A ) Nominal

P -27

P - 32

P - 40

CMC Update Program

Lunar Orbit Insertion Pre-Thrust

Program

SPS Thrust Program

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectory

1.

P -27

P - 30

P-31

P - 40

RTCC Targeted Abort

CMC Update Program

External AV Pre-Thrust Program

(To establish safe lunar orbit if

required )

Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust

Program (TEI )

SPS Thrust Program

5. 1-17



V l_unar Orbit Insertion (l,OI) l)hase (cont)

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectoi'y

2. CMC Sclni C_mtr'oltcdAborl (l_imitcd Capability)

P - 22

P - 21

R - :55

I" -70

P -27

P -31

1_ - 40

Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

Ground Track Program

Lunar Landmark Selection Routine

Safe Perilune Prol_ram (If Required)

CMC 1]i}{lat{' Pt'o<e>raiil

l,ambert Aim Point l'rc-Thrust

Program (TEI)

SPS Thrust Program

c) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 52

R - 05

IMU Realignment Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

5. 1 -1 II



VI Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to LM Descent Orbit Injection

A) Nominal

P - 22

.P -21

R - 35

P -25

R - 32

P - 20

Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

Ground Track Program

Lunar Landmark Selection Routine

Predicted Lunar Landing Time

Program

Target AV Routine (LM Separation)

Rendezvous Navigation Program

(Tracking Mode only for LM RR

Check-Out )

B) Aborts to Return Earth Trajectory

°

P -27

P-31

P - 40

RTCC Targeted Abort

CMC Update Program

Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust

Program (TEI )

SPS Thrust Program
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VI I,unar Orbit t)hase Prior to I,M De.scent Orbit In-

jection (cont)

B) A_borts to Retur_n Earth 'Fra_ectory

2 CMC Semi-Controlled Abort ( Limited

P - 22

P -21

R - 35

P- 27

P - :_i

P - 40

P - 47

Capability )

Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

Ground Track Program

Lunar I,andmark S('lection Routine

CMC Update Program

Lambert Aim Point Pro-Thrust

Program (TEl)

SPS Thrust Program

Thrust Monitor Program (TEl by

DPS Case )

C) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

I _ - 05

I > - 06

P - 51

P - 52

P - 00

R - 05

R - 30

GNCS Start Up

GNCS Power Down

IMU Orientation Determination

IMU Realignment Program

CMC Idling Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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VII LM Descent Orbit Injection (DOI), Descent Coast and

Landing Phases

A ) Nominal

P 20 Rendezvous Navigation Program

(Tracking attitude and monitoring

only )

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

i. LM Active Vehicle

P - 20 Rendezvous Navigation Program

R - 32 Target AV Routine

P - 74 LM TPI Targeting Program

(Monitoring or commands via voice

link )

P 75 LM TPM Targeting Program

(Rendezvous MCC monitoring or

commands via voice link)

P - 77 TPI Search Program (LM mode)

P - 78 LM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Targeting

Program

P - 79 LM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse

Targeting Program

P 21 Ground Track Program
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VII LM Descent Orbit Injection (DOI), Descent Coast

and Landing Phases (cont)

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

2 CSM Active Retrieval

P - 27 CMC Update Program

P - 20 Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

P - 17 TPI Search Program

P - 21 Ground Track Program

P - 34 TPI Pre-Thrust Program

P - 35 TPM Pre-Thrust Program

P - 38 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program

P - 39 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Mideourse

Program

P 4O

t SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

P -41 /

P - 47 Thrust Monitor Program (Manual

terminal rendezvous maneuver)

G) S eriv__ice Programs

P 52 IMU Realignment Program

R 31 Rendezvous Parameter Display

Routine No. 1

R - 34 Rendezvous Parameter Display

Routine No. 2

R - 63 Rendezvous Final Attitude Routine

P - 00 CMC Idling

R 05 S-Band Antenna Routine

R 30 Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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viii Lunar Stay Phase to LM Ascent Launch

A ) Nominal

P -22 Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

(for landing site surveillance and

CMC update if desired)

P - 21 Ground Track Program

R - 35 Lunar Landmark Selection Routine

P - 27 CMC Update Program

(LM launch time update)

P - 33

P - 40

P -20

Lunar Orbit Plane Change (LOPC)

Pre-Thrust Program

SPS Thrust Program

Rendezvous Navigation Program

(Tracking attitude and monitoring

only )

B) Service Programs

P - 05

P-51

P - 52

P - 00

R - 05

GNCS Start Up

IMU Orientation Determination

IMU Realignment Program

CMC Idling Program

S-Band Antenna Routine
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IX I,M Ascent and Rendezvous Phase

A ) Nominal

t ) - 20

H -32

P - 74

P - 75

P - 78

/P - 79

P - 21

Rendezvous Navigation Program

Target A V"R outinc

LM TPI Targeting Program

( Monitoring )

I,M TPM Targeting Program

( Monitoring )

LM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Programs

( Monitoring )

Ground Track Program

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

1, 1,M Active Vehicle

P - 20

R - 32

1) - 74

P - 75

P - 78

P - 79

P - 21

P - 77

}

Rendezvous Navigation l)rogram

Target AV Routine

I,M TPI Targeting Program

( Monitoring )

I,M TPM Targeting Program

( Monitoring )

LM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Programs

( Monitoring )

Ground Track Program

LM TPI Search Program
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IX LM Ascent and Rendezvous Phase (cont)

B)

c)

Aborts to Rendezvous Conditions

2. CSM Active Retrieval

P - 27 CMC Update Program

P - 20 Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 30 External AV Pre-Thrust Program

( Targeted from RTCC or LGC )

P - 17 TPI Search Program

P - 38 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program

P - 39 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse

Program

Ground Track Program

TPI Pre-Thrust Program

TPM Pre-Thrust Program

P-21

P - 34

P- 35

P - 40}
P -41

P - 47

SPS or RCS Thrust Programs

Thrust Monitor Program (Manual

terminal rendezvous maneuver )

Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 52

R - 05

R -31

R - 34

R -63

P - 30

P - 00

IMU Realignment Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

Rendezvous Parameter Display

Routine No. 1

Rendezvous Parameter Display

Routine No. 2

Rendezvous Final Attitude Routine

Orbit Parameter Display Routine

CMC Idling Program
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X Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to TEl

A)

B)

Nominal

P - 27 CMC Update Program

(or)

p -22

P -21

R - 35

P - 52

P - 00

P -47

Lunar Orbit Navigation Program

Ground Track Program

Lunar Landmark Selection Routine

IMU Realignment Program

CMC Id_in_ Program

Thrust Monitor (Manual CSM-LM

Separation Maneuver )

Aborts Prior to Nominal TEI

P - 27 CMC Update Program
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XI Trans-Earth Injection (TEI ) Phase

A ) Nominal

P -27

P-31

P - 40

CMC Update Program

Lambert Aim Point Pre-Thrust

Program (TEI maneuver targeted

by RTCC )

SPS Thrust Program

B) Aborts to Earth Return Trajectory

Same as nominal case

No CMC targeting capability
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XII Trans-Earth Phase Midcourse Correction Maneuvers

A ) Nominal

P - 27

P - 31

P - 40

fP 41

CMC Update Program

Lambert Aim Point ['re-Thrust

Program

SPS or RCS Thrust Program

B)

C)

Aborts to Maintain Earth Return Trajectory

(CMC Limited Capability)

Cislunar Navigation Program

Return to Earth Program

(Outside lunar sphere of influence only)

P

401 SPS or RCS Thrust Programs
P 41

Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 05

P - 06

P-51

P - 52

R - 05

P - 00

GNCS Start Up Program

GNCS Power Down

IMU Orientation Determination

IMU Realignment Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

CMC Idling Program
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XIII Entry Phase

A ) Nominal

P-61

P - 62

P-63

P -64

P - 65

p -66

P - 67

Maneuver to Separation prior to Entry

CM/ SM Separation Maneuv(_r

Entry Initialization

Post 0.05 G Entry Phase

Entry Up Control Phase

Entry Ballistic Phase

Final Entry Phase
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5.1.4 COORDINATE SYSTEMS

There are five major coordinate systems used in the navi-

gation and guidance programs. These five coordinate systems are

defined individually in the following descriptions. Any additional coor-

dinate systems used in particular CMC programs are defined in the

individual section describing that program.

5. I. 4. i Basic Reference Coordinate System

The Basic Reference Coordinate Sysicm is an orthogonal

inertial coordinate system whose origin is centered at either the earth

or the moon. The orientation of this coordinate system is defined by

the line of intersection of the mean earth equatorial plane and the mean

orbit of the earth (the ecliptic) at the beginning of the Besselian year

which starts January 0. 525, 1969. The X-axis (uXl) is along this in-

tersection with the positive sense in the direction of the ascending node

of the ecliptic on the equator (the equinox), the Z-axis (Uzl) is along

the mean earth north pole, and the Y-axis (u¥1) completes the right-

handed triad. This coordinate system is shifted from earth-centered

to moon-centered when the estimated vehicle position from the moon

first fails below a specified value rsp H, and is likewise shifted from

moon-centered to earth-centered when the estimated vehicle position

from the moon first exceeds rsp H. This procedure is described in

Section 5.2.2.6 and Fig. 2.2-3. All navigation stars and lunar-solar

ephemerides are referenced to this coordinate system. All vehicle

state vectors are referenced to this system during coasting or free

fall phases of the mission

5.1.4.2 IMU Stable Member or Platform Coordinates

The orthogonal inertial coordinate system defined by the

GNCS inertial measurement unit (IMU) is dependent upon the current
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IMU alignment. There are many possible alignments during a mission,

but the primary IMU alignment orientations described in Section 5. 6.3.3

are summarized below and designated by the subscript SM:

. Preferred Alig__nment (Thrusting Maneuvers)

_£T
UXS M = UNIT (_li_)

4J

U_YSM = UXS M X iJNIT (r)

UZS M = _Uxs M % Uys M

(5. 1. 1)

where:

_Uys M

-UZS M

x_B

IMU stable member coordinate unit vectors

referenced to the Basic Reference Coordinate

Sy_ te m _::_ _ _:'(,"' :t ,"t

= vehicle or body X-axis

r = current position vector in the Basic

Reference Coordinate System

2. N?mi_nal Alig_nment (Local Vertical)

UZS M = UNIT (r_) at talig n ¢

U¥s M = UNIT (__:X.y_) (5. 1.2)

'* I i'Jfi t t_

UXS M = Uys M × UZS M

where r and v represent the vehicle state vector at the

alignment time, talig n.
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,

4.

Lunar Landing Alignment

UXSM = UNIT (rLS) at t L

UZSM = UNIT (-%C X__ ) X UXS M

-uySM = -UzsM < U-XSM

(5. i. 3)

where rLS is the lunar landing site vector at the

predicted landing time tL, and _,2 and YC are the

CSM position and velocity vectors.

Lunar Launch Alignment

The same as that defined in Eq. (5. 1. 3) except that

r_L S is the landing or launch site at the predicted

launch thne t L.

The IMU coordinate system is assumed to be centered at

the same point that the Basic Reference Coordinate System is currently

centered at.

r

5. 1.4. 3 Vehicle or Body Coordinate System

The vehicle or body coordinates (subscript B) are the

general CM coordinates. The origin of this coordinate frame is at

the GNCS Navigation Base. The X-axis (x B) is parallei tothespacecraft

longitudinal axis directed towards the CM apex, the Z-axis (z B) is

normal to x B and in the direction of the foot rest of the center couch.

The Y-axis is orthogonal to the X and Z axes so as to form a right-

handed system. The nominal CM center of gravity is in the plane

formed by the X_B and Z_B vectors.
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5. 1.4.4 Earth-Fixed Coordinate S_,stem

The Earth-fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal

rotating coordinate system centered at the earth. The Z-axis

is along the true polar axis of the earth, the X-axis is along

the intersection of the meridian of Greenwich and the equatorial

plane of the earth, and the Y-axis is in the equatorial plane and

completes the right-handed triad.

5. 1.4.5 Moon-Fixed Coordinate System

The moon-fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal

rotating coordinate system centered at the moon. The Z-axis

is along the true polar axis of the moon, the X axis is along

the intersection of the meridian of 0 ° longitude and the equatorial

plane of the moon, and the Y-axis is in the equatorial plane and

completes the right-handed triad.
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5.2 COASTING FLIGHT NAVIGATION

5.2.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The CMC Coasting Flight Navigation Routines which are pre-

sented in Sections 5.2. 2 through 5.2. 6 are used during free fall phases

of the Apollo mission. The basic objective of these navigation routines

is to maintain estimates of the position and velocity vectors of both the

CSM and the LM. Let r and v be the estimates of a vehicle's position

and velocity vectors, respectively. Then, the six-dimensionai state

vector, x, of the spacecraft is defined by

(:)
Coasting Flight Navigation is accomplished by extrapolating the state

vector, x,by means of the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2.2},

and updating or modifying this estimated state using optical tracking

data by the recursive method of lmvi_ation (Sections 5.2.3-5.2.6 ).

The Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2) is used

by other navigation and targeting routines to extrapolate the following:

1) Present estimated CSM state vector

2) Present estimated LM state vector

3) An arbitrary specified state vector, such as the

predicted result of a maneuver
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The CMC idling program (Section 5.6. 12) periodically
uses the Coasting Integration Routine to advancethe estimated CSM
state vector (and the estimated LM state vector whenthe LM is
active and not on the surface of the moon) to approximately current
time. This procedure has the lowest priority of all programs, and
is performed only when noother program is actiw.. This periodic
state vector extrapolation is not necessary from a theoretical point
of view, but does have two practical purposes. First, it is advisable
to maintain current (or at least nearly current) state vector esti-
mates in case an emergency situation arises. Second, a significant
amount of computation time is transferred from a period of high com-
puter activity (navigation measurement processing, targeting, etc. )
to a period of low activity.

State vector extrapolation is accomplished by means of
Encke's method of differential accelerations. The motion of a space-
craft is dominated by the conic orbit which would result if tile space-
craft were in a central force field. In Encke's methodthe differential

equations for the deviations from conic motion are integrated numeri-
cally. This technique is in contrast to a numerical integration of the
differential equations for the total motion, and it provides a more
accurate orbit extrapolation. The numerical integration is accom-
plished by meansof Nystrom's methodwhich gives fourth-order ac-
curacy while requiring only three computations of the derivatives per
time step. The usual fourth-order Runga-Kutta integration methods
require four derivative computations per time step.

Regardless of the accuracy of the state vector extrapola-

tion, errors in the initial conditions will propagate and soon grow to

intolerable size. Thus, it is necessary periodically to obtain additional

data in the form of either new state vector estimates or modifications

to the current state vector estimates. These state vector modifications

are computed from navigation data obtained by means of navigation mea-

surements.
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The CSM GNCS uses optical angle data from the scanning

telescope (SCT) and the sextant (SXT) to compute state vector changes,

while the LM PGNCS uses rendezvous radar (RR) tracking data. Nav-

igation measurement data are used to update state vector estimates

during orbit navigation, rendezvous navigation, and cislunar-midcourse

navigation procedures. These three navigation procedures will be used

normMly during the lunar-orbit navigation phase, all LM-CSM lunar-

orbit rendezvous phases, and CSM return-to-earth aborts, respectively,

in the lunar landing mission. However, in order to provide for alter-

nate mission capability, tile orbit and rendezvous navigation procedures

can be used near the moon or the earth.

Although the state vector of the CSM is six-dimensional,

it is not necessary that the quantities estimated during a particular

navigation procedure be the position and velocity vectors of the CSM.

A variety of "estimated state vectors", not necessarily of six-di-

mensions, are used.

In order to achieve desired landing objectives, it is

necessary to expand the lunar-orbit navigation procedure to nine di-

mensions, and to include in the estimation the position vector of the

landmark being tracked. The estimated state vector that is used in

orbit navigation is given by

x--

r_

where -_C and -v-c are the estimated CSM position and velocity vectors

and r_ is the estimated landmark position vector.
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During the rendezvous phase, the six-dimensional state

vector of either the CSM or the LM can be updated from the measure-

ment data obtained with the CSM-based optics. The selection of the

update mode is an astronaut option and will be based primarily upon

which vehicle's state vector is most accurately known initially, and

which vehicle is controlling the rendezvous maneuvers.

The standard six-dimensional CSM state vector is used

during cislunar-midcourse navigation.

Navigation data is incorporated into the state vector esti-

mates by means of the Measurement Incorporation Routine (Section

5. 2. 3) which has both six- and nine-dimensional modes. The Measure-

ment Incorporation Routine is a subroutine of the following CMC navi-

gation routines :

i) Orbit Navigation Routine (Section 5. 2.4)

2) Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5. 2. 5)

3) Ctslunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine (Section 5. 2. 6)

Simplified functional diagrams of the navigation programs which use

these routines are given in Figs. 2. 1-1, 2. 1-2, and 2. 1-3, respectively.

In all three navigation programs, estimated position and

velocity vectors are obtained at required times by means of the Coast-

ing Integration Routine (Section 5. 2.2). The Measurement Incorporation

Routine (Section 5.2.3) is used to incorporate the measurement data

into the state vector estimates.

The updating procedure, which is illustrated in simplified
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form in Figs. 2. [-I to 2. l-a, involves computing an estimated track-
A

ing measurement, Q, based on the current state vector estimates.

This estimated measurement is then compared with the actual track-

ing measurement Q (optical angles in the CMC) to form a measured

deviation 6Q. A statistical weighting vector, _, is computed from

statistical knowledge of state vector uncertainties and tracking per-
2

formance, _ , plus a geometry vector, b, deter-mined by the type of

measurement being made. The weighting vector, w, is defined such

that a statistically optimum linear estimate of the devmtion, _,x, from

the estimated state vector is obtained when the weighting vector is

multiplied by the measured deviation 6Q. The vectors co, b and 6x

are of six or nine dimensions depending upon the dimension of the

state vector being estimated.

In an attcml)t to f_ccvent unacc_ptably Large incorrect state

vector changes, certain validity tests have been included in the various

CMC navigation routines.

In the Orbit Nav;gstion Routine (Section 5. 2 4) the astro-

naut tracks a landmark and acquires a number of sets of optical angle

data before the state vector updating process begins. During the data

processing procedure the landmark is out of sight, and it is not possi-

ble to repeat the tracking. Before the first set of data is used to update

the estimated state vector, the magnitudes of the proposed changes in

the estimated CSM position and velocity vectors, 6r and6v, respectively,

are displayed for astronaut approval. In general, successive accepted

values of 6r and 6v will decrease during the processing of the tracking

data associated with one landmark. Thus, if the MARK REJECT button

has been used to erase all inaccurate marks, then all state vector up-

dates should be either accepted or rejected. If the first displayed values

of 6r and 6v are judged to be valid, then all data associated with that

landmark will be accepted.
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The actual values of the first displayed 5r and _v will

depend upon the statistical parameters stored in the CMC and upon

the following types of errors:

Type 1: Errors in the current state vector estimates

Type 2: Errors in alignment of the IMU

Type 3: Reasonable tracking performance errors, in-

cluding both hardware and astronaut errors

Type 4: A CSM GNCS failure

Type 5: Gross astronaut errors, such as incorrect

identification of the landmark

The existence of Type 1 errors is precisely the reason that the land-

mark tracking is being done. It is the function of the navigation to

decrease Type 1 errors in the presence of noise in the form of errors

of Types 2 and 3. Since the Iandmark tracking should not be perf9rmed

unless the IMU is well aligned and the GNCS is functioning properly,

and since bad marks should be rejected, it follows that the purpose of

the state vector change validity check is to discover a Type 5 error.

This validity check cannot distinguish between a Type 4 error and a

Type 5 error

Based upon the last time that the state vector was updated,

when the IMU last was realigned, and an estimate of the tracking

performance for the first mark, very crude reasonable values for the

first _r and by can be generated by the astronaut. The CMC will pro-

vide no information to assist the astronaut in his estimates of reasonable

values for 5r and 5v.
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One further CSM GNCS item is available for help in esti-

mating expected values for the first display of 6r and 5v. If the as-

tronaut uses the Automatic Optics Designate Routine (Section 5.6.8 )

during the acquisition of the landmark, he will have an approximate

visual picture of the first 6r. In the Automatic Optics Designate

Routine the CMC will point the optics in the estimated direction of the

specified landmark. The first value of 6r should be of the same

orde_ _ of magnitude as the displacement of the actual landmark from

the center of the SCT reticle. The value can be computed by multi-

plying the CSM-landmark distance by the angular offsel of the land-

mark. It should bc noted that this estimate for 5r must bc made

while the optics mode switch is set to CMC. Again, this estimating

process is an astronaut function only, with no assistance from the

CMC.

In the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.5 )

measurement data is processed periodically (_¢_e per minute ), and

it is desirable that the LM be tracked during the entire rendezvous

phase up to the manual tcrminal maneuver. If the magnitudes of the

changes in the estimated position and velocity vectors, 6r and 6v,

respectively, are both less than preset tracking alarm ]evels, then

the selected vehicle's state vector is automatically updated by the

computed deviation, 6x, and no special display is presented, except

that the tracking measurement counter is incremented by one. If

either 6r or 6v exceeds its alarm level, then the state vector is not

updated, and the astronaut is alerted to this condition by a special

display of 6r and 5v.

In this case the astronaut should recheck the optical track-

ing and make sure that he is tracking the LM. Under certain conditions

it is possible to mistake a star for LM reflected sunlight, and it may

take a period of a few minutes to determine the LM target by watching

relative motion of the target and star background. After the tracking
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has been verified, and navigation data has again been acquired, the as-

tronaut has the option of commanding a state vector update if the

tracking alarm is again exceeded, or of repeating further optical

checks before incorporating the measurement data. If the astronaut

cannot determine the LM target due to no positive acquisition (bright

background, etc.) he can terminate the t_r,_ram and try to achieve

tracking conditions at a later time. !? _" _ '((_;_

The displayed values of 6r and 6v which have not passed

the tracking alarm test will depend upon the statistical parameters

stored in the CMC and upon the same five types of errors discussed

previously in regard to orbit navigation. The tracking alarm criterion

is incorporated in the Rendezvous Navigation Routine to alert the

astronaut to the fact that the state vector update is larger than nor-

mally expected, and to prevent the estimated state vector from auto-

matically being updated in such cases. The update occurs only by

specific command of the astronaut. The tracking alarm level beyond

which updating is suspended is primarily chosen to avoid false ac-

quisition and tracking conditions. As previously mentioned, this

condition is possible in the CSM if a star is tracked by mistake in-

stead of the LM reflected sun light, and it is therefore possible for

the alarm level to be exceeded in such cases even though the estima-

ted state vectors are essentially correct. It is also possible for the

state vector update alarm level to be exceeded after correct initial

acquisition and tracking in the case where a poor estimate of either

the CSM or LM state vector exists. In this case the astronaut wouid

have to command the initial state vector update, after which the alarm

level would seldom be exceeded during the remainder of the rendezvous

phase. It should be noted that this statement is true only if the esti-

mated state vector of the active vehicle performing a powered rendez-

vous maneuver is updated by the Average-G Routine in the case of the

CSM being the active vehicle, or by a DSKY entry of the maneuver AV

if the LM ts the active vehicle.
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All of the previously discussed methods which the astro-

naut can use to generate crude estimates of expected 6r and _v values

in the case of the Orbit Navigation Routine can also be applied to the

Rendezvous Navigation Routine. The astronaut must decide whether

or not he is tracking the LM. The CMC cannot make this decision.

In the Cislunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine (Section

5. 2. 6) the astronaut measuces tt_, m_gle between a ._tac und a planetary

hmdmark or horizon. The data from each angle measurement is pro-

cessed immediately after it is made. The values of 6r and 6v are

displayed for astronaut approval before the state vector is updated by

the computed deviation 6x. Thus, it is a simple matter to repeat the

measurement if the astronaut is uncertain as to the validity of the

proposed state vector changes.

The parameters required to initialize the navigation

routines (Sections 5. 2. 4 - 5. 2. 6) are the initial estimated CSM state

vector, plus the initial estimated LM state vector for the Rendezvous

Navigation Routine, initial state vector estimation error eovariance

matrices in the form of prestored diagonal error transition matrices

(as defined in Section 5. 2. 2.4), and a priori measurement error va-

riances. The basic input to the navigation routines is SCT or SXT

tracking angle data indicated to the CMC by the astronaut when he

presses the MARK button signifying that he has centered the optical

reticle on the tracking target (landmark or LM) or superimposed the

two objects in the case of a star-landmark/horizon measurement.

The primary output of the navigation routines is the estimated CSM

state vector, plus estimated landmark coordinates in the case of the

Orbit Navigation Routine or the estimated LM state vector in the case

of the tgendezvous Navigation Routine. The various guidance targeting

modes outlined in Section 5.4 are based on the state vector estimates

which result from these navigation routines.
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5. 2. 2 COASTING INTEGRATION ROUTINE

5.2.2.1 General Comments

During all coasting phase navigation procedures, an extrapola-

tion of position and velocity by numerical integration of the equations of

motion is required. The basic equation may be written in the form

d 2 tZp

r(t) + r---K r(t)= _ad(t)
(2.2. I)

where pp is the gravitational constant of the primary body, and .ad(t)is

the vector acceleration which prevents the motion of the vehicle (CSM or

LM) from being precisely a conic with focus at the center of the primary

body. The Coasting Integration Routine is a precision integration routine

in which all significant perturbation effects are included. Thc form of

the disturbing acceleration .ad(t)depends on the phase of the mission.

An approximate extrapolation of a vehicle state vector in which

the disturbing acceleration, _ad(t) of Eq. (2.2. 1), is set to zero may be

accomplished by means of the Kepler subroutine (Section 5 5 5 ).

5.2.2.2 Encke's Method

If _aft is small compared with the central force field, direct in-

tegration of Eq. (2. 2. 1 ) is inefficient. Therefore, the extrapolation will

be accomplished using the technique of differential accelerations attribu-

ted to Encke.

In the remainder of Section 5.2 the subscripts P and Q will denote

primary and secondary body, respectively. When the body is known,
then the subscripts E, M, and S will be used for earth, moon, and

sun, respectively. The vehicle will be indicated by the subscripts
C for CSM and L for LM.
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At time t O the position and velocity vectors,K0 and y_0, define

an osculating conic orbit. The position and velocity vectors in the

conic orbit, _rcon(t) and _con(t), respectively, will deviate by a small

amount from the actual position and velocity vectors.

The conic position and velocity at time t arc co)_putcd as

shown in Section 5. 5. 5. Hcquired in this calculation is tl_e variable x

which is the root of Kcpter's equation. In order to nlinimizc the num-

ber of iterations required in solving Kepler's equation, an eslimate of

the correct solution for x is obtained as follows:

Let

7=t-t 0

During the previous computation cycle the values

(2.2.2)

r' : ron(7-_)

y' : Yon (_ -_2}-) (2.2.3)

x' : x (_---_)

were computed. A trial value of x(-r) is obtained from

xt= x'+ s [1-3_ s (1 -2 3_ s) - _(_-, -a) s 2] (2.2.4)

where

S -

r I • V )

- - - (2.2.5)

2
2 Vo

t_ -

r 0 _p
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After specification of -_0'v0" xt and _, the Kepler subroutine

(Section 5.5.5)isusedtocompute_rcon (_), V_con (_), and x(_). Because

of the excellent initialapproximation provided by Eq. (2.2.4), ithas not been

found necessary to iterate for x more than once (and frequently it is

not necessary at all) in order to obtain a value of x for which T - T(x) is

less than the given tolerance level.

The true position and velocity vectors will deviate fromthe

conic position and velocity since _-d is not zero. Let

r(t) = _6(t)+ r_con(t)

v(t) = _(t) + Vcon(t)

(2. 2.6)

where 6(t) and p(t) are the position and velocity deviations from the

conic. The deviation vector 6(t) satisfies the differential equation

6(t) =-1_ f(q) [(t)+ 6(t) + _d(t)
con

(2. 2.7)

subject to the initial conditions

6(t O) = O, _(t O) = O_ (2. 2.8)

where

q= 2 .... "
r
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2
f(q) = q 3 + 3q+ q (2.2.10)

1 + (1 + q)31 2

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.2. 7) must re-

main small, i.e., of the _ame order as _t(t), if the method is to be

efficient. As the deviation vector b(t) grows in magnitude, this term

will eventually increase in size. Therefore, in order to maintain the

_,tticicmLs'of the method, a new osculating conic orbit should be defined

by the total position and velocity vectors r(t) and v(t). The process of

selecting a new conic orbit from which to calculate deviations is called

rectification. When rectification occurs, the initial conditions for the

differential equation for b(t), as well as tile variables "r and x, are

again zero.

5. '2. 2. 3 Disturbing .,\cc(:leration

The form of the disturbing acceleration _ad(t) that is used in

Eq. (2. 2. 1) depends on the phase of the mission. In earth or lunar

orbit,only the gravitational anomalies arising from tile non-spherical

shapeof the primary body need be considered. Let _dP be the accel-

eration due to the non-spherical gravitational anomalies of the primary

body. Then, for the earth

_E _- ' p'
_dE = --72- JiE Pi+l {cos ¢) -rU i (cos ¢) u

r i=2
(2.2.11)

where
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P2 (cos _) = 3 cos

' 1
P3 (cos _) = _ (15 cos 2 _ - 3)

P4 (cos ¢) = (7 cos ¢ P3 - 4 P2 )

P5' (cos ¢) = (9 cos _ P4 - 5 P3 )

(2.2. 1 2)

are the derivatives of Legendrc polynominals,

cos _ = u • u (2. 2. 13)
--r --z

and J2' J3' J4 are the coefficients of the second, third, and fourth

harmonics of the earth's potential function. The vectors u and u
--r --z

are unit vectors in the direction of r and the polar axis of the earth,

respectively, and r E is the equatorial radius of the earth.

In the case of the moon

u M
--2-
r

_) u r

2 2
XM -YM

XMYM (UrXUz}+ 2

XM 2+ YJ - x4+ YM

- Pi (cos _)

%

((5 cos 2 _b - 3) u r- 2 cos_U_z t/

J

(2. 2. 14)
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where r M is the mean lunar radius, J22M is the eoeffi('icnt of tile term
in the moon's gravitational potential [unction which describes the as-

symmetry of the nloon aboul its polar axis, and xM and YM are the X
and Y componenls of r exf)resscd in moon-fixed coord_nalcs. The other
terms in Eq. (2. 2. 14)have definittons analogousto thc)se_nEq. (2. 2. 11).

y and u are computed by means of I ire Planclary"l'h_ variables x M, M -z

inertial Orientation Subroutine (Section 5.5. 2).

During cislunar-midcourse flight (translunar and transearth)

the gravitational attraction of the sun and the secondary body Q (earth

or moon) are relevant forces. The accelerations due to the secondary

body and the sun are

_dQ = 3--- f(qQ) rrpQ+ (2.2.15)
rQC

_dS : -_--- f(qs ) r-ps + r (2. 2. 16)
rSC

where r_pQ and rps are the position vectors of the secondary body and

the sun with respect to the primary body, rQC and rSC are the dis-

tances of the CSM from the secondary body and the sun, and the argu-

ments qQ and qs arc .omputed from

(r_ - 2 r_pQ) . r_
qQ .... (2.2. 17)

2

r pQ

(r_ - 2rps). r

qs ..... 2 {2.2.18)
r

PS

The functions f(qQ) and f(qs ) are calculated from Eq.(2. 2. 10).
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The position vectors of the moon relative to the earth,rEM ,
and the sun relative to the earth,rEs,are computed as described in
Section (5. 5.4). Then,

rpQ =

tEM if P = E
-rEM if P M

(2. 2.1 9)

and

Finally,

rps

r_ES
ifP=E

rES-KEM if P : M

(2. 2.20)

-_QC = r - rpQ

_r_sC : r - rps

(2. 2.21)

5. 2.2.4 Error Transition Matrix

The position and velocity vectors as maintained in the com-

puter are only estimates of the true values. As part of the navigation

technique it is necessary also to maintain statistical data in the com-

puter to aid in the processing of navigation measurements.

If _(t) and _(t) are the errors in the estimates of the position

and velocity vectors, respectively, then the six-dimensional correla-

tion matrix E(t) is defined by
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E6(t) =

/
e(t) c(t) T

o(t) e(t) T

(2.2.22)

In certain applications it becomes necessary to expand the

state vector and the correlation matrix to more than six dimensions

so as to include estimation of landmark loc, ations Jn the CMC dur-

ing orbit navigation,and rendezvous radar tracking biases in the LGC

during the rendezvous navigation procedure. For this purpose a nine-

dimensional correlation matrix is defined as follows :

e(t) __T

E_(t)
E(t) = 0_(t) l__T

/3 ¢(t) T f_ 0(t) T _ 3 T

(2. 2. 23)

where the components of the three-dimensional vector _3 are the errors

in the estimates of three variables which are estimated in addition to the

components of the spacecraft state vector.
In order to take full advantage of the operations provided by

the interpreter in the computer, the correlation matrix will be re-

stricted to either six or nine dimensions. If, in some navigation pro-

cedure, only one or two additional items are to be e_'timated, then a suf-

ficient number of dummy variables will be added to the: desired seven-or

eight-dimensional state vector to make it nine-dimensional.
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Rather than use the correlation matrix in the navigation pro-

cedure, it is more convenient to utilize a matrix W(t), called the error

transition matrix,and defined by

E(t) = W(t) W(t) T (2.2.24)

Extrapolation of the nine-dimensional matrix W(t) is made by

direct numerical integration of the differential equation

0 I 0

d W(t) = G(t) O W(t) (2. 2.25)
dt

O O

where G(t) is the three-dimensional gravity gradient matrix, and I and

O are the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respectively.

If the W matrix is partitioned as

_w _wI w8_

W w 9 Wl0 • . w17

_w18 w19 w26/

\ /

(2.2.26)
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then,

d
_%wi(t) = wi+9(t)

d
_ wi+9(t) = G(t) wi(t}

d
_]i_wi+t8(t) = O0

i= O, 1 ...... 8 (2.2.27)

The extrapolation may be accomplished by successively integrating the

vector differential equations

d 2

wi(t) = G(t) wi(t)
i=0,1 ..... 8 (2. 2. 28)

The gravity gradient matrix G(t) for earth or lunar orbit is

given by

G(t) - rS_t ) r(t) _r(t) T - r2(t) I (2. 2.29)

During cislunar-midcourse flight

G(t) = r(t) r(t) T - r2(t) I
r5(t) - _

UQ

+ r 5QC (t) I3 -F-QC(t) -_QC (t)T - r2QC (t) I]

(2.2.30)
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Thus, if D is the dimension of the matrix W(t) for the given

navigation procedure, the differential equations for the wi(t) vectors

are

d2 t
+ M 3pQ ]3 [UQc(t} wi(t} ] i(tI

r Qclt) [ ._ uQclt) -w

i=0, I ..... D-I

(2. 2.31)

where u (t) and unit vectors in the directions of r(t) and
-r _U_Qc(t) are

__c(t), respectively, and

I for cislunar_nidcourse flight

M = (2. 2.32)

for earth or lunar orbit

5.2. 2. 5 Numerical Integration Method

The extrapolation of navigational data requires the solution of

a number of second-order vector differential equations, specifically

Eqs. (2. 2.7) and (2. 2.31). These are all special cases of the form

d 2
(2.2.33}
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Nystrom's method is particularly well suited to this form and
gives an integration method of fourth-order accuracy. The second-order
system is written

d
dfz= f (y, t)

(2. 2. 34)

andthe formulae are summarized below.

_+1 = _-n+ _--(Y-n)At

= z + _P(y_n) AtKn+ 1 --n --

¢(y_n ) = z + _(k 1 + 2k 2) At
-- --n - -

±(Zn ) = _ (kl + 4k2 + k3 )

(2.2.3 5)

hi = _(Zn' tn)

k2 = -f (_n + 2-nZ At+ _1 (A!)2, tn + '2 At)

k3 : _f (}in + -nz At+ 21 k2 (At)2, tn +At)

For efficient use of computer storage as well as computing

time the computations are performed in the following order:
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1) Equation (2.2.7) is solved using the Nystrom formulae,

Eq. (2. 2. 35). It is necessary to preserve the values of the

_ + At�2, t + Z_t for use in the solutionvector r at times t n, t n n

of Eqs. (2.2.31).

2) Equations (2. 2.31) are solved one-at-a-time using Eqs.

(2. 2.35) together with the values of r which resulted from

the first step.

The variable At is the integration time step and should not be

confused with "r, the time since rectification. The maximum value for

At which can be used for precision integration, Z_tmax, is given by the

empirically determined formula

At = minimum
max At_i m,

K r 3/2
(2. 2.36)

where the calculation is truncated to the nearest two centiseconds and

Atti m = 4000 sec.

K =0 3

(2. 2.37}

Because of the form of Eq. (2.2.36}, it is possible for the

Coasting Integration Routine to use an excessive amount of time to

extrapolate a state vector if the resulting trajectory passes too close

to the target planet. Furthermore, the capability of extrapolating a

state vector to a desired radial distance may be a useful function.

For these reasons, the desired final t_me and the desired final radius

must be specified by the calling routine.

5.2. 2. 6 Coasting Integration Logic

Estimates of the state vectors of two vehicles (CSM and LM)

will be maintained in the computer. In various phases of the mission

it will be required to extrapolate a state vector either alone or with an

associated W matrix of dimension six or nine.

(
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To accomplish all of these possible procedures, as well as

to solve the computer restart problem, three state vectors will be

maintained in the computer. Let __ and x L be the estimated CSM

and LM state vectors, respectively, and let x be a temporary state

vector. The state vector x is a symbolic representation of the follow-

ing set of variables:

-r0 = rectification position vector

-_0 = rectification velocity vector

r = conic position vector-con

v = conic velocity vector-con

5 = position deviation vector

= velocity deviation vector

t = time associated with -_con' Y-con'

7 = time since rectification

5 _md v

(2.2. 38)

x = root of Kepler's equation

p _-

(

primary body = /+ 1 for earth

2 for moon

where the positive sign indicates cislunar-midcourse

flight and the negative sign near-earth or near-lunar

orbit.

The state vectors _-C and x L represent an analogous set of variables.

The Coasting Integration Routine is controlled by the calling

program by means of the two indicators D and V. The variable D

indicates the dimension of the W matrix with

D = 0 (2. 2. 39)

denoting that the state vector only is to be extrapolated. The vari-

ble V indicates the appropriate vehicle as follows:
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1 for CSM

0 for LM

-1 for state vector specified by calling program

(2.2.40)

In addition, the calling program must set the desired final time tF; the
desired final radius rF; and, for V equal to -1, the desired state vector x.

A simplified functional diagram of the Coasting Integration

Routine is shown in Fig. 2.2-1. In the figure the indicated state

vector is being integrated to time t F. The value of At for each time

step is Atma x (Eq. (2. 2. 36)) or the total time-to-go whichever is

smaller. The integration is terminated when the computed value

of At is less than e t, or the magnitude of the position vector is less than

r E •
Figures 2.2-2, 2.2-3 and 2.2-4 illustrate in more detail the

logic flow of tb_/s routine. In these figures certain items which have

not been discussed fully in the text are explicitly illustrated. The

following is a list of these items together with the number of the

figure in which each occurs.

l) Saving of r values for W matrix integration:Fig. 2. 2-2.

2) Change in origin of coordinates : Fig. 2. 2-3.

3) Rectification procedure: Fig. 2. 2-3.

4) Selection of disturbing acceleration: Fig. 2.2-4.

The logic flow shown in these figures is controlled by the three

switches or flags A, B, and F. Switch A is used in the determination
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ENTER

I-- I

A

I

No _Yes

/xt = minimum [(t F - t), ± At max ]

J_Yes

_No

Integrate State Vector x (t)One Time Step to Time t +At

Yes

o

Yes

1

x = XL ]

._ EXIT

--x ]X L

Integrate D-Dimensional W Matrix

One Time Step to Time t +At

Figure 2. 2-1 Simplified Coasting Integration

Routine Logic Diagram
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Yell

,>

Figure 2.2-2 Coasting Integration Routine

Logic Diagram
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ENTER

[ A!I I

I

Yes

r

_No No ]_o

No _ Yes

1
L] Compute VpQ

]See. 5.5.4

EXIT "_

RECTIFICATION

r 0 = _rcon + 6

v 0 = Vco n + v

Econ = r-0

VCO n ffi V_O

6 = 0

v = 0

x = 0

•r= 0

rco n = rco n - rpQ

v --v -VpQCOn -- CO_

Pf3-P

Figure 2.2-3 Rect,/fication andCoordinate System

Origin Change Logic Diagram
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ENTER

Yt's ' No

Yes

Compute -_dPEq. (2. 2. 14)

Compute a_dpEq. (2.2. 1 I)

ad=

0_ Yes _ Compute rpQ, rQC, adQ, adsSecs. 5.5.4 and 5.2.2.3

1
adp EXIT ad = ad p + adQ 4- a_d S

Figure 2. 2-4 Disturbing Acceleration Selection

Logic Diagram
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J ,

of whether or not the acceleration due to the non-spherical grav-

itational anomalies of the primary planet,_adp,Should be included

in the disturbing acceleration. The acceleration -a-alpis relevant

during earth and lunar orbit, and during that part of cislunar-mid-

course flight in which the vehicle is both departing from the pri-

mary planet and is within the prescribed radius rdp" Switch B

inhibits the test for a change in the origin of the Basic Reference

Coordinate System until the vector r_pQ is available. Switch F is

used to distinguish between state vector integration (F = I) and W

matrix integration (F = 0).

The definition,s of the various control constants whicl_ appear

in Figs. 2.2-1 to '2.2-4 are as t'ollows:

6 t = integration time step criterion

6
= rectification criterion

rSPH

rdE

rdM

= radius of lunar sphere of influence

= radius of relevance for earth non-spherical gravi-

tational anomalies

= radius of relevance for moon non-spherical gravi-

tational anomalies
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5. 2. 3 MEASUREMENT INCORPORATION ROUTINE

Periodically it is necessary to update the estimated posi-

tion and velocity vectors of the vehicle (CSM or LM) by means of

navigation measurements. At the time a measurement is made,

the best estimate of the state vector of the spacecraft is the extrap-

olated estimate denoted by x'. The first six components of x' are

the components of the estimated position and velocity vectors. In

certain situations it becomes necessary to estimate more than six

quantities. Then, the state vector will be of nine dimensions. From

this state vector estimate it is possible to determine an estimate of

the quantity measured. When the predicted value of this measure-

ment is compared with the actual measured quantity, the difference

is used to update the indicated state vector as well as its associated

error transition matrix as described in Section 5.2.1. The error transi-

tion matrix, W, is defined in Section 5.2.2.4.

This routine is used to compute deviations to be added

to the components of the estimated state vector, and to update the

estimated state vector by these deviations provided the deviations

pass a state vector update validity test as described in Section 5.2. 1.

Let D be the dimension (six or nine) of the estimated

state vector. Associated with each measurement are the following

parameters which are to be specified by the program calling this

routine :

b

N

2
0l

= Geometry vector of D dimensions

= A priori measurement error variance

6Q Measured deviation, the difference between the

quantity actually measured and the expected value

based on the original value of the estimated state

vector x'.
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The procedure for incorporating a measurement into the estimated

state vector _s as follows:

Compute a D-dimensional z vector from

z = W 'T b (2. 3. 1)

where W' is the error transition matrix associatedwithx'.

© Compute the D-dimensional weighting vector, co, from

T I T w,Tco z (2.3.2)
2 2

Z -l-

Compute the state vector deviation estimates from

6x = co 5Q (2.3.3)

If the data pass the validity test, update the state

vector and the W matrix by

x = x' + 5x (2. 3.4)

T
co Z

W = W' - (2.3.5)
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In order to take full advantage of the three-dimensional

vector and matrix operations provided by the interpreter in the com-

puter, the nine-dimensional W matrix will be stored sequentially in

the computer as follows:

w 0, w l ..... w26

Refer to Section 5.2.2.4 for the definition of the W matrix. Define

the three -dimensional matrices

W0= wiT

w T
_"2

wl-- ....w8: ,2.3.°,

so that

W0 T W T1 w2T
I

W = ( W3 T w4T w5T (2.3.7)

l

W6 T W7 T wsT

Let the nine-dimensional vectors 6x, b, _,

follow s :

6X =

6_0

6x 1

6x 2

f

b1

b2 _-2

and z be partitioned as

Z _-
D l'°/

L8
"/z 1

z_2

(2.3.8)
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Then, the computations shownin Eqs. (2.3. 1) through (2.3.3) are
performed as follows, using three-dimensional operations:

D-1

z =_ W' b.-1 i+3j -j
j=0

a

T

--1

D
-1

--_-" z. • z + a 2
j -j -j
j--0

D
3--1

_ 1 _ zTw ,a -j 3i+j
j=0

(2. 3.9)

ax = 5Q _
--1 --1

( °)i=0, 1 ..... _ 1

Equation (2.3. 5) is written

(2.3. I0)

wi+9j = w'i+ 9j

i = 0,j=0,

1 ..... D-I

D
1 ..... _ 1 )
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The Measurement Incorporation Routine is divided into

two subroutines, INCORP1 and INCORP2. The subroutine INCORP1

consists of Eqs. (2.3.9), while INCORP2 is composed of Eqs. (2.3.4)

and #2. 3.10). The method of using these subroutines is illustrated

in Fig. 2.3-1.

Since the estimated position and velocity vectors are

maintained in two pieces, conic and deviation from the conic, Eq.

(2.3.4) cannot be applied directly. The estimated position and

velocity deviations resulting from the measurement,Sx 0 and _;Xl, are

added to the vectors 6 and V, the position and velocity deviations from

the conics, respectively. Since 5 and v are maintained to much

higher accuracy than the conic position and velocity vectors, a pos-

sible computation overflow situation exists whenever Eq. (2.3.4) is

applied. If overflow does occur, then it is necessary to reinitialize

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2.2) by the process of

rectification as described in Section 5.2.2 2. The logic flow of the

subroutine INCORP2 is illustrated in detail in Fig. 2. 3-2.



CALLIN(; PRO(;RAM

......... ....

l....... i__
C_mpute (;vomelry Vector I_) and

_citsHI't_III('FIt l)(,viati(m 8Q.
2

Set Dimensi(m D and Apriori Variance or
.... °

• _ No

2
Call INCORP2

CONTINUE

Go To

Alternatt,

Procedure

INCORPI

Compute State Vector

Deviation Estimate 6x

Eas(2.3.9I

INCORP2

Update State Vector l_

and W Matrix

EQs(234) ond 123101

RETURN RETURN

Fig. 2.3-1 Measurement Incorporation Procedure
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ENTER

_--[+6_

Yes

a = v + 6x1_

_ r

--con
es

•I Update W Matrix Rectification_._.,_._._0, _. _.___

I

= r +6x- con 0

-Ycon = v + 6x 1--con

Fig. 2.3-2 INCORP2 Subroutine Logic Diagram
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5.2.4 ORBIT NAVIGATION ROUTINE

5.2.4.1 Landmark Tracking Pro_cedure

While the CSM is in lunar or earth orbit, landmark

optical tracking data are used to update the estimated CSM state

vector and the coordinates of the landmark that is being tracked,

as described in Section 5. 2. 1. This routine is used to process the

landmark-tracking measurement data, as shown in simplilied form

in Fig. 2. 1 -1, and is used normally in lunar orbit in the lunar land-

ing mission. The routine a_lso can be used in earth orbit during abort

situations or alternate missions.

The astronaut should use the Lunar Landt:_ark Selection

Routmt" (Section 5. 6. 9) or the Gromld Track Routine (Seclion 5. 6. 5)

as an aid in selecting appropriate landmarks for tracking prior to using

the Orbit Navigation Routine.

In order to initially acquire and maintain optical tracking,

the CSM attitude must be oriented such that the CSM-to-landmark

line-of-sight fails within the SCT field of view. in the CSM GNCS

there is no automatic vehicle attitude control during the hmdmark

tracking procedure. An 3, desired attitude control must be accom-

plished manually by the astronaut.

If the astronaut wishes, he may use the Automatic Optics

Designate Routine (Section 5. 6. 8) as an aid in the acquisition of the

landmark. This routine has two modes which are relevant to orbit

navigation. In the advanced ground track mode (which is useful in

lunar orbit for surveillance, selection, and tracking of possible land-

ing sites) the routine drives the CSM optics to the direction of the

point on the ground track of the spacecraft at a time slightly more

than a specified number of orbital revolutions ahead of current time.
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In the landmark mode (which is useful for acquisition of a specified

landmark) the routine drives the optics to the estimated direction of

the specified landmark. Either the revolution number or the land-

mark must be specified by the astronaut. The computations and

positioning commands in this routine are repeated once per second

provided the optics mode switch is set to CMC. Thus, in the advanced

ground track mode, the astronaut is shown continuously the ground track

of the CSM for a future revolution. The reason for this mode is that it

is desirable to select a landing site which is near the CSM orbital plane

at the LM lunar landing time.

The Automatic Optics Designate Routine is used in other

routines to align the CSM optics to the directions of the following

sighting targets :

1) The LM during the rendezvous phase

2) A specified star during IMU alignment procedures

After the astronaut has acquired the desired landmark

(not necessarily the one specified to the Automatic Optics Designate

Routine), he switches the optics mode to MANUAL and centers the

SCT or SXT reticle on the landmark. When accurate tracking is

achieved, he presses the optics MARK button, upon which the time

of the measurement and all optics and IMU gimbal angles are stored

in the CMC. Up to five unrejected navigation sightings of the same

landmark may be made during the tracking interval,and all sets of

navigation data are acquired before processing of the data begins.

After the astronaut has completed the tracking of a land-

mark, he is asked by the CMC whether or not he wishes to identify

the tracked landmark. If he does, then he enters into the CMC through
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the keyboard the identification number or the coordinates of the land-
mark, and the data are processed as described in Section fi. 2.4.2.

The coordinates of twenty-five preseIected lunar land-
marks will be stored in the CMC fixed memory. In addition, the

coordinates of the landing site will be stored in the CMC erasable

memory and can be updated during the mission. In general, code

numbers will be used to identify landmarks during _ lunar-orbit

navigation phase, but it will be necessary for the astronaut to enter

the actual coordinates in the case of earth landmarks.

If the astronaut does not identify the landmark, then the

Landing Site Designation procedure (Section 5.2.4.3) is used for the

navigation data processing. In this process the landmark is con-

sidered to be unknown, and the first set of navigation data is used

to compute an initial estimate of the landmark location. The re-

maining sets of data are then processed as described in Section

5. 2.4. 2 to update the estimated nine-dimensional CSM-landmark

state vector.

Whether the landmark is identified or not, one further

option is available to the astronaut. He may specify that one of the

navigation sightings is to be considered the designator for an offset

landing site near the tracked landmark. In this case, the designa-

ted navigation data set is saved, the remaining sets of data are pro-

cessed as described above, and then the estimated offset landing

site location is determined from the saved data as described in

Section 5.2.4. 4. This procedure offers the possibility of designat-

ing a landing site in a flat area of the moon near a landmark which

is suitable for optical navigation tracking but not for landing.
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Each set of navigation data which is used for state vector
updating and not for landing site designation or offset produces two
updates as described in Section 5. 2.4.2. For the first navigation data
set the magnitudes of the first proposed changes in the estimated CSM

position and velocity vectors, 6r and 5v, respectively, are displayed

for astronaut approval. If the astronaut accepts these proposed

changes,then all state vector updates will be performed, and all the in-

formation obtained during the tracking of this landmark will be incor-

porated into the state vector estimates. A detailed discussion of this

state vector update validity check is given in Section 5.2. i.

After all of the sets of navigation data have been pro-

cessed, the astronaut has the option of having the updated landmark

coordinates (or the coordinates of the unknown landmark) stored in

the erasable memory registers allocated to the landing site coor-

dinates. In this manner the original coordinates of the landing site

can be revised, or a new landing site can be selected.

The v_rious functions for which the sets of navigation

data acquired from the line-of-sight tracking measurements are used

are presented in Sections 5.2.4.2 through 5.2.4.4. A detailed des-

cription in the form of logic diagrams of the entire Orbit Navigation

Routine with all of its options is given in Section 5.2.4.5.

5.2.4.2 State Vector Update from Landmark Sighting

As mentioned in Section 5.2. 1 the orbit navigation con-

cept involves the nine-dimensional state vector

x_-- !c (2.4.1)
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where _Z and _Z are the estimated CSM position and velocity vec-

tors, respectively, and r__ is the estimated landmark position vec-

tor. Both the CSM state vector and the landmark position vector

are estimated and updated through the processing of optical track-

ing data. A simplified functional diagram of the orbit navigation

procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. I-I. In this section the method

of updating the estimated nine-dimensional state vector from alandmark

line-of-sight navigation measurement is given.

After the preferred CSM attitude is achieved and optical

tracking acquisition is established (Section 5.2.4. 1), the astronaut

enters tracking data into the CMC by pressing the optics MARK but-

ton when he has centered the SCT or SXT reticle on the landmark.

As described in Section 5.2. 4. l, each set of navigation data con-

tains the time of the measurement and the two optics and three IMU

gimbal angles. From these five angles the measured unit vector,

_uM, along the CSM-to-landmark line-of-sight is computed in the

Basic Reference Coordinate System from

u M = [REFSMMAT] T [NBSM] UNB (2. 4. 2)

where [REFSMMAT] and [NBSM] are transformation matrices and

UNB is the measured line-of-sight vector in navigation base coor-

dinates. All terms of Eq. (2.4. 2) are defined in Section 5. 6. 3.

For the purpose of navigation it is convenient to consider

the measured unit vector, u M, to be the basic navigation data. This
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navigation measurement of the line-of-sight vector, uM, is mathemati-
cally equivalent to the simultaneous measurement of the angles be-
tween the lines-of-sight to the landmark andtwo stars. The data
are processed by selecting two convenient unit vectors (fictitious

star directions}, converting the vector uM to an equivalent set of
two artificial star-landmark measurements, and using the Measure-
ment Incorporation Routine (Section 5.2.3} twice, once for each
artificial measurement. These two unit vectors are chosento be

perpendicular to each other and to the current estimated line-of-
sight vector so as to maximize the convenienceand accuracy of
the procedure.

Let -_Candr_ be the estimated CSMand landmark posi-
tion vectors at the time of a given line-of-sight measurement. Then,
the first state vector updatefor the measurement is performed as
follows :

Q estimated CSM-to-landmark line-of-Calculate the

sight from

©

-r-CL = r_ - _-C

-_CL = UNIT (__L }

(2.4. 3)

Initialize the fictitious star direction to the vector

u = UNIT (KCL × UM) (2. 4. 4)--6

If the vectors ._L and u M are separated by an angle
of less than 2 -_ rad., then a computation overflow

occurs in the execution of Eq. (2.4.4), and this set

of measurement data is discarded because all of the

components of the estimated state vector deviation,

5 x, would be negligible for both state vector updates.
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© Compute an artificial star direction from

u : UNIT (u X _uCL ) (2.4.5)

Calculate the nine-dimensional geometry vector,

b, from

1

_-0 = rc--_ _s (2.4. 6)

>i = 0 (2.4.7)

k2 = - ho (2.4.8)

© Determine the measured deviation, 5Q, from

5Q = cos -I (u U_M) -cos -I (u • -_I_ )

(2.4.9)

: cos
7[

-1 (_s" -UM)- 2

© Incorporate the fictitious star-landmark measure-

ment using the Measurement Incorporation Routine

(Section 5. 2.3).
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Included in Step _6 ) is the state vector update validity check for

the first proposed update.

It should be noted that the initialization of the star di-

rection, _U_s, which is given by Eq. (2.4.4), is such that the first

artificial star (computed from Eq. (2. 4. 5) ) will yield the maximum

value for the measured deviation, 6Q, which is obtained from Eq.

(2.4. 9). The reason for selecting the first u vector in this manner
-6

is that there is only one state vector update validity check even

though there are two updates.

Assuming that the first state vector update was accepted

by the astronaut, the second update for this measurement data set

is performed by first recomputing the estimated CSM-to-landmark

line-of-sight vector from Eq. (2.4. 3) using the updated values of the

estimated CS1VL_and_ landmark_ position vectors, -_C and r_, respectively.

Then, Steps _3) - _6) are repeated, this time with no state vec-

tor update validity check.

If the astronaut rejects the first state vector update, then

all of the navigation data _s d_scarded, and no update occurs.

The results of the processing of the measured line-of-

sight vector, u M, are updated values of the estimated position and

velocity vectors of the CSM, -_C and -v-c' respectively, and an up-

dated value of the estimated landmark position vector, r_.

5.2.4.3 Landing Site Designation

As mentioned in Section 5.2.4. 1 the nine-dimensional

orbit navigation procedure provides the means of mapping on the
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surface of the planet a point which is designated only by a number of
sets of optical tracking data. This process may be used to redesig-
nate the landing site optically, or as an unknownlandmark orbit navi-
gation procedure.

Assume that an unmappedlandmark has beentracked,
and N sets of optical measurement data have been acquired as des-

cribed in Section 5. 2.4. I. Let uM be the measured unit CSM-to-
landmark line-of-sight vector obtained from the first set of mea-
surement data by means of Eq. (2.4. 2). An estimate of the landmark

position at the time of the first navigation sighting, tM, is given by

E Cr__ = _C + rc osA - ----2- sin2A U_M (2. 4.10)

r C

where

UM" _C
cos A - (2.4. I I)

rC

-_Z is the estimated CSM position vector at time tM, and r 0 is the

estimated planetary radius. This initial estimated landmark posi-

tion vector, r{, and the estimated CSM state vector are then updated

by means of the standard Orbit Navigation Routine and the last N - I

sets of tracking measurement data exactly as if the designated point

were a mapped landmark.

The final results of this procedure are a location estimate

for the designated point and an improvement in the estimated CSM state

vector.
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5.2.4.4 Landing Site Offset

During the landing site selection operation any visible

landmark may be tracked that is in, or near, the desired landing area.

In most cases this visible landmark will not be an acceptable touch

down point, and it is desirable to offset the desired landing point away

from the visible landmark used for tracking. This is accomplished

by tracking the visible landmark and processing this data as previously

described for either a mapped or an unknown landmark depending upon

the type of landmark tracked. During this tracking operation a designated

navigation data set can be taken by positioning the SXT to the desired

actual landing point. This designated data set is saved, and,after the

tracking data is processed for the visible landmark,the offset landing

site location is computed from the saved data by means of Eq. (2.4. 10).

In this landing site offset calculation, the magnitude of the estimated

position vector of the visible landmark is used for the estimated planetary

radius r 0in Eq. (2.4. 10).

5.2.4.5 Orbit Navigation Logic

After all optical landmark tracking data have been acquired,

the data processing procedure is initialized as illustrated in Fig. 2.4-1.

It is assumed that the following items are stored in erasable memory

at the start of the procedure shown in this figure:

W =

OR BW F LA G =

Estimated CSM state vector as

defined in Section 5.2.2.6.

Six-dimensional error transition

matrix associated with _4_ as de-

fined in Section 5. 2.2.4.

I 1 for valid W matrix

l 0 for invalid W matrix

This flag or switch is maintained

by programs external to the Orbit
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ENTER

Turn on Landmark Identification
Fig. 2.4-2

__Yes

I o! 7°J

V=

i

EXIT to

Fig. 2.4- 3

W 0 -- W_r I

W 1 = O

W 2 =O

W =O
3

W 4 = W_v I

W = O
5

ORBWFLAG = 1

D=0

Fig. 2.4-1 Orbit Navigation Routine Initialization
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REFSMMAT]

Navigation Routine. It indicates
whether or not the existing W matrix
is valid for use in processing land-
mark tracking data. The flag is
set to zero after eachof the following
procedures :
1) Powered maneuver
2) State vecter update frorr_ground
3) Rendezvousnavigation
4) Astronaut Command

Transformation Matrix: Basic Hef-

erence Coordinate System to IMU
Stable Member Coordinate System

N __ Number of unrejected sets of navi-

gation data acquired during the track-

ing of the landmark

tM1 to tMN
The N measurement times associ-

ated with the N sets of navigation data

N sets of five optics and IMU gimbal angles each

w _r and w gv preselected W matrix initial diagonal

elements

OFF _'

1 through 5 for index of landing

site offset designator

0 for no l,anding site offset des-

ignator

Ti_e variables D and V are indicators which control the

Coasting integration Routine (Section 5.2 2) as described in Section

5.2.2. 6, I and O are the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices,

respectively, and i is an index which is used to count the navigation

data sets.
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The landmark identification procedure (Fig. 2. 4-2), which

is turned on by the initialization procedure, is essentially an astronaut

interface routine and runs in parallel with the main computation. In

the identification routine the astronaut enters into the CMC through

the keyboard the following two items:

KNOWN= t1 for mapped or known landmark

0 for unmapped landmark or landing site

designation

g =

00 for a landmark whose coordinates are

t not stored in CMC memory

l 01 for the landing site

02 through 26 for index number of a land-

mark whose coordinates are stored in

CMC fixed memory

If

KNOWN = 1 and L = O0

then the astronaut is further requested to enter the coordinates of the

landmark; that is, latitude (Lat), longitude (Long) and altitude (Alt).

Altitude is defined with respect to the mean lunar radius for lunar

landmarks, and the Fischer ellipsoid for earth landmarks.

After completion of the initialization procedure the Orbit

Navigation Routine begins processing the data.

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Eqs. (2. 4.5),

(2. 4. 6), (2. 4.7), and (2. 4. 9) are reformulated and regrouped as follows:
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ENTER

Obtain Astronaut Entry of
KNOWN and L

No

No

Obtain Astronaut Entry of
Landmark Coordinates

Lat, Long, Alt

Yes

I Lat = Lat L [

Long = Long L ---_ EXIT

Alt = Alt L

Fig. 2.4-2 Orbit Navigation Routine Landmark Identification
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u = UNIT (.U_s× uCL)--S

b_l

aQ

= U
--S

= 0

c°s-l(u _ 1= rCL UM) 2--

(2.4. 12)

This set of equations is used both by the Orbit Navigation Routine and

tile Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.5) in processing optical

tracking data. To validate the use of Eqs. (2.4. 12) it is necessary only

to let

m

2 2
= rCL (varsc T + varlMU) (2.4.13)

where varsc T and variM U arc the a priori estimates for one half the

SCT and IMU total angular error variances, respectively.

The processing of the N sets of landmark-tracking naviga-

tion data is illustrated in Fig. 2. 4-3. In the l iRu_-e K0, IXl and K 2 are

preselected constants, w _ and Wun f are preselected initial W matrix

diagonal elemt.nts, and F is the altitude flag as defined in Section 5.5.3.

After the processing of the data is completed, the location

of the offset landing site is computed from the saved data, if a data

set was so designated, as shown in Fig. 2.4-4. Then, the final esti-

mated landmark position vector is converted to latitude, Longitude,

altitude coordinates and these data are displayed. If the tracked

landmark is to be the landing site, then these data are saved in eras-

able memory.
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ENTER from

Fi_. |. 4-3

j -i÷l tt F * tMi

l

ioo=.-.--., j_lqrll_late _xC to time t F with or

wltho_ W mltrtx dependfn I on D

I:c ": j

EXIT to

r_l. :.4-4

-UOFF " _M

toF F " t

y.. J

W? " K I W 1 NO

W 8 • K| W0+ W_rl|l

P'ql. i3-3 l

l Compute I_mdmark] Cell Latttude-I._q[ltude

L,ocatiml r | ] 8ubrt_ltine to Contpute
zq. (2.4./0) / L4ndmerk Loc.tton rf

J

rCL" ri - IC

_CL" "mT(ZCL)

_o

e8

Tel

.>
_o

"°4>
Yell

Call Planetar Inertial

Ortentatioa Subroutine

Twice to Trsneform [#

from Time t' to Time t

l

I FLAG • I

[CL " If " [C

_CL "UNIT(_cL)

We "UNIT(_cL = _M }

Y.. _=_

Compute Star Vector

Geometr 7 Vector b

Meutu_ed Det, tetl_t 6Q .,,4

Error Vsr/a_e e-_j

r._. (I. 4. 1|) e.ad (L 4. I 3)

Cell _ICORPI of Mossus_-

meat Incorporation Routine

to Compute Btete Vector

chore L=

q_ D/lplay 6r ead 6"* 1

I =,-° I

Call INCORPS ol Meslmremlmt

incorporstiml Routine to Per-

m _to Vector _nen_

Figure 2.4-3 Orbit Navigation Routine Logic Diagram
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ENTER from

Fig. 2.4- 3

No

Yes

,ou i.e
Extrapolate x C to Offset Time tOF F

z M _OFF

r 0 = r_

Display Lat, Long, Aft j

o Save Lat, Long, Alt as
Landing Site Coordinates

Convert W Matrix to

Six- Dimensional Form

Figs. 2.4-5 and 2.4-6

EXIT

Fig. 2.4-4 Orbit Navigation Routine Termination
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The final operation of the Orbit Navigation Routine is to
convert the nine-dimensional error transition matrix, W, to a six-
dimensional matrix with the same CSMposition and velocity estima-
tion error variances and covariances. The reason for this procedure
is that the W matrix, when it is initialized for processing the data
associated with the next landmark, must reflect the fact that the initial
landmark location errors are not correlated with the errors in the

estimated CSMposition and velocity vectors. Of course, after pro-
cessing measurement data, these cross correlations becomenon-
zero, and it is for this reason that the nine dimensional procedure
works, and that it is necessary to convert the final W matrix to six-
dimensional form.

The solution to the conversion problem is not unique. A
convenient solution is obtained in the following manner.

The error transition matrix, W, has beendefined in
Section 5.2.3 in terms of the nine three-dimensional submatrices

W z

W0, W 1 ..... W 8 as follows:

W0 T WI T W2 T

W3 T W4 T W5 T (2.4. 14)

W6 T W7 T W8 T

\

Let the elements of each of these submatrices be defined by
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TW.
I

w9i w9i + 3 w9i + 6

w9i + 1 w9i + 4 w9i + 7

w9i + 2 w9i + 5 w9i + 8

(i = O, 1 ..... 8)

(2.4. 15)

The W matrix is then converted to the following six-di-

mensional form:

WoT WI T )T
W 3 w4T

wv0

I

w 2

z

w27

_w w28

29

w 3 w 6 w 9

w 4 w 7 wlO

w 5 w 8 Wll

w30 w33 0

w31 0 0

0 0 0

w12 WlS_

w 13

0

0

0

0

(2.4. 16)

W 2 - : 0: W °

The twenty-one non-zero elements of the converted W matrix are

computed by solving the following twenty-one equaiions:

E w w : w: w'
k : 0 i+3k j+3k k : 0 l+3k j+3k

= e

P

i,j : 0,1,2,27,
28,29

i<j

p = 0,1 ..... 20

(2.4.17)
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where primes refer to quantities before conversion, and the following
table gives p as a function of i and j:

irf20
Pll2O
 ,812712i1io12812729 29 29 29 29 28 28

19 18 17 16 15 14 13
2f28

12
1°I28 28

11 10
27[!27 7

9

27 7

7

2 1

2 2

5 4

0 1

2 1

3 2

0 0

1 0

1 0

The twenty-one elements e 0 to e20 are computed as illus-

trated in Fig. 2.4-5. The converted W matrix is then calculated as

shown in Fig. 2.4-6. Included in this procedure are negative radicand

and zero divisor checks.

The Orbit Navigation Routine is now ready to process the

data acquired in tracking the next landmark.
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ENTER from
Fig. 2.4-4

p=20
j = 29

i
e

P

8

= _ wi+3k wj+3 k
k=O

p =p-1

s i-

0_Yes = EXIT to

Fig. 2.4-6

Fig. 2.4-5 Orbit Navigation Routine W Matrix Conversion I
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!

j=2

ENTER

from Fig. 2.4-5

No

lJ:jl]

n = n+3
Yes

w0 to w53 = 0

p=20

j = 29

n=0

i
i=j

wSQ = ep - _ wi+3kWj+3 k
k=0

Wi+n = w

p =p -i

w=O
No

EXIT

8

wi+ n = (ep - _ wi+3k wj+3k)/Wk=0

No

p = p-I

Fig. 2.4-6 Orbit Navigation Routine W Matrix Conversion II
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5.2.5 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION PROGRAM

5.2.5. 1 Target Acquisition and LM Tracking Routine

During mission phases involving rendezvous, CSM

SXT tracking data of the LM are used in the Rendezvous Navigation

Routine (Section 5.2.5.2 ) to update the estimated state vector of

either the CSM or the LM, as discussed in Section 5.2. 1 and out-

lined in Fig. 2. 1-2. In order to initially acquire and maintain SXT

tracking in the CSM and RR tracking in the IJM, the CSM attitude

must he oriented such that the tracking line-of-sight falls within the

SXT and HR transponder coverage sectors.

The general routine used to achieve and maintain

tracking conditions on the CSM is illustrated in Fig. 2. 5-1. With

reference to this figure, the estimated line-of-sight between the

CSM and LM is first determined by advancing the estimated state

vectors of the two vehicles to the current time using the Kepler Sub-

routine (Section 5.5.5). A preselected reference CSM vector (or

axis) is then automatically controlled to coincide with the estimated

line-of-sight. This reference CSM vector is chosen to be approximately

in the center of the common coverage sector of the optics and RR

transponder with allowance for the optics pole region. The reference

vector currently considered for this function is illustrated in Fig. 2. 5-2.

The vehicle orientation about the reference axis is not controlled by

the Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine and must be corrected man-

ually by the astronaut if it is unsatisfactory. The Preferred Tracking

Attitude Routine does maintain the CSM reference v(.ctor alignment to

within 5° of the estimated line-of-sight throughout free-fall rendez-

vous phases.
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ENTER

Determination

I CSM Preferred 1Tracking Attitude Routine

Automatic Optics
Designate Routine

No

I   nua A tron utITracking Routine

I Optics Tracking "Mark" 1(Once per Minute)

I Rendezvous Navigation 1I Routine

Figure 2.5-I Target Acquisition and LM Tracking Routine
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Referring again to Fig. 2.5-i, the Automatic Optics

Designate Routine (Section 5.6.8) drives the CSM optics to the esti-

mated line-of-sight or pointing direction. The computations and

positioning commands in this routine are repeated once per second

provided the optics mode switch is set to CMC.

After the astronaut has identified the target vehicle

(a flashing optical beacon mounted on the LM or a steady light from

LM reflected sunlight ), he switches the optics mode to MANUAL and

centers the SXT reticle on the target. When accurate tracking is

achieved, he presses the MARK button, upon which the CMC stores

the measurement time and all SXT and IMU gimbal angles. These

data are used in the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.5.2 )

to update the estimated state vector of the selected vehicle.

t

In order to achieve desired accuracy levels of the

vehicle state vector using optical measurements, it is important

that optical tracking data used in the Rendezvous Navigation Routine

(Section 5.2.5.2 ) be processed at essentially uniform intervals

over the tracking period. Uniform tracking intervals are defined

as once every minute throughout the phase, as opposed to all track-

ing data taken over a short period, The reason for this requirement

is described in Section 5.2.5.2.

Optical tracking of the LM from the CSM is suspended

during rendezvous maneuvers by either vehicle. If the CSM is the

passive vehicle and is tracking the LM for monitoring and pos-

sible abort retrieval, LM rendezvous maneuvers are voice-linked to

the CSM as an ignition time and three velocity components in a LM

local vertical coordinate system, and then entered as updates to the

estimated LM state vector in the CMC. Upon receipt of these data,

SXT tracking and data processing should be suspended until after

the maneuver. The update is accomplished by means of the Target

AV I_outine, R-32. If the CSM is the active vehicle, then the estimated CSM

state vector is updated by means ofthe AverageG-Routine (Section 5.3.2 }

during the maneuver.
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5.2.5.2 Rex}d({zv0us Navi_g_atio.n _Rout_ine

During rendezvous phases optical tracking data are obtained

by means of SXT sightings of the LM from the CSM. These data are

used to update the estimated six-dimensional state vector of either

the CSM or the LM. The option of which state vector is to be updated

by the SXT tracking data is controlled by the astronaut as described

in Section 5, 2. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2. 1-2. This decision will be

based upon which, if either, state vector is the mosl accurate and

upon which vehicle is performing the rendezvous.

This routine is used to process the LM-tracking measure-

ment data, as shown m simplified form in Fig. 2. 1-2, and is used

normally during lunar-orbit rendezvous in the lunar landing mission.

The routine also can be used in earth orbit during alternate missions.

After the preferred CSM attitude is achieved and optical

tracking acquisition is established (Section 5. 2. 5. 1), the astronaut

enters tracking data into the CMC by pressing the ()ptics MARK but-

ton when he has centered the SXT reticle on the LM. As described

m Section 5.2.5. 1, each set of navigation data contains the time of

the measurement and the two optics and three [MU i_imbal angles.

t,'rom these five angles the measured unit vector, uM, aionl_ the CSM-

to-LM line-of-sight is computed in the Basic Reference Coordinate

System from

rI"

u M : [REI_SMMATI I NBSMI UN B (2. 5. l)

where [REFSMMAT] and [NBSM] are transformation matrices and

_UNB is the measured line-of-sight vector in navigation base coor-

dinates. All terms of Eq.(2.5. 1) are defined in Section 5. 6. 3.
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For the purpose of navigation it is convenient to consider

the measured unit vector, UM, to be the basic navigation data. This
navigation measurement of the line-of-sight vector, UM, is mathe-
matically equivalent to the simultaneous measurement of the angles
between the lines-of-sight to the LM andtwo stars. The data are
processed by selecting two convenient unit vectors (fictitious star

directions), converting the vectoru M to an equivalent set of two ar-
tificial star-LM measurements, and using the Measurement Incor-
poration Routine (Section 5.2.3) twice, once for each artificial mea-
surement. These two unit vectors are chosento be perpendicular to
each other andto the current estimated line-of-sight vector so as to
maximize the convenienceand accuracy of the procedure.

Let __ and r L be the estimated CSM and LM position vec-

tors at the time of a given line-of-sight measurement. Then, the

first state vector update for the measurement is performed as follows :

Calculate the estimated CSM-to-LM line-of-sight from

- CL = rL -

: UNIT (LCL
(2. 5.2)

Initialize the fictitious star direction to the vector

u = UNIT (-_L × UM) (2.5.3)

If the vectors _21_ and uMare separated by an angle

of less than 2 -lel_rad. , (t_en a computation overflow

occurs in the execution of Eq. (2.5.3), and this set

of measurement data is discarded because all of the

components of the estimated state vector deviation,

5 x, would be negligible for both state vector updates.
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Compute an artificial star direction from

u = UNIT (u X _uCL) (2. 5.4)--S

Calculate the six-dimensional geometry vector, b,

from

1 u (2.5.5)
b-0 - rCL --s

_b1 = 0_ (2. 5. 6)

Determine the measured deviation, 6(_, from

-1 "t_Cl )bQ = cos-1 (u • U M) - cos (u .

= COS
_r

-1 (_ . KM ) _

(2. 5.7)

Incorporate the fictitious star-LM measurement using

the Measurement Incorporation Routine (Section 5.2.3).

Included in Step _6) is the state vector update validity check for

the first proposed update, as described in Section 5. 2. 1.
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It should be noted that the initialization of the star direc-

tion, u, which is given by Eq. (2. 5.3), is such that the first artificial
star (computedfrom Eq. (2. 5.4)) will yield the maximum value for
the measured deivation, 6Q, which is obtained from Eq. (2.5. 7). The

reason for selecting the first u vector in this manner is that there
is only one state vector update validity check even thoughthere are
two updates.

Assuming that the first state vector updatewas valid, the

second update for this measurement data set is performed by first

recomputing the estimated CSM-to-LM line-of-sight vector from Eq.

(2.5.2} using the updated values of the estimated CSM and L_ position

vectors, _r_C andrL, respectively. Then, Steps _ - _ are

repeated, this time with no state vector update validity check.

If the first proposed state vector update does not pass the

validity check, then the magnitudes of the proposed changes in the

estimated position and velocity vectors, 5r and 5% respectively,

are displayed. If the astronaut is sure that he is tracking the LM,

then he should command the update. Otherwise he should reject the

data and recheck the optical tracking. A detailed discussion of this

state vector update validity check is given in Section 5.2. 1.

The results of the processing of the measured line-of-sight

vector, u M, are updated values of the estimated position and velocity

vectors of the CSM or the LM. These two estimated state vectors

are used to compute required rendezvous targeting parameters as

described in Section 5.4.4.

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Eqs. (2.5.4)-

(2.5.7) are reformulated and regrouped as follows:
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u = UNIT (u X U4_L )--S

b0 = u--t4

b I : O

(2.5. a)

6Q = rcL[cos-1 (u. _UM) - _]

This set of equations is used both by the Rendezvous Navigation

Routine and the Orbit Navigation Routine (Section 5. 2.4) in processing

optical tracking data. To validatetllc us_ cl Eqs(2. 5. 8) it is necessary

only to let

2 2 (varsx T + varIMU ) (2. 5. 9)= rCL

where varsx T and variM U are the a priori estimates for one half the

SXT and IMU total angular error variances, respectively.

The computation logic for the Rendezvous Navigation Routine

is illustrated in Fig. 2. 5-3. It is assumed that the following items are

stored in erasable memory at the start of the computation shown inthe

figure :

= Estimated CSM state vector as defined

in Section 5. 2. 2. 6.

x L

W

= Estimated LM state vector.

Six-dimensional error transition matrix

associated with xC or X_L as defined in

Section 5. 2. 2. 4.
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RENDWFLG =

l for valid W matrixfor invalid W matrix

This flag or switch is maintained by

programs external to the Rendezvous

Navigation Routine. It indicates

whether or not the existing W matrix

is valid for use in processing LM track-

ing data. The flag is set to zero after

each of the follow in_ pFocedures :

1) Poaered maneuver

2) Stale vector update from ground

3) Orbit navigation

4) Astronaut Command

[REFSMMAT] = Transformation Matrix: ]_asic t_eference

Coordinate System to IMU Stable Mem-

ber Coordinate System.

N Number of sets of rendezvous naviga-

tion data already processed.

t F = Measurement time.

Five optics and IMU gimbal angles

w and w =
rr rv Preselected W matrix initial diagonal

elements.
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The variables D and V are indicators which control

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2 ) as described

in Section 5.2.2.6, and I and O are the three-dimensional iden-

tity and zero matrices, respectively.

The LM line-of-sight measurement incorporation

procedure outlined above is repeated at one minute intervals

throughout the rendezvous phase except during powered maneuvers,

as described in Section 5.2.5.1. As indicated in Section 5.2.5. 1,

it is important that the SXT tracking data be taken over as large

an angular sector in inertial space swept out by the line-of-sight

as possible to achieve desired state vector accuracy levels. This

essentially uniform tracking operation is required since the SXT

tracking provides information only in directions normal to the

line-of-sight, as indicated by Eq. (2.5.5), and the line-of-sight

must be allowed to rotate in inertial space to achieve more com-

plete update data.

5.2.5.3 Rendezvous Navigation Routine ( Alternate Line-of-Sight )

During rendezvous phases optical tracking data are

normally obtained by means of SXT sightings of the LM from the

CSM and processed as described in Section 5.2.5.2. An alternate

method of obtaining navigation data is by means of docking-reticle

(COAS) sightings of the LM. However, since data obtained in

this manner is much less accurate than SXT sighting data, the

Docking reticle should be used fur the sJgbtings only if the SXT

has failed, or if the astronaut cannot return to the lower equip-

ment bay to make SXT sightings.
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The processing of the data from a docking-reticle
sighting is identical to the procedure described in Section 5.2.5.2
with the following two exceptions"

Q

G

The vector UNB, Eq. ( 2.5. 1 ), is a fixed vector instead

of one which is computed from the two optics angles.

The measurement error variance, Eq. ( 2. 5.9), is

replaced by

m

2 2
o = rCL (varDR + variM U) (2.5.10)

where varDR is the a priori estimate for one-half the total angular

error variance of a docking-reticle line-of-sight measurement.
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5.2. 6 CISLUNAR-MIDCOURSE NAVIGATION ROUTINE

5.2.6. 1 General Comments

During the midcourse phase of the lunar mission, naviga-

tion data can be obtained by the measurement of the angle between

the directions to a star and a planetary horizon or landmark, as de-

scribed in Section 5.2. I. This routine is used to process the star-

landmark/horizon measurement data, as illustrated in simplified

form i_ Fig. 2. i-3, and is normally used only in an abort situation

in conjunction with a return-to-earth targeting and maneuver pro-

cedure after the loss of ground communication. The Return-to-Earth

Routine (Section 5.4. 5} and this routine provide the CMC with the

capability for guiding the CSM back to the earth and to safe entry

conditions.

The acquisition of the star and landmark/horizon may be

accomplished either automatically or manually. In the manual mode

it is not necessary to have the IMU aligned or even on for this mea-

surement since only the optics trunnion angle is used as measurement

data. In the automatic acquisition mode, however, the IMU must be

on and aligned prior to the initiation of this routine.

In the processing of the navigation data, it is necessary to

distinguish between earth and lunar measurements,and between primary

and secondary body measurements. This is accomplished by means of

the variable Z, which denotes measurement p]anet, and which is part

of the data loaded by the astronaut after the measurement. Also inclu-

ded in the data load are star and landmark or horizon identification.

5. 2. 6. 2 Star-Landmark Measurement

Let _-C and Y-C be the estimated CSM position and velocity

vectors and W the error transition matrix. The SXT star-landmark

angle measurement processing procedure is as follows:
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© Use the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2)

to extrapolate the estimated CSM state vector and

the W matrix to the time of the measurement ob-

taining r_'c, V'c.W' and _QC" The vector _QC is

the estimated position of the CSM relative to the

secondary body Q.

O Let rZC be the estimated CSM position vector rela-

tive to the measurement planet Z. Then

rZC =

{_ if Z = P

_C ifZ=Q

(2.6.1)

Compute r__, the location of the landmark at the

measurement time, by means of the Latitude-Longi-

tude Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 3).

Compute the estimated pointing vector from

KC L = r_ - KZC

_CL = UNIT (r4ZL)

(2. 6.2)
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Let u be the star unit vector prestored in the CMC
---S

fixed memory. It is necessary to correct the star

vector for aberration, i.e. the change in the observed

star direction caused by velocity perpendicular to the

direction. The observed star direction,___, is given

by

- XES)-sU = UNIT (% + v'C c (2. 6.3)

where V_ES is the velocity of the sun relative to the

earth and c is the speed of light. The velocity vec-

tor of the sun relative to the earth, YES, is assumed

constant for the duration of the mission, as described

in Section (5.5.4). The velocity of the moon relative

to the earth, for the case in which the moon is the

primary body, is negligible.

Correct -_CL for abberation as follows:

V !

u CL = UNIT (-u-CL+ :C ) (2. 6. 4)
-- C

© Then, if A is the measured angle, the six dimensional

geometry vector, b, and the measured deviation, 5Q,

are given by
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COSQ : u s P-CL

%

b I

I

rCL

=0

uN r(< - cosQ
(2. 6.5)

6Q = A -cos -1 (COSQ)

Incorporate the measurement into the CSM state vector

estimate by means of the Measurement Incorporation

Routine (Section 5.2.3) after astronaut approval.

5.2. 6.3 Star-Horizon Measurement

The processing of a star-horizon measurement is the same

as that of a star-landmark measurement except for Step (3)above.

The estimated location of the landmark (horizon) r_f must be obtained

from geometrical considerations.

Referring to Fig. 2. 6-1, it is seen that the star unit vector,

--su,and the estimated CSM position vector, rzc,determine_ a plane. As-

suming that the measurement planet is the earth and that the horizon

of the earth is at a constant altitude, the intersection of this plane and

the horizon ellipsoid of the earth is an ellipse, called the horizon

ellipse.

To determine the orientation of the horizon ellipse, define

the following three mutually orthogonal unit vectors:
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?
SURFACE OF EA RTH

HORIZON
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Figure 2. 6-1 Definition of Horizon Coordinate System
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_u2 = UNIT (u s X rZC)

u0 = UNIT (Uz× u_2) (2. 6. 6)

_i = u-2 x _0

where UziS a unit vector along the earth's polar axis and is given by

uz= (2.6. 7)

The angles A Xand Ay are defined in Section 5. 5.2. Then, as seen

in Fig. 2. 6-i, the vectors _4) and u I are along the semi-major and

semi-minor axes of the horizon ellipse, respectively; and u 2 is per-

pendicular to the ellipse. The inclination angle I of the horizon el-

lipse with respect to the equator;ai plane of lhe c,acth i_ obtained from

sin I : u 1 _uZ (2. 6.8)

The shape of the ellipse is defined by its major and minor

axes. The semi-major axis aH is given by

aH = a+ h (2. 6.9)
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where a is the semi-major axis of the Fischer ellipsoid and h is the

horizon altitude. Let r F be the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid at the
latitude equal to the inclination angle of the horizon ellipse computed
from Eq. (5.3. I) of Section 5.5.3. Then, the semi-minor axis of

the ellipse, bH, is obtained from

• bH= r F+ h (2. 6. 10)

The problem of determining the vector rf can now be re-

duced to a two dimensional one. Define the Horizon Coordinate Sys-

tem to have its X- and Y-axes along _O and ul, respectively, as il-

lustrated in Fig. 2. 6-2. Let

M __

T

T
u 2

(2. 6. 1 1)

The matrix M is the transformation matrix from the Basic

Reference Coordinate System to the Horizon Coordinate System. The

vectors rZC and u s are transformed to the Horizon Coordinate System

as follows :

r H = M r_z C

_sH = M u s

(2. _. J2)

Let x H and YH be the two non-zero components of r_H, and

let the two points of tangency from r H to the horizon be t o andt 1.
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Figure 2.6- 2 Geometry of Star-Horizon

Measurement
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The vectors t 0 andt 1 are obtained by solving simultaneously

the equation of the horizon ellipse

2 2

aH2

= 1 (2.6. 13)

and the equation of the line which is tangent to the ellipse and which

passes through the point (x H, yH }

xx H Y3rH
---T +

= 1 (2.6. 14)

The following equations result:

1
to= -

A

a H
x H +

b H

b H

H-_ H

0

1
tl= A

a H
XH _ YH

b H

b H
+_ x H

Ytt aH

0

where

XH_-I

/

(2.6. 15)

(2. 6. 16)
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2 2
XH YH

(2.6. 17)

The two points of tangency, t o andt 1, correspond to the two

+ (near horizon) and r_H (far horizon). To deter-horizon points, __rfH

mine which t. corresponds to which horizon, compute the two angles
--i

r '3

A. = cos-1 | • (t t [ = 0, 11 UsH _ - r HI (i ) (2. 6. 18)[ J

Then, the t. which yielded the smaller angle A. is the near horizon
--i 1

and the other is the far horizon. Let tk be the horizon which was

used in the measurement. The horizon vector is then

r__ = MT -_k (2. 6. 19)

The measurement processing is completed by following steps

@-@ofthestar-landmark measurementprocedure.
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The star-horizon measurement processing procedure has
been baseduponthe assumption that the planet involved in the mea-
surement is the earth. If the moon is the measurement planet, and
it is assumedthat the moon is a sphere, then the entire procedure

presented aboveis valid except for the computation of aH andbi_I.
For a lunar-horizon measurement Eqs. (2. 6. 8 ) - (2. 6. 10}are re-

placed by

aH -- r M

bH = r M

(2.6. 20)

where r M is the mean radius of the moon.

5. 2. 6.4 Angle Measurement Processing Logic

The computational logic for the CislunarMVIidcourse Naviga-

tion Routine is illustrated in Fig. 2.6-3. It is assumed that the follow-

ing items are stored in erasable memory at the start of the computa-

tion shown in the figure:

--

W =

Estimated CSM state vector as defined in

Section 5. 2.2. 6

S ix-dimens ional error transition matrix

associated with _C as defined in Section 5.2.2. 4
l

ORBWFLAG = _1 for valid W matrix

t0 for invalid W matrix

This flag or switch is maintained by programs ex-

ternal to the Cislunar-Midcourse Navigation Routine.

It indicates whether or not the existing W matrix is

valid for use in processing star-landmark/horizon

angle measurement data. The flag is set to zero

after each of the following procedure3"

1) Powered maneuver

2) State vector update from ground

3) Rendezvous navigation

4) Astronaut Command
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t F =

A =

u =
--6

Z =

L

Wmr and Wmv-

Measurement time

Measured angle
f

Measurement star
1 for earth

Measurement planet =

0 fir moon1 for landmark

Landmark switch or flag = _ measurement
/

| 0 for horizon

[ measurement

Preselected W matrix initial diagonal ele-
ments

For convenience of calculation in the CMC, Eqs. (2. 6.5)

are reformulated as follows:

COSQ = -sU • -U-cL

u e'` - COSQ -_L}b__0 = UNIT {-s

bI : 0

(2. 6. 21)

-1 (COSQ) l
6Q = rCL [A - cos

To make Eqs. (2. 6.2 1) valid it is necessary only to let

m

2 2 (2. 6. 22)
= rCL varTRUN

where varTRUN is the a priori estimate of the SXT trunnion-angle

error variance.

The variables D and V are indicators which control the

Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2. 2) as described in
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Section 5.2.2.1i, I and () arc tht_threc_-dim_nsiona[i_lentity and
zcFo matrict_b, t-cspcctiveLy, and I: is the altituctc' t'Iag as defined
in Section 5. :5.3.

Finally, there is available either the landmat'k coordinates
or the far horizon flag tl defined by

In the case of a horizon measurement the computational logic for

determining the horizon vector r _ is shownin Fig. 2. 6-4.
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u 2 --Unit (u s x rZC )

u 0 _ Unit (u__z x u 2)

u I =u2x u o

M: (4J

s_NL°., • .z|

EH = M rzc

3. I) I

UsH =Mu -fl

2 2

XH + YH

= aHo _ y.,/A-I

bH x H _fA - I

to l ."= "_ YH

0

('i°)t I " "-_ Y'H B

Ai--co."[_,,.%. _H_]O.o. I)

I I| = MT_k )

EXIT

Figure 2.6-4 Horizon Vector Determination Logic Diagram
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5.3 POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

5.3.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The objective of the powered flight guidance routines is to main-

tain aJ_ cstimat_ of the CSM state vector during{ thrusting maneuvers, and

to control or steer the thrust direction such that the desired velocity

cut-off conditions are achieved. The powered flight navigation program,

used to maintain an estimate of the vehicle state vector during all

thrusting conditions, is referred to as the Average-G Routine and is

presented in Section 5.3.2. The basic powered flight guidance concept

is a velocity-to-be-gained concept with cross-product steering, described

in Section 5.3.3. All powered maneuvers controlled by the Command

Module Computer (CMC) use this concept in one of the three following

programs: External AV Maneuver Guidance (Sec. 5.3.4), Lunar Orbit

Insertion (LOI) Maneuver Guidance (Sec. 5.3.5), or Lambert Aim

Point Maneuver Guidance (Sec. 5.3.6}. These three programs based

on the cross product steering concept differ only in the unique generation

of the required velocity vector, _j_.

The primary objective of the External AV Mane.uver Guidance

program is to achieve an inertial velocity condition determined or tar-

geted from an external source. The LOI Maneuver Guidance objective

is to achieve a circular orbit at cut-off such that the orbital plane contain,_

a specified target position vector. The objective of the Lambert Aim

Point Maneuver Guidance is to establish a trajectory which will intercept

a target position vector at a specified time of arrival. These three

CMC basic powered flight guidance programs are described in detail

in the following sections.
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5.3.2 POV_ERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION--/\VEHAGE - G ROUTINE

During a powered flight maneuver, the state vector esti-

mate will be maintained by numerical integration of the equations of

motion using Average-G equations.

The information about the thrust acceleration comes from

the IMU Pulsed Integrating Pendulous Accelerometers (PIPA) in the

form of velocity increments (Av) over the time interval (At) corres-

ponding to the time of repetitive computations (generally two seconds).

The computations are,therefore, in terms of discrete increments of

velocity rather than instantaneous accelerations.

If r and v are the position and velocity estimates-n- 1 -n- 1

at the beginning of the nth computational cycle, the .12n and -nV are

computed from

r : r + At + At/2 + Av/2)--n --n - 1 (Vn- 1 gn - 1 (3.2. I)

v = v + 5 At (gn-I + g--n) + A!L (3 2 2)--n --n-I " -- " "

where gn is the gravitational acceleration. The gravitational accel-

eration outside the lunar sphere of influence is given by:

gn -- ----2- Ur +_2-J2 / r n ] (1- 5 cos2_)U_r +2 cos¢ u
r n n n

(3.2.3)
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where

cos ¢ = Ur -zU (3.2.4)
n

The vectors u and u are unit vectors in the direction of r and
-r -z -n

n

the polar axis of the earth, respectively, u e is the gravitational con-

stant of the earth, req is the equatorial radius of the earth, and J2

is the second-harmonic coefficient of the earth's potential function.

The gravitational acceleration within the lunar sphere of

influence is determined by a simplification of Eq. 3.2.2 as follows:

u M
-gn --2 -r

r n
n

(3.2.5)

where UM is the gravitational constant of the moon.

The Av is compensated for instrument errors as described

in Section 5.6. 13. Further, theAv is transformed into the Basic Ref-

erence Coordinate System since the navigation calculations are made in

reference coordinates.
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5.3.3 CItOSS }qIODI!CT STEERING

5.3.3. 1 Velocity-to-be-Gained and Cross l'roduct Steering Concept

The velocity-to-be-gained, __;, is dcfin_d by

= v_.R - v (3.3.1)

where v is the required velocity associated with the current position and
-R

is dependent on the target parameters specified for the maneuver

under consideration.

The rate of change of vGis given by

o • o

SG :-_ v

Y-G = -VR - g - aT = b - a T

(3.3.2)

where

b --v R -_g (3.3.3)

g is the gravitational acceleration

a T is the thrust acceleration
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The desired thrust direction is defined by

aTD × -%G = c b × Y-G (3.3.,t)

where aTD is the desired thrust acceleration and c is a scalar (be-

tween 0 and I). This equation is tile cross product steering concept.

equation

If the actual thrust acceleration a T is all alon_ a TD, lhe

Y-Gx (cb_ - a T ) --O (3.3.5)

will be satisfied. However, in general there will be a directional

error and the control system aligns the vehicle so that Eq. 3.3.5 is

satisfied.

by

The command for the attitude control system is generated

_e
._G x Am

: K

v G Am

cb- (:' '"_

,,; i-

t -

5.3-5
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where

--12

Am =

Av =

At =

commanded attitude rate to CSM attitude control system

the accumulated velocity

the computation interval

The basic powered flight steering represented by the above equations

is illustrated in Fig. :3. 3-1. The scalar K of the figure is a guidance

command gain setting required for desired dynamic response of the

combined powered guidance and thrust control (autopilot} loops. The

initial value of _VNAt is obtained by precomputing the vR which cor-

responds to (tiG - At), then allowing the vehicle to free-fallto the

ignition time and recomputing v R. The difference between these two

values of v R is then used as the initial vRAt.

The command-rate signal is computed every two seconds

during the powered flight based on an updated _2G. The computation

of _ depends on the particular maneuver and is described in the fol-

lowing sections.

5.3. 3.2 Engine-Off and Short Burn Tests

time.

off, or time-to-go (tGO), is computed from the equation:

tGO = K 1 (!v43.,Sml/an2._n 2) at+ At_c_i_off

The engine is turned on at a specified or computed ignition

During the powered maneuver steering phase, a time-to-cut-

(3. 3.7)

!

,. _ _ i'_i _
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where

K
1

Isp

= i .5 /_O An2!/glsp !Am! (3.3.8)

= specific impulse of the selected engine

= 32. 17405 fps 2.

&ttail-off a time representing tint; dut'ation of a burn

at full or maximum thrust equivalent to the

tail-off impulse after the, engane-off signal

is issued, and computatiun delays.

It should be noted that Attail_off is a _ number in erasable

storage. When tGO fails, for the first time, below a value of 4.0

seconds, the engine-off signal is set to be issued tGO seconds later

and the attitude control system command, _c' is set equal to zero.

Very short burns require special consideration since

some interval of time elapses before effective steering is achieved.

Not only must the autopilot react to the pointing commands, but the

engine-off signai may be required before the Ay.. from the PIPA's can

be measured. To this end, an estimate of the burn time, tON, is made

on the basis of engine test data. See Fig. 3.3-2.

If tONiS less than 6 seconds, the engine is set to stay on

only tONseconds and the vehicle is held in the prealigned position.

The computation and logic for short maneuver steering is shown in

Fig. 3.3-3.

Maneuvers with the RCS jets also require special con-

sideration. Since the acceleration from the RCS jets is low, the

quantization error in the PIPA's can be significant, causing erroneous

pointing signals when Eq. 3. 3. 6 is mechanized. Therefore man-

euvers with the RCS ,lets will be manually controlled. The initial

thrust alignment for such maneuvers will still be done automatically,

however.
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5.3. :3. 3 Initial Thrust Alignment

Before tile selected engine is ignited for any particular powered

maneuver, the vehicle must be oriented so that at ignition the thrust

is in the desired direction. Since the time of ignition is known before-

hand, the position and velocity at At _conds before ignition can be com-

puted prior to the arrival of the vehicle at that p(_int. By integrating

over At seconds from that point to tile ignition time,the vectors vG and

b At can be computed as described in Section 5. 3. 3. 1.

The desired thrust direction can then be calculated (prior

to arrival at the ignition point) as

u T

1

[q _ '22)2" lq __= UNIT + (a T u_ (3.3.9)

where

KG = UNIT (y.G) (3.3.10)

q _ cb - (,_ • cb),_U_G (3.3.11)

!

and a T is an estimate of the thrust acceleration.
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5.3.4 EXTEIINAI_AV MANEIIVEII (;[;II]ANCE

External AV Maneuver Guidance is llt)rmally used for

the c_slunar midcourse corrections. It may als_Jbe used to perform

orbit maneuvers such as those prescribed by the concentric flight plan.

The guidance program accepts input data via the DSKY or the telemetry

uplink in the form of 3 components of an impulsive AV. An approximate

compensation for the finite maneuver time is made by rotating the AV

vector and the guidance program issues commands to the spacecraft

control system so as to apply the compensated velocity increment along

an inertially fixed direction defined at the ignition time.

Input Parameters

1) Time of ignition (tiG)

2) Specified velocity chang_ (AVe;) in the local vertical

coordinate system of the active, wd_icl_ al the time

of i}4nit ton

3) Anticipated magnitude of the vehicle weight, wt, in

pomlds

4) Engine choice: SPS or RCS

Outputs

1) _ = corrective angular rate command to the SPS
--c

flight control system (P-40)

2) SPS Engine-off Signal (P-40)

3) Display of velocity to be gained components in vehicle

body axes for manually controlled RCS maneuvers

(P-41)
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Computations

The local vertical coordinate system is defined by:

X = UNIT [ {r_(tiG) _< v(tlG)}X r_ (tiG) ]

_Y = UNIT {v_ (tiG) _<_r (tiG) ] (3.4.1)

Z = - UNIT [ r_ (tiG) ]

where r (tiG) and v (tiG) are the position and velocity vectors at the time

of ignition respectively.

The input column vector A_V_s is first pre-multiplied by a

matrix, the columns of which are X, Y, and Z to yield AV__S in the inertiaI

coordinate system.

The input &.V_s is the required impulsive velocity correction.

In order to compensate for the change in position during the maneuver,

the input A_VS is biased by half the estimated central angle of travel

during the maneuver. The inplane velocity components of A_VS are

given by:

A_Vp= A_VS - (A_Vs-Up)Up

where (3.4. 2)

Up = UNIT [v (tiG) X r_ (tiG) ]
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The approximate central angle 0

given by :

traveled during the maneuver isT

~ Ir Xvl AV S
0 T - -- --

r alT

(3.4. 3)

Where a'T is the estimated constant maneuver acceleration determined

from

F (32. 17405) (3.4. 4)a'T = wt

with F equal to a prestored nominalthrust in pounds based on the as-

tronaut engine selection, and wt is the vehicle weight in pounds

entered as a DSKY input parameter. The values of F are

F = 21400 pounds

F = I00 pounds/jet

for the SPS

for the RCS

(3.4. 5)

The corrected inplane velocity-to-be-gained is defined as:
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0
T

(A_Vp) cos --'2-- + UNIT (A_Vp X Up) sin (_2--)

(3. 4. 6)

and is illustrated in Fig. 3. 4-1. The corrected velocity vector-to-be-

gained during the powered flight is then given by:

AV T = A V_C + (A_V S • Up) U_p (3.4. 7)

The general computational sequence for the External AV

Maneuver Guidance is illustrated in Fig. 3. 4-2. The input v_Gto the

steering equations of Section 5. 3.3 is initially set equal to AV T of

Eq.(3.4.7). During the powered maneuver, v Gis updated as shown

in Fig. 3. 4-2 by the accumulated Av measured by the accelerometers.

During this program the scalar c of Eq. (3. 3.6) is zero.
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5.3.5 I,I_N'\ll ()I_I',IT INSICII'II()N (I,()I))+I:\NIIIJVI,II{ (;t II)AN(II']

Tht + ob.it'ciivc of the l,()I Mant'uvc'r (;ui(lanc_, iJrogratll is

to t'stab[ish a circular ()rbit with an orbital f)]nm, lll;_i ,',retains a

sp('cifitxt tarzcl i)ositi{m v('cl.or. This prozran/ is us(.,I t() c(mtr(_t lit('

f()[lowing CSM Inaneuv('r's:

1. Lunar _rbit injection

2. CSM lunar orbit l)htnc chan!,c pt'ior to I.M launch and

_tsct'tlt.

This t)ro_ram is t)ast,d on the cross p]'odtmt st_,_.t]_,< _:_nwcpt of

Scc. 5. 3. 3, and rt'(tuircs the' ft)l[owi]l_ inlmt i)ara]nt _crs.

Input l'aramclers

rig : tin_, of ignit.io,1

u +I,\ s('l('nc_c,'niric tat'_t'l v_'ct()]' l(} t)_' _'()ntaim,d by

tht' ort)itat plan(.

cross product stt, erin_ consta]_t

Outputs

] . L*3 c_,rr('ctiw' an_ular rate comn_an_l to tile CSM

l'li_ht control ss'stcnl
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For the lunar orbit insertion maneuver, the above target

input parameters are determined by the RTCC such that the resulting

lunar orbit passes over the desired lunar landing site during the orbit

in which the LM initiates the descent orbit injection maneuver.

The required target parameters are determined by the

Lunar Orbit Plane Change (LOPC) Targeting Routine of See. 5.4.3

for the CSM plane change normally performed two orbits prior to LM

ascent. The objective of this maneuver is to establish the CSM lunar

orbit such that it contains the LM landing site at LM launch.

The selenocentric target vector, UfAJand the maneuver burn out

position vector define the orbital plane for both of the above mar_euvers.' The

target vector UTA is approximately 90 degrees ahead of the expected maneuver

cut-off point. The desired orbital plane will be obtained if normal propulsion

system performance and maneuver ignition time are achieved.

Required Velocity for Orbital Maneuver

The instantaneous velocity to be gained is given by:

lo=vR -v (3.5. i)

where v is the present vehicle velocity and v R is the instantaneous

velocity that the vehicle should have to be in a circular orbit at the

present position.

The vector v R is computed as follows

VR = k/'_T u z SGN [(rx UTA ). z]
(3.5.2)
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where _ is the Rravitalional constant, r is the instarliancous selcnocentrie

vehicle position w'ctor,

u z IINIT [(t_' x ul&)X rl_,,
(3. 5. :9

and z denotes tile southerly direction.

Thc cross product stcerinI_ constant, c, is set equal to

approxiJnately unity for the lunar orbit inserlion proKram. The exact

value of this constant will be determined by the HTCC lo minimize

errors in the resulting lunar orbit. The steerin_ c(mstant, c, will be

sol equa| to unity ft)r tilt, I,OPC maneuver when tarRcted by the CMC.

The l,OI Maneuver Gui(lan(:c Compulation sequence is sum-

marized in Fig. 3. 5-1.

Initial Thrust Attitude Calculation

In order to obtain the proper initial direction for thrust

attitude, tile following computations arc made:

The vehicle state vector is extrapolated ahead to(riG - &t)

by the Coati lima [IIIL'_L':III()II l/()tllillt' _lll(J lilly ('orl'cNl)()lldiIl_

v G ],_ t::dt',l:_lcd.

h. Tlw w_hiclc state w,ctor is th,'n extrapolated ahead to

ti(, ' and tt_ o c_a're._l_lldin_ _i is ()i)t:_ill_t (mc_' a_ai,l.

c. Inilia[ pointin_ of tht' thrust vt'ctor i,_ tht'n accomplishc(l

as described in S('ction (5. 3. 3. 1).
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r(t) = r(tlG)
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Compute _R
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I
!

t
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with Average-G Routine

Fig. 3.5-1

LOI Maneuver Guidance
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5.3.6 LAMBERT AIM P()[NT MANEIIVER GIJIDANCE

The objective of the Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance

pro_tram is to control tile thrust direction to achieve a cut-off velocity

vector such that the resulting trajectory intercepts a specified target

position vector at a _2ivcll time. This program tLtiliz_',_ 11_(, cross

product steering concept of Sec. 5.3. 3 and lhe Lambert Subroutine of

Sec. 5. 5. 6.

The Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance can be used to

control the follow inR maneuvers :

1. ) Translunar InJection (TLI) P- 15

'2. ) Hendezvous Intercept (P-34) and Midc_mrse Correc-

tion Maneuvers (P-35), Stable Orbit Rendezvous

Maneuvers (P-38 and P-39).

3. ) Transearth Injection (TEl) P-31

4. ) Cislunar Midcourse Corrections

5. ) Return-to-Earth Maneuvers

The targeting parameters for the TLI and TEl maneuvers are determined

by the RTCC° and no CMC targeting routines exist for these maneuvers.

Return-to-earth aborts initiated within the lunar sphere of influence must

also be RTCC targeted. Either the CMC, LGC or RTCC can target

Rendezvous Intercept ma_,euvcrs. Cislunar midcourse corrections and

return-to-earth aborts oul,_ide lhe lunar spheFc ()t ilffl_a,_cc can be largeted

by either the RTCC or by the CMC Return-to-Earth Targeting Routine

of See. 5.4.5.

5.3.6. 1 Transtunar Injection (TI,I) Maneuver (iuEd:m<'_,

This powered flight guidance routine is used to inject the

vehicle out of earth parkin_ orbit with a resulting trajectory that inter-

cepts a given position vector in space at a fixed time.
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The translunar injection maneuver routine is used in

program P-15. This CMC program can actively control the TLI

maneuver, or be used as a thrust monitor program for a Saturn

controlled maneuver. The required inputs for program I'-15 are:

Input Parameters

1. Ignition Time (tiG)

2. Time of flight to conic target aim vector ( t F)

3. Conic target aim vector r 2 (t A)

where t A = t F +tiG

4. c which is the cross product steering constant

The target parameters tiG, t F, _r_2 (tA) and c

will be determined by the RTCC and accepted as required input para-

meters from the telemetry uplink.

Outputs

l, -_C = corrective angular rate which is transformed into

an attitude error command and sent to the Saturn Flight

Control System

2. SIVB Engine-off signal
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Guidance Computations

The TI,I maneuver guidance computation sequence is

illustrated in Fig. 3.6-1. The velocity required to intercept the

target aim point r 2 at t A is determined by the Immbert Subroutine.

The associated velocity to be gained -V-G is derived as shown in the

Fig. 3.6-1. The Lambert Subroutine will normally be cycled at the

same rate as the steering computations. If the computer work load

prevents completion of the Lambert Subroutine at this rate, the

l_ambert problem is cycled at half the basic steering computation

rate.

This w'locity to be ._ained is then used witi_ tt_e cross product

steerin_ concept or" Section 5. 3.:{ to deternline the required an_mlar

command to the flight control system and the time for engine cut-off.

The value of the cross product steering constant, c,, in Eq. 3.3.6 of

Section 5.3. 3. 1 is approximately unity and the exact value received

over the telemetry uplink is a [uncl :(w, oi' the genera[ taa-geting

calculations for determining the conic target aim vector

SIVB Engine-off Computation

A modified cut oft' scheme has been tested which would

:tllow for thrust magnitude variation of the SIVB with time. This thrust

variation has been mentioned as a possible degradation of the engine

performance. The modified scheme would use the past history of the

thrust magnitude measured by the PIPA's to extrapolate the thrust value

near cut off. Since this extrapolation has the standard problem with

derivatives of noisy signals, this scheme will not be used unless warranted

by SIVB engine performance degradation.
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START

r(t) = r(tlG)

r 1 (t), r 2 (tA), tF, c

Lambert Subroutine ( Section 5. 5.6 }

Compute v R (r (t), r 2 (tA), t F)

No

Yes

_r
Steering Computations

(Section 5.3.3 and, for

TLI only, Section 5.3.6. 1 } Engine off
signal

( 2 second computation cycle )

Update_r (t), v (t), t F

with AVERAGE G ROUTINE

(Section 5.3.2 )

Figure 3.6-1 Translunar Injection Maneuver (TLI) Guidance

Transearth Injection Maneuver (TEI) Guidance

Return-to-Earth Abort Maneuver Guidance
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5. 3.6.2 Rendezvous Intercept Maneuver Guidanc(_

This powered flight guidance routine is used to control

the rendezvous Transfer Phase Initiation (TPI) and mideourse

correction maneuvers in both the Concentric t,'light Plan and the

Stable Orbit Rendezvous technique. The required maneuver

velocity is initially calculated before the ignition time using the

Initial Velocity Subroutine (Section 5.5. 11 ) which in turn uses

the Lambert Subroutine (Section 5. 5.6). During the _,_aneuver the

Lambert Subroutine is used to update the required maneuver

velocity. This closed loop guidance concept, coupled with cross

product steering (Section 5. 3. 3),controls maneuvers such that

the resulting trajectory intercepts a target aim point at a designated

time.

The rendezvous Intercept Maneuver Routine is used

in program P-40 when the SPS is chosen for the maneuver, or

program P-41 ff the RCS is used to perform the maneuver. The

required initial targeting inputs for this routine are determined

in programs P-34, P-35, P-38 and P-39.

Input Parameters

1. Ignition time (tiG or tTp I)

2. Time of flight to intercept (t F) measured between

TPI and intercept provided no terminal rendezvous

maneuver was made.

3. Target aim point r 2 (t A)

where t A is the time of intercept

4. Engine Choice: SPS or RCS
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Outputs

1.

2.

3.

_c = corrective angular rate command to the SPS

system (P-40).

SPS Engine-off Signal ( P-40 )

Display of velocity to be gained components in body axes

for RCS controlled maneuvers ( P-41 )

Guidance Computations

The rendezvous intercept maneuver guidance computation

sequence is illustrated in Fig. 3.6-2. The velocity required to inter-

cept the target aim point r 2 at t A is determined by the I_ambert Subroutine.

The associated velocity to be gained -V-G' is derived as shown in Fig. 3. 6-2.

The velocity to be gained is then used in the cross product steering concept

of Section 5.3.3 to determine the required angular rate command to

the flight control system and the time for engine cut-off. The Lambert

Subroutine will ordinariIy be cycled at the same rate as the steering

computations. If the computer work load prevents completion of the

Lambert Subroutine at this rate, the Lambert problem is cycled at

half the basic steering computation rate as illustrated in Fig. 3.6-2.

The value of the cross-product steering constant c of Eqs.

(3.3. 5) and (3. 3. 6) in Section 5.3. 3. 1 is equal to unity in this guidance

routine if the SPS was selected, or c = 0 if the RCS was chosen.
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START

Update r(t), v(t), t F
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t I RCS
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Yes
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!
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A
!

1 Steering
}

t_ _ _. Computations

( Section 5.3.3 for SPS )

RCS Output _ _SPS

Y-Gdisplay coe

No Steering Attitude
Hold at Pre-Thrust

Alignment

Note: Steering and Cutoff are
Astronaut Controlled

for RCS burns

Output

Engine-off Signal

Figure 3. 6-2 Rendezw_us Intercept Maneuver and Cislunar

Midcourse Maneuver Guidance
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5.3.6.3 Transearth Injection (TEI) Maneuver Guidance

The objective of this maneuver is to inject the CSM out of

lunar orbit on a trajectory that intercepts a given target position vector

at a fixed time of flight. The basic steering concept is that presented

in Section 5.3.3 with the input velocity to be gained being determined

by the Lambert Subroutine of Section 5.5.6.

The initial targeting input parameters required for this

guidance maneuver are determined by RTCC calculations and trans-

mitted to the CMC over the telemetry uplink.

Input Parameters

I. Ignition Time (tiG)

2. Time of flight to intercept (tF)

3. Target aim point r_2 (tA )

where tA = tF + tiG

4. c = cross product steering constant

5. SPS engine

The value of c will be approximately i[ 2 for a constant at-

The exact value will be a function of the RTCC targetingtitude burn.

comput ations.

io

Output

_c = corrective angular rate command to the CSM

Flight Control System

2. SPS Engine-off Signal
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Guidance Computations

The TEl maneuver guidance computation sequence is il-

lustrated in Fig. 3.6-I. The velocity required to intercept the target

aim vector -_2 at tA is determined by the Lambert Subroutine and then

the associated velocity to be gained -Y-Gis derived as shown in Fig.

3.6-i. The velocity to be gained is then used in the cross product

steering concept of Section 5.3.3. I to determine the required angular

rate command to the flight control system, and the time for engine

cut-off. As indicated in Fig. 3.6-I the Lambert Subroutine is cycled

in the computation sequence at the same rate as the steering compu-

tations. If the computer work load prevents completion of lhe Lambert

Subroutine at this rate, the Lambert problem is cycled at half the rate

of the steering computations as shown in Fig. 3.(i-l. The value of

the cross product steering constant c is approximatel,y unity and the

exact value is determined from RTCC targeting calculations.

5.3.6.4 Cislunar Midcourse Correction (MCC) Maneuver Guidance

The objective of this maneuver is to correct the current

cislunar trajectory in order to arrive at a given position vector at a

specified time.

This MCC maneuver guidance is essentially the same as

that for the TEI maneuver of Section 5.3.6.3 with the exception that

either the SPS or RCS propulsion systems can be chosen to execute the

maneuver. The targeting parameters required to initialize this

guidance routine are determined by the RTCC for all midcourse man-

euvers made within the lunar sphere of influence, and nominal
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translunar and transearth trajectories outside the lunar sphere of
influence. Return to earth abort trajectory midcourse correction
maneuvers outside the lunar sphere of influence can be targeted by
either the RTCC or by the CMC Return-to-Earth Program P-37 or
Safe Perilune Target Program P-70 of Section 5.4.5.

Input Parameters

1. Ignition Time (tiG)

2. Time of flight to intercept (t F)

3. Target aim point r_2 (t A )

where t A = t F + tlG

4. SPS or RCS engine

Output

2.

3.

= corrective angular rate command to the SPS

Flight Control System (P-40)

SPS Engine-off Signal (P-40)

Velocity to be gained components in vehicle axes for

RCS manually controlled maneuvers (P-41)
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Guidance Computation (Short Burn Test)

The cislunar MCC maneuver guidance computation sequence

is illustrated in Fig. 3. 6-2. The velocity required to intercept the

target aim vector r 2 at t A is determined by the Lambert Subroutine and

then the associated veloc ity to be gained Y-G is derived as shown in

Fig. 3. 6-2. The velocity steering concept of Section 5.3.3. 1 is used

to determine the required angular rate command to the flight control

system and the time for engine cut-off. Figure 3. 6-2 has two short

maneuver tests depending on engine choice: SPS or RCS. The Lambert

Subroutine is ordinarily cycled in the computation sequence at the

same rate as the steering computations. If the computer work load

prevents completion of the Lambert Subroutine at this rate, the Lambert

problem is cycled at half the basic steering computation rate. The

value of the scalar c in Eq. (3. 3. 6) is equal to zero for the MCC maneuver.

5.3.6.5 Return-to-Earth Maneuver Guidance

The objective of this guidance routine is to control an abort

maneuver such that the CSM is on a satisfactory return-to-earth tra-

jectory. The Return-to-Earth Maneuver Guidance Routine is the same

as that for the Transearth Injection (TEI) Guidance of Section 5.3.6.3

with the exception that the routine can be targeted by the Return-to-

Earth Targeting Program, P-37, of the CMC for those abort cases

outside the lunar sphere of influence. The RTCC can also supply the

required targeting parameters in these cases, and is required to

perform this function for all return-to-earth aborts initiated within

the lunar sphere of influence. For all return-to-earth maneuvers the

value of the scalar c is unity.
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Input Parameters

1. Ignition Time ( tiG )

2. Time of flight to intercept (t F)

3. Target aim point r 2 (t A)

where t A = t F + tiG

4. Engine : SI'S or RCS

5. c = 1 for CMC targeting, and c is approximately unity

for RTCC targeting. The exact value will be determined

from ground targeting computations.

Output

i, _c = corrective angular rate command to CSM

Flight Control System (P-40)

2. SPS Engine-off signal (P-40)

Guidance Computation

The return-to-earth abort maneuver guidance computation

sequence is illustrated in Fig. 3.6-1.. The velocity required to inter-

cept the target aim point r 2 at t A is determined by the Lambert Sub-

routine and the corresponding velocity to be gaine0 -YG is derived as

shown in Fig. 3.6-1 . The velocity to be gained is then used in the

cross product steering concept of Section 5.3.3. 1 to determine the

required angular rate command to the flight control system and the

time for engine cut-off. As indicated in Fig. 3.6-1 , the Lambert
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Subroutine is cycled in the computation sequenceat the same rate as
the steering computations. If the computer work load prevents com-
pletion of the Lambert Subroutine at this rate, the Lambert problem
is cycled at half the basic steering computation rate. The value of
the cross product steering constant c is unity if under CMC targeting,

and c is approximately unity if under RTCC targeting. The exact value

is a function of the ground targeting computation.
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5.4 TARGETING ROUTINES

5.4. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The objectives of the targeting routines presented in this

section are to provide a CMC capability to determine the required

input target parameters and set control modes for the various

powered flight guidance routines of Section 5.3. It should be noted

that the CMC does not have a targeting capability for every phase of

the lunar landing mission, and therefore must rely on RTCC target-

ing for many of the nominal and abort phases of the lunar mission.

The restricted targeting capability provided by the CMC i_ presented

in the following subsections:

5.4. 2 Lunar Landing Time Prediction Routine

5. 4. 3 Lunar Orbit Plane Change Targeting Routine

5.4.4 Rendezvous Retrieval Targeting Routines

These include TPI and Rendezvous Midcourse

Correction programs, a TPI Search Program,

and Stable Orbit Rendezvous routines.

5.4.5 Return-to-Earth Targeting Routines

These routines are restricted to operation outside

the lunar sphere of influence for abort returns to

earth.

All CMC targeting programs use the Basic Reference

Coordinate System defined in Section 5. 1. 4. 1. The Rendezvous

Retrieval Targeting Routines of Section 5. 4. 4 can be used in either

earth or lunar orbits. The basic input parameters required by the

targeting routines of this section are the vehicle state vector esti-

mates determined by the navigation programs of Section 5.2.
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5.4.2 LUNAR LANDING TIME PREDICTION ROUTINE

5.4.2. i General

The main object of this program is to compute the

lunar landing time for a Hohmann descent trajectory from the

CSM orbit followed by a powered flight phase to the desired

landing site. The input parameters to the program are:

1. r D, v D, t D Vehicle state vector at time t D.

2. t, tE Present time and earliest per-

missible deorbit time.

3. rLS A, tA Position of the desired landing

site at time t A

4. hDp, OF, t F Desired ignition altitude, nom-

inal angle and time for the

powered landing maneuver ( see

Fig. 4.2- 1).

The program contains an iterative loop which insures

that the landing position of the LM coincides with the desired

landing site as specified in the LGC initialization when rotated

into the CSM plane at the nominal landing time. Figure 4.2-2

illustrates the program logic and Fig. 4.2-1 defines the descent

trajectory configuration and nomenclature.
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DESCENT ORBIT INJECTION

180"

Q

LANDING
SITE hDp

LM LANDING
POINT

Fig. 4.2-1 Descent Trajectory Nomenclature
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tA' t_l}W _l," tl,' }

Yes ....

L tD = t D + t U

8=0

]

rp = rDp

r A : ABVAL (r D)

_uN : UNIT (_rD x VD)

ur D
a D ...... -2-

2_ - rDv D

(rA+ rp) 3t H = _r 8u

_VDH -- UNIT (UN x _rD)4r A {rp+-rA )

i
Update .t"D. _VDH through t H to rpp iusing Coasting Integration Routine

8= 1

rp = 2 rDp- ABVAL (tipp)

1

aee next
page

Figure 4. 2-2 Lunar Landing Time Prediction Logic
Diagram (page 1 of 2)
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t L = t D + t H + t F

u L = cos (O F ) UNIT (_r_pp)+ sin (O F ) UNIT (u N

Propagate landing site to t L obtaining

rLS using Planetary Inertial Orienta-

tion Subroutine

ULS = UNIT (rLS - uN (u N • rLS))

er -- ABVAL (u L - _uLS)

t I

tGO = tDO I - t, t B

AVDo I = ABVAL (v D

Ar = - rLS SGN (u N

_Yes .......

= t D, tDOI = t I - 32 see.

= t I 4 ttl

No

- V_DII), hp = rpp - rmoon

× rpp)

• rLS) cos
-1

(UNIT (rLS) • ULS)

a = SGN (U_N • (u L _< LjI_S)) cos (u L . uI._)

tu:° 1
1

No

Figure 4. 2-2 Lunar Landing Time Prediction
Logic Diagram (page 2 of 2)
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The iterative loop starts with the updating of the

CSM state vector to a new time and then advancing the LM

through the Hohmann transfer and the powered landing maneuver

phases. The landing position of the LM is then compared with

the desired landing site at the LM landing time to obtain a basis

for selecting a new descent orbit injection time.

5.4.2.2 Determination of the LM Descent Trajectory to Perilune

After the descent orbit injection maneuver, the LM

should descend on a Hohmann transfer maneuver to the desired

perilune altitude. However, due to the non-sph_,ric_l gravity

of the moon, the actual LM descellt trajectory will only approxi-

mate the conic ttohmann transfer. An offset l_rocedure is used

to partially compensate for tile non-spherical effects.

According to Fig. 4.2-2, the conic Hohmanntrans-

fer time t H and velocity VDH are first computed The LM state

vector (r D, VDH) is then advanced through t H using the Coasting

Integration Routine. The perilune altitude is then offset and a

new Hohmann velocity is computed. The LM state vector is

again advanced through t H which will result in approximately

attaining the desired perilune conditions.
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5.4.2.3 Determination of New Descent Orbit Injection Time

Once the LM landing time is obtained, the position

vector of the desired landing site is determined and rotated

into the LM descent orbit plane. The angle_ between this

vector and the LM landing point is computed in the following

manner. On the first iteration (n = 1) _ is measured from the

LM to the desired landing site in the rotational direction of the

LM. On subsequent iterations (_ is defined in the region

-= _. _ < 7r, with the positive error indicating that the landing

site is ahead of the LM. When o is sufficiently small the

iteration is terminated. Otherwise, the CSM state vector is

updated through the time obtained by multiplying the mean mo-

tion of the CSM by ¢_.

5.4.2.4 Program Outputs

The outputs of the program are:

t I

tDOi

tGO

t B

t L

Nominal time for descent orbit injection

( assuming impulsive burn ).

Approximate time of ignition for descent

orbit injection (t I - 32 secs. )

Time-to-go to ignition time for the

descent orbit injection maneuver.

Nominal time of ignition for the powered

landing maneuver.

Nominal time of landing.
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Ap Cross track distance between the de-

scent orbit and the landing site (plus

if nortl_ of the descent orbital plane).

h
P

AVDo I

Descent orbit insertion target altitude.

Required velocity for the descent orbit

injection (impulsive burn) maneuver.

The landing site position vector at the predicted

landing time, t L, is used as the basic vector direction to which

the LM IMU is aligned for the descent and landing maneuver

phases. The CSM orbital plane is used to define the other IMU

or stable member (SM) landing alignment parameters as fol-

low s :

_M = UNIT[KLS (tL)_

_M : UNIT (-Z-sM X ._M )

_M = UNIT _ X _V_c) X _M]

where -_C and __ are the CSM position and vetocity vectors,

respectively.

The nominal descent orbit injection time, ti, and the

perilune target altitude, hp, are the two primary input para-

meters for the LM DOI pre-thrust program The output parameters,

tDO I and tGO , are estimates of the DOI maneuver ignition time

and time-to-go respectively which provi_lt _ the astronaut with

this major maneuver timing requirements before calling the
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DOI pre-thrust program. The output tB is used as the nominal

ignition time for the LM landing maneuver pre-ignition pro-

gram. The Ar and AVDo I are primary display outputs to the

astronaut to determine if the landing m,'meuver and DOI man-

euver targeted by this routine are within nominal LM DPS AV

limits.

Tl-ds routine is in both the CMC and LGC. Tlle CMC

program is normally used to monitor this initial LGC targeting

operation and provide a check solution to be sure that tile LGC

was correctly initialized.

D

J
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5. 4. 3 LUNAR ORBIT PLANE CHANGE TARGETING ROUTINE

The objective of the Lunar Orbit Plane Change (LOPC)

Targeting Routine is to determine tne required maneuver parameters

to establish a CSM orbit that will pass over the LM landing site dur-

ing the orbit that the LM launch is planned. It is assumed that the

approximate LM launch time is known, and that the LOPC maneuver will

be initiated 2. 25 revolutions before the desired passage over the LM

landing site. The Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) Maneuver Routine of

Section 5.3.5 is used to control the LOPC maneuver, and tim basic

output parameters of the LOPC Targeting Routine (P-33 of Section 4)

are used as the required targeting parameters for the LOI pre-thrust

program (P-32 of Section 4).

The required input parameters to the LOPC Targeting Rou-

tine are :

F, V, t CSM state vector at time t

rLS A, t A LM landing site position vector at time t A

t E Earliest permissible LOPC maneuver time

based upon the approximate knowledge of the LM

launch time and the 2. 25 revolutions desired

prior to LM launch

The primary outputs of the LOPC Targeting Routine for the LOI Man-

euver Guidance Routine are:

tlG

U_TA

Maneuver ignition time

Target unit vector that the CSM orbital plane

must contain at LOPC maneuver burn-out
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In addition to the aboveparameters the following output parameters
are required for displays and astronaut monitoring:

Av LOPC maneuver impulsive velocity compo-

nents displayed in the local vertical coordinate

system at tiG

0 The approximate time that the CSM will pass

over the LM landing site 2. 25 orbits after the

LOPC maneuver

The LOPC Targeting Routine will determine a LOPC maneu-

ver time by an iterative procedure such that the ignition time will occur

within the orbital revolution following the input time t E. The general

targeting parameters used in this routine are illustrated in Fig. 4, 3-1,

and the program logic is outlined in Fig. 4. 3-2.

With reference to Fig. 4.3-2, the first step is to transform

the LM landing site position vector at time t A into moon fixed coor-

dinates. The CSM state vector is then updated to time t E using the

Coasting Integration Routine of Section 5.2. 2. Assuming that the

plane change maneuver is made at t E, the time t O corresponding to

when the CSM would have completed 2. 25 revolutions, is obtained by

assuming a circular orbit following the maneuver. The landing site is

then propagated to time t O and projected into the CSM orbital plane, ob-

taining the unit vector uLS. In general, the landing site will not be at

the position obtained by advancing the CSM through 2. 25 revolutions.

The central angle 8 between the landing site and the updated CSM posi-

tion (see Fig. 4.3-1) is next computed. If the iteration counter n is one,

the central angle 0 is measured in the CSM rotational direction from

the updated CSM position. Otherwise, the location of u_i S ahead or be-

hintt the updated CS.\I position is used to set a switch sw which con-

trois the update direction of the CSM.
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The time t3 is computed for the state vector __c,sw v to
conically traverse the angle 0. The estimated plane change maneuver

time t 1 is then increased by sw t 3 and the calculations, starting with

an update of the CSM, are repeated until the angle 0 is sufficiently

small.

When the iteration of Fig. 4. 3-2 is successful with respect

to the central angle O, the velocity v N following the maneuver is com-

puted. The required Av to perform the LOPC maneuver is then deter-

mined as shown. The LOPC maneuver time, tB, is estimated on the

basis of Av and the SPS thrust acceleration magnitude, a T . The LOPC

maneuver ignition time, tiG ,is decreased from the impulsive ignition

time, tl, by one half the estimated maneuver time t B as shown.

The time t o of Fig. 4. 3-2 is the approximate time that the

CSM will pass over the LM landing site 2. 25 orbital revolutions after

the LOPC maneuver and is used as an output display parameter. The

outputs tiG and UTAare stored in special registers so that they can be

used as the required input target parameters of the LOI Maneuver

Guidance Routine, P-32, of Section 5.3.5.

The 2.25-orbital revolution parameter used in this target-

ing program is in erasable memory, and could be changed prior to

the mission.
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Inputs parameters _r, _v,t, rLS A, tA, t E [
1

Transform LM landing site to moon fixed coordinates

using Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine (See, 5.5.2)

t I = t E ]

In = 1

Update r, Z to time t 1 using Coasting

Integrating Routine (See. 5.2.2)

u N = UNIT (rx v)

u H = UNIT (u N x ._r)

c = _-3-7_x

to =t I + 4.5 e 7r

Propagate LM landing site to t O obtaining _rLS using

Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine (Sec. 5.5.2)

sw = 1

ULs [ rLs-
O --cos -1 (uLS" u H)

n =1

qo

(u Yes

0005

Yes

Figure 4.3-2 [.unar O: Change (IJ()I'C)

Targeting Routine Logic Diagram

(page 1 of 2)
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Yes

9 .... 1 1
!

t I

f-
Using Time - Theta Problem Subroutine (See Sec.

©
5.,%7)

find the time t 3 for r, sw Z to traverse O

lr

t 1 = t 1 + sw t 3

n =n +1

5 = SGN (rLS • u N) cos -1 [U_L S •

_vN =_r _ (cos 5 u H + sin 5

Av = v N - v

UTA =UNIT[(_rXZN)×r ]

ABVAL (Av)
tB = aT

tiG = t 1 - tB/2

UNIT (_rLs)]

-U.N )

Figure 4.3-2 Lunar Orbit Plane Change (LOPC)

Targeting Routine Logic Diagram

(page 2 of 2)
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5.4.4 RENDEZVOUS RETRIEVAL TARGETING

5.4.4.1 General

The Rendezvous Guidance Program in the CMC may

be used in two modes which, in combination, provide the CMC

with a direct intercept trajectory and the midcourse maneuvers

required for rendezvous These two modes designated pre-TPI

mode (Transfer Phase Initiation} and Mid-Course mode are

identical to the last two modes of the Concentric Rendezvous

Program in the LM Guidance Computer ( LGC ).

In addition, the TPI Search Program provides a mini-

mum fuel transfer capability. An alternate rendezvous procedure

is available using the Stable Orbit Rendezvous Routines.

All computations performed in the Rendezvous Guidance

Program use the Basic Reference Coordinate System defined in

Section 5.1.4.

The program has a basic dependence on the state

vector estimates which are obtained from the navigation routines

described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.2.

For the routines in this section there are two associated

program numbers based on whether the CSM or the LM is the

active vehicle. If the astronaut elects to make the LM active,

the only change is the program number selected. All equations

and program operations in Section 5.4.4 are identical for these

two modes of operation.

5.4.4.2 Pre-TPI Maneuver ( MODE 3 )

This program mode corresponds to program P-34

(CSM active) or P-74 (LM active} of Section 4, and the com-

putational sequence is illustrated in Fig. 4.4-1.
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L,,FLAG3 j_

Inputs

Choice of Vehicle
LM or CSM
(P-74) (P-34)
Elevation Angle

--Or --

tTPI

t F of Final Transfer

Yes _

;_No
tTp I Computation ]

I Integrate rA, VA; rp,V P tTp I
to

Note: Subscripts A and P refer _._

to active and passive ___..FLAG3 = 1_
vehicles, respectively

®

Yes

Com_pute

Elevation Angle ]

DIS P LA Y

ICalcula eIntercept raJect°rYI®RAP 
DISPLAYS

Figure 4.4-1 Pre-TI'I Maneuver Mode
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Inputs

1) Choice of maneuvering vehicle

2 ) TPI time or Elevation angle

3) tF of final transfer trajectory

(This time is the transfer trajectory time between
TPI and intercept, and does not include the effects
of terminal rendezvous maneuvers. )

Program Operations

If the astronaut wishes to specify an elevation angle

it is necessary to input both the TPItime and E, the desired

elevation angle. As discussed below a nominal tTp I is

needed to initialize the routine used to compute tTp I for a

given E. When the above input procedure is completed and

the E option selected_the TPI time associated with the desired

elevation angle will be computed with the following iterative

technique.

TPI Computation

Both vehicles are advanced to the stored TPI time

using the precision Coasting Integration Routine. If the differ-

ence between the true line of sight angle and the input TPI

.%.

Circled numbers in Sections 5.4.4.2 and 5.4.4.3 refer to the

logic flow diagrams of Fig. 4.4-1 and 4.4-:3 and correspond to
the numbering used in the analogous LGC Figures.
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angle is greater than 0. 1 degrees, the true TPI time is then
calculated by making successive co-planar circular approximations
to the current orbits (which are assumed to be no more than 5

degrees out of plane ).

The time error to the true TPI for circular orbits is

given by the equation:

r 1
TERR - ARCCOS [(RA/RP)cos E J - E--X (4.4.1)

WP - WA

where RA, RP = the magnitudes of the active and passive vehicleposi

tion vectors.
E = desired TPI angle (4.4.2)

= central angle from RA to RP, positive when RP

is ahead of RA.
WA, WP = the magnitudes of orbital angular velocities

It should be noted that the ARCCOS term in the above equation

always gives rise to 2 solutions. If RP > RA only one such solu-

tion is meaningful; however when RA > RP, both solutions are

significant. In this case the solution corresponding to the shorter

line of sight between vehicles is selected.

Both vehicles are then advanced to the time given by

Eq. ( 4.4.3 ) and the true line of sight angle rechecked.

tTp I = tTp I + TERR (4.4.3)
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This process is repeated until the line of sight error becomes

less than 0.1 degree. An iteration counter is used to protect

against excessive iterations. When there is no TPI time associ-

ated with the elevation angle, the counter will serve as a means

of initiating a program alarm which indicates that no solution

can be found.

Elevation Angle Computation

If a TPI time is one of the inputs, both vehicles are

advanced to that time using the Coasting Integration Routine; and

the elevation an_lc, defined i,_ Fig. 4.4-2 which corresponds to

the TPI time, is computed as follows:

H 3 = (_rA3 × VA3 ) × rA3

LO_S = UNIT (rp3 - r_A3)

UA3 - UNIT (rA3)

(4.4.4)

E = _/ 2 - cos -1 (UA3 LOS)

If (LOS • H3) < 0; E = _ E
w

xE : IEI -
(4.4.5)

If XE > 0; E = XE - (4.4.6)
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U_H i _ TwHDORIZONTAL

Ol RECTION
/ AS DETERMINED
" BY

1]

2)

IF THE LOS PROJECTION ON UH_ 15 POSITIVE:

a} WHEN THE LOS IS ABOVE THE HORIZONTAL

PLANE 0 < E < lr/2

b) WHEN THE LOS IS BELOW THE HORIZONTAL

PLANE -lr/2 < E < 0

IF THE LOS PROJECTION ON UH IS NEGATIVE

o) WHEN THE LOS IS ABOVE THE HORIZONTAL

PLANE 71"12 < E <

b) WHEN THE LOS IS BELOW THE HORIZONTAL
PLANE -w" < E < - _r/2

Fig. 4.4-2 Definition of Elevation Angle.E
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® Computation of TPI Maneuver

To compute the TPI Maneuver the Imtiat Velocity

Subroutine (Section 5.5. 11) is used with the proper switch set

to allow for one target offset. Although the offset procedure,

as well as the initialization for the Lambert Subroutine, is in-

cluded in the Initial Velocity Subroutine the offset technique is

repeated here for further clarity.

The estimate of both vehicle state vectors along with

the t F of the final transfer (an astronaut input) are used to com-

pute an intercept aimpoint and the maneuver required to a_rive

at this aimpoint at the desired time. In calculating an offset

target to be used by the Lambert l]outi_ (St_(_ S,_ction 5.5. {;) for

computing ,_%VTPI0 the effects of non-spherica/ _iravitational per-

turbations are considered in th_ following way.

The position vector of the passive vehicle is advanced

to the intercept time with the Coasting Integration Routine using

the input transfer trajectory t F. The intercept time is given

by Eq. (4.4. 7).

tTp F = tTp I + t F (4.4. 7)

The aimpoint for the initial AV calculation is the position vector

of the passive vehicle at tTp F, that is

rAIM0 (tTp F) = rp (tTp F) (4.4. 8)

The passive vehicle velocity vector at the intercept point, Vp (tTPF),

is also obtained from the Coasting Integration Routine and stored.
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The state vector of the active vehicle is advancedto

tTp F using the Lambert solution, resulting in r A (tTPF}. Due
to non-spherical gravitational perturt_ations, ti_uactive vc_hicle
will not intercept the tarKet. Tile position deviatiot,, from the

desired position rp (tTp F) is given by

5r_l (tTp F) = r A (tTp F) - rp (tTp F) (4.4.9)

A new aimpoint is computed for the second iteration,

by the following equation:

r_AIM 1 (tTp F) = r_AIM 0 - 5r_l (tTp F) (4. 4. i0)

A new A V is then computed using r_AIM 1 (tTPF) , t F

and r A (tTPi). Using the new A V, the state vector of the active

vehicle is again advanced to tTp F to obtain r_A (tTp F) and

v A (tTPF).

Intercept Trajectory Computation

Once a A_VTp I has been computed the technique ex-

plained in Section 5.5.9 is used to determine the pericenter
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altitude of the trajectory established by the TPI maneuver. The

relative velocity at intercept, AVTp F is

AVTp F = Vp(tTp F) v A(tTP F) (4.4. 11)

where v A (tTp F ) and Vp (tTp F) are both available from the

above computations.

Nominal Outputs ( Pre-TPI Mode )

1 ) Elevation angle or TPI time

2 ) Magnitude of

a) aVTp I

b ) &VTp F

3 ) Pericenter altitude after the TPI maneuver.

5.4.4.3 Rendezvous Mid-Course Maneuvers ( MODE 4)

This program mode corresponds to program P-35

(CSM active) or P-75 (LM active) of Section 4. Normally

midcourse maneuvers, and consequently this program, should

not be used if the time-to-go to intercept is less than 10 minutes.
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Inputs

i) Choice of maneuvering vehicle

P-35 for CSM

P-75 for LM

Pr____ogra_m Op e r ati on

The computational sequence for this program is illus-

trated in Fig. 4.4-3. The objective of this mode is to maintain

an intercept trajectory with midcourse correction maneuvers so

that the active vehicle would intercept the passive target vehicle

at the time and aimpoint position established in the previous TPI

mode.

The midcourse mode of the rendezvous targeting pro-

gram may be called up by the astronaut at any time after the TPI

maneuver. When the program is initiated the number of naviga-

tion measurements since the last maneuver and the time to intercept

are displayed. Based on this information and additional displays

discussed in Section 5. 6.7, the astronaut may elect to proceed

with a mideourse correction maneuver at any point. When he

does so the program computes the midcourse correction which

would take place a specified time (A) minutes from the current

time. The time delay (A) is specified by the astronaut and is the

period required to prepare for a thrusting maneuver, To compute

the midcourse correction, the active vehicle is advanced to a

point (A} minutes from the present time and the passive vehicle

is advanced to the intercept time using the Coasting Integration

Routine. The correction required to intercept the passive vehicle

is then computed using the techniques described in Section 5.4.4.2.

Nominal Outputs

1) Midcourse Maneuver AVMc

2) AVTp F if mideourse maneuver is executed
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MODE 4

Input

Choice of Vehicle

LM or CSM

I
I
T

Start ILM or CSM

]

[ A.tro..utProceedI No
Yes

Advance r A VA(A ) Minutes ]

Compute Mid-Course ManeuverAVMc

DIS P LA Y S

Fig. 4.4-3 Mid-course Correction Mode

f
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5.4.4.4 TPI Search Program

The objective of the TPI Search Program is to deter-

mine the minimum total velocity transfer trajectory from a

specified TPI maneuver time within the constraint of a safe

pericenter. The minimum total velocity determined during

the transfer trajectory search function of this routine is the

sum of the impulsive velocities for the TPI maneuver and the

TPF or ideal rendezvous maneuver. This routine is used to

establish the target parameters for a direct intercept trajec-

tory between the CSM and LM orbits controlled by a TPI

maneuver. The manual terminal rendezvous maneuver is

normally initiated from such an intercept trajectory. The TPI

Search Program is used to provide the required TPI maneuver

target parameters for either direct transfer (DT) rendezvous

profiles or concentric flight plan (CFP) rendezvous TPI

maneuvers if AV minimization is desired beyond nominal pre-

selected astronaut input target parameters. This routine can

be used in both earth and lunar orbits. The TPI Search Program

is actually designated as two separate programs in Section 4.

When used as program P-17, the active vehicle which establishes

the intercept trajectory is the CSM. When used as program

P-77, the active vehicle is the LM.

The following input parameter is required by the TPI

Search Program.

1 ) tTp I desired time of transfer phase initiation (TPI)
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The basic output parameters displayed to the astronaut are:

1.) too

2.) +Ah

3.) K

4. ) AVTp I

5. ) +__VTp F

6. ) hp

7.) tF

Initial relative phase angle between

the two vehicles at tTp I, + indicat-

ing that the active vehicle is ahead

of the passive vehicle with respect

to orbitai motion.

Altitude difference between the two

vehicles at tTp !, + indicating that

the passive vehicle has a larger

radial magnituch: than the active

vehicle.

Preferred central angle search sec-

tor. K = + i for central angles

greater than 180 °, and K = - I for

central angles less than 180 ° .

Impulsive velocity required for the

TPI maneuver

Impulsive velocity required for the

terminal rendezvous maneuver, +

indicating that the active vehicle is

ascending at TPF, if descending.

Altitude of the pericenter above a

reference radius vector.

Transfer time of the intercept tra-

jectory between ILL(: TPI and TPF

maneuvers.
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In general non-coplanar transfer cases, there will normally be
two minimum total AV intercept trajectories, one having a

central angle greater than 180 ° and the other less than 180 ° .

In the TPI Search Program these two central angle sectors

are searched separately. The Program initially selects the

sector in which the most acceptable solution will probably be

found based upon the relative positioncoE1ditions existir_g at thu

selected TPI time and displays this choice to the astronaut.

The astronaut may proceed with this choice or command the other

search sector by changing the above output parameter K. Due

to the excessive AV requirements for two-impulse transfers

with 180 ° degree central angles in non-coplanar conditions,

the central angle search sectors are limited away from 180 °

by an angle depending upon the magnitude of the non-coplanar

angle between the active vehicle position vector at TPI and the

passive vehicle orbital plane.

In general,TPI Search Program target vectors and

relative angles are illustrated in Fig.4.4-4. The subscripts A and

P refer to the active and passive vehicles, respectively.

Program Operation

The TPI Search Program Logic diagram is shown in

Fig. 4. 4-5. With reference to this figure the following major

computation sequences are described:

Q Upon selection and activation of the TPI Search

Program the planetary body (earth or moon) is first confirmed

by the SETMU Subroutine of Section 5.5. i0, and the appropriate

gravitational constants, u, and minimum pericenter altitude

hpLiM are set for program operation. The following minimum

pericenter altitude limits for the transfer trajectory are pre-

stored:
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Lunar Orbit Case : hpLiM : 35,000 ft above the

landing sit(: radius magnitude-.

Earth Orbit Case : hl, iJiM :: 85 nm above the

launch I)ad radius.

The active and passive vehicle state vectors are next advanced

to the specified TPI time by means of the Kepler Subroutine of

Section 5.5.5. At this point the relative phase angle 00 , al-

titude difference Ah, and search sector flag K are computed as

follow s:

uHp = UNIT (rp X Vp) (4. 4. I2)

rp A = r_A - (r A uHp)utt p (4. 4. 13)

0 0 = Sign E(r_p x rA) • uHp _ cos -1 [UNIT (rpA) UNIT (r_p)]

(4. 4. 14)

K=sigo (4.4. 16)

The parameters 00, Ah and K are then displayed to

the astronaut and a response is requested. Ttle astronaut may

proceed, command the initial search to th( other sector by

changing K, or change the TPI time.
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With reference to 4. 4-5,Fig.

computes the parameter IT by:

the program next

1

IT = [UNIT (r A) uill_ 2 (4. 4. 17)

An initial guess $0 is then made of the transfer angle

of the passive vehicle corresponding to a minimum AV for the

active vehicle:

_0 = 180° + 00 + K 5IT (4. 4. 18)

and is used to start the search iteration. An inner transfer

angle limit for the passive vehicle of

_I, = 180° + 00 + K 2IT (4.4. 19)

is set to avoid excessive AV conditions, and the outer search

limits are set as follows:

0 L : 70 ° (K = _1)

0 L = 330 ° (K : + 1)

(4. 4. 20)

-It
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The following initial values are next set to start the iterative

procedure:

AV = 10 5

hp =-10 8

I = 0

(fps)

(ft) (4. 4. 2 l)

The Time Theta Subroutine of Section 5.5.7 is used to deter-

mine the passive vehicle transfer time between its position at

the selected TPI time and bothd_ 0 (tFo) and 4[ (tFI). The initial

time of flight t F is defined equal to tFO.

Q The minimum AV search begins by ad-trajectory

vancing the passive vehicle to the initial aim point tTp I + t F

by means of the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5.5) and storing

the resulting passive vehicle state vector at this time. The

Lambert Subroutine of Section 5.5.6 is then used to determine

the required velocity v to establish an intercept trajectory to
-1

the aim point with a transit time of t F. This subroutine also

provides the trajectory orbit parameters p anti a that are

later used with the Apsides Subroutine of Secti_m 5. 5. 9

to determine the transfer trajectory pericenter altitude hp.

In order to determine the velocity -V_2of the active vehicle at the

intercept point, the Time-Theta Subroutine (Section 5.5.7 ) is

used. The following computations are then performed:
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SG 2 = Sign [_rp (tTp I + tF) • v2] (4. 4. 23)

AVTPI = [ -vl - -VAI (4. 4. 24)

AVTPF= [v 2 - Vp (tTp I + tF) I (4. 4.25)

AV = AVTp I + AVTPF (4. 4. 26)

The enters control whose effectprogram a sequence

is as follows:

1. If the height of pericenter hp and its previous

value hpo are both less than hpLIM and furthermore hp is less

than hpo, an alarm is displayed indicating that there are no

safe pericenters in the sector being searched.

2. If, as before, both hp< hpLIM and hpo": hpLiM,

but now hp> hpo, the program sets the time of flight increment

At equal to K 400 sec., increments the time of flight, and con-

tinues searching.

3. If the pericenter changes from safe to unsafe,

the program interpolates to find the time of flight at which the

change occurred, and accepts this value; as the solution, together

with AVTPI, AVTPF, hp.
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4. If the pericenter changes from unsafe to safe,

the program also interpolates and accepts the solution provided

AV is greater than its previous value _V 0. If not it sets At=Kl50

sec., increments the time of flight, and continues s_arching.

5. If the present pericenter is safe and IAV - AV01<2
l i

the present time of flight is accepted as the solution.

6. If none of the above conditions holds, the time

of flight is incremented by At if AV • AV 0 or' diminished by

At/ 2 ifAV> AV 0, and the search function continues.

7. If the time of flight exceeds the bounds set in Q

a solution is assumed if a safe pericenter exists, otherwise the

alarm code is displayed indicating no safe pericenters in the

sector being searched.

Q A is affixed to and the solution setsign AVTp F con-

sisting of AVTp I,+ AVTp F, hp is displayed to the astronaut.

The order in which the above parameters are presented on the

three display registers (RI, R2, R3) is dependent upon the

polarity of the display sequence variable (DS) in Fig. 4. 4-5

and indicates to the astronaut whether the pericenter of the

transfer trajectory occurs between the TPI and TPF maneuvers

(DS positive) or beyond the rendezvous point (DS negative) as

follow s:
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R1 : AVTp I

R 2 : hp

R 3 : + AVTp F

pericenter between

TPI and TPF

R 1 : AVTp I

R2 : + AVTp F

R3: hp

pericenter beyond

rendezvous point

If the astronaut is satisfied with these trajectory parameters,

he may request that the time of flight t F be displayed to be re-

corded as an input parameter for the TPI Pre-thrust program,

P-34 or P-74,alongwiththcinitial_Tp I. The other central angle sector

may be searched by returning t@and changing_ K, or a new

trajectory solution attempted by returning t_)and changing

the input TPI time untiI a satisfactory transfer trajectory has

been found.

4
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5.4 4.5 Stable Orbit Rendezvous

The Stable Orbit Rendezvous profile is defined by

the following four orbital maneuvers. The first maneuver

( initial Stable Orbit TPI ) defines a transfer of the active

vehicle to a point on the orbit of the passive vehicle, a given

distance ahead of, or behind the passive vehicle as measured

along the passive vehicle orbital path. The second (Stable

Orbit Rendezvous-SOR maneuver ) is designed to place the

active vehicle in the same orbit as the passive vehicle with a

separation between the two vehicles determined by the first

TPI maneuver. The position of the active vehicle relative to

the passive vehicle after this second maneuver is referred to

as the stable orbit point. The third and fourth maneuvers re-

present the final transfer from the stable orbit point (final

TPI) and terminal rendezvous respectively, and are similar

to the corresponding maneuvers in the final phase of the con-

centric rendezvous sequence.

The first two stable orbit rendezvous maneuvers

will make use of program P-38 which is essentially the same

as P-34 except for the following modifications. If p-38 is

used for the initial Stable Orbit TPI maneuver, a special

phantom target state vector is generated and used in place of

the passive vehicle for targeting and Lambert steering. When

P-38 is used for the stable orbit maneuver an ignition time

bias is used in order to partially compensate for the finite

maneuver time. Both of these modifications are discussed in

detail below
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During the transfer to the stable orbit point and also
during the final transfer phase a program ( see Section 5.4.4.5.2 )
is available for computing any midcourse corrections required
to intercept the target point.

All the orbital calculations required for the targeting in
this program use the Coasting Integration Routine, a precision
technique. The pre-thrust programs for the Stable Orbit
Rendezvous ( P-38, 1_-78, P-:_9, P-79 ) use the Lambert
targeting concept with one offset aimpoint (see Section 5.4.4.2
and 5.5.6) and the cross - product steering of Section 5.3.3.

5.4.4.5.1 Stable Orbit TPI Program

The Stable Orbit TPI Program has two phases and

is used to perform the first and the second maneuvers described

above. This program corresponds to P-38 or 1'-7g of

Section 4. The logic flow is shown in Fig. 4.4-6.

Input Parameters

1 ) Choice of maneuvering vehicle

( P-38 CSM, L'-78 LM)

2) Ignition Time of the maneuver, tTp I

3) t F, Time of flight of transfer trajectory

4) Program Phase

PHASE = 1 TPI maneuver

PHASE = 2 SOR maneuver
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INPUTS

1 ) Choice of Vehicle

2 ) tTp I

3) t F

4 ) PHASE

P-38P-78

START

CSM or LM

(P - 38) (P - 78)

Load First 4 ]
Inputs ,

If PHASE = i

5)6t

PHASE = 1
NO

Load 6 t I

Generate Target I

rT' VT I

I Advance rA, v AtotTP I

Section 5.4.4.2.

r T. v T to t A

Compute TPI Using

r_A , VA, _rT, VT, t_

Calculate Intercept '1Trajectoryj A_VTp F

DISPLAY

P

J tA = tTPF+tF]

I

3

l,ambert Routine

and normal offset

Figure 4.4-6 Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program (TPI and SOR Modes)
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If PHASE -- 1, the following parameter ( 5) is also a
required input.

5) 6t, The offset of the stable orbit point

specified as the time required for the

passive vehicle to traverse the desired

offset distance. Positive 5t indicates

that the stable orbit point is ahead of the

passive vehicle, negative 5t bci_ind the

passive vehicle.

Program Operation

If the program is used for the first TPI transfer

( PHASE = 1) a phantom or offset target is generated using

precision orbit integration. This offset state vector is dis-

placed from the passive vehicle an amount specified by the

5 t input and represents a target in the same orbit as the pas-

sive vehicle. In both phases this program uses the phantom

state vector to compute a transfer maneuver using the same

logic as that in the pre-TPI maneuver targeting (Section 5.4.4.2 ).

The portion of Fig. 4.4-ti below the dotted line is completely

analogous to the targeting of the pre-TPI maneuver.

When this program is used for the second (SOIl)

maneuver in the stable orbit rendezvous sequence (PHASE = 2 ),

the time of ignition is offset from the time corresponding to an

impulsive maneuver. This offset is computed by the astronaut

and the time of ignition, tTp I is adjusted accordingly. In order

to maintain the targeting which corresponds to an impulsive

maneuver and thus provide an ignition bias, the time of arrival,

tA,required for the definition of the intercept trajectory is based

on the impulsive maneuver time, tTPF, Which was computed in

tile I'ttASE : l operation of this program . Th_iogieand_,quations

required for this ignition offset are included in Fig. 4 4-6, and

the definitions of the quantities used are presented in Figure

4.4-7.
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After the state vector of the stable orbit point has

been matched by the active vehicle,the PIIASE = 1 mode of

this program may be used again to perform the final transfer

to rendezvous by setting 5t -- 0. Alternately, 1'-34 or 1)-74 ,nay be

used to perform the TPI maneuver included in the concentric

rendezvous sequence. In either case the final braking and

docking maneuvers will be accomplished manually.

Outputs

1 ) AV of maneuver
_AVTp I PtJASE = 1

=_

_AVso R PItASE = 2

2 ) AVTp F Relative velocity at target in-

tercept (approximately zero

for PHASE = 2)

3) Pericenter altitute after meneuver

5.4.4.5.2 Stable Orbit Midcourse

I,_tmt Parameters

1 ) Choice of maneuvering vehicle ( _'-:3!)

1'-7_) t_M)

CSM,
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Program Operation

This progranl has the same fun(tion and follows tilt:

sa,nc logic as 1'-;15 or P-7g dcscrib(._t in Section 5.4.4.3,

except that the target used to con]i)utc lh_, mJdcoul'se tnancuvoy

is the offset l_titllll.oltl state w'ctor used in lh(, computation of

the Stable Orbit TPI or SOR maneuvers (SL.ction 5. 4.4. 5. 1)

Outputs

1 ) Midcourse maneuver, A V
MC

2 ) AVTp F if tni(lcoursc mat_cuw'r is performed.
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5. 4. 5 RETURN TO EARTH TARGETING

5. 4. 5. I Introduction

The Return to Earth Targeting Program provides t_ th_

astronaut the ability to compute on board tile spacecraft the target-

ing for a powered maneuver which returns the spacecraft to an <_n_'tll

reentry point with proper conditions for a safe reentry. This pro-

gram is intended as a backup in the event of a communication or

_round system failure and, thus, is completely independent of inputs

from the ground system. The method of computation_however, does

not compromise certain critical trajectory characteristics ._ch a:_

fuel usage and transit time for _h_ ' uxpudicnc 5, of miltimkJm con_puter

storage usage or computational speed.

Specifically this program provides powered maneuver tar-

geting for

(i)

* ':l 5)

Returning from near earth orbits

Returning from trajectories resulting from a translunar

injection powered maneuver failure

Returning from translunar midcourse

Itut_rnin_, white in the moon's sphere of influence, front

trajectories resulting from lunar orbit insertion or

transearth injection powered maneuver failures

Rt.turning ft'om nominal luna.' orbits

Outside moon_ sphere of influence only

This capability has been removed from this program.
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*(6)

*(7)

*(8)

Returning from transearth midcourse

Midcourse corrections duringtransearth midcours_

Changes in transit time during transearth midcourse

Two modes of operation are provided: time critical and

fuel critical. The former establishes trajectories which return to

earth in a minimum of time, the latter, with a minimum of fuel.

The return trajectory is constrained to be in the plane which

the spacecraft was in prior to the return _(_ that optimum fuel utiliza-

tion will be achieved.

Although explicit control of the spacecraft landing site is not

a feature of this program, it is possible to achieve landing site selec-

tion through adjustment of the astronaut input to the program. When

on translunar or transearth trajectories, the adjusted parameter is the

desired fuel utilization. When in orbit near the earth,the designated

return time is the adjusted parameter. The astronaut need only to

note the earth track of the landing site as a function of the adjusted

parameter to select the proper parameter value.

The computations take place in two steps. The first is the

generation of a conic two body solution to the problem. This takes

a relatively short computational time and the solution characteristics

are nearly the same as those of the precise solution.Once the astronaut

is satisfied with the conic return trajectory he can allow the second

step to proceed, the computation of a precise trajectory which takes

a relatively _on_ computational time.
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The Safe Perilune Targeting Program utilizes essen-

tially the same computationa[ procedures as the t_eturn to Earth

Program. This program first determines the pe_'ilune of the

present spacecraft trajectory. If it is not satisfactory the

astronaut may select a more desirable perilune altitude. The

Safe t_erilunc Program will then establish the targeting infor-

mation for a trajectory which has the desired perilune altitude

and minimizes the required velocity change.

In the l ollowin R (li._(:u._sion the Pro_rani [nput-Oulput

is discussed first. Nt+xl, a discussion (+f tl+covcrall _cncral

computat on procedure is presented, f{)ll(_wed Ihx a more dcIailed

discu,_,_m of Ill(. program logic. Then tile det_tllcd compulal[ons

;tr(' pFes ellted.
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5.4.5.2 Program Input-Output

The Return to Eartl _ Program may be called by the

astronaut at any time the computer is operable. Should the de-

signated point of return place the spacecraft at a point in space

where the program is incapable of producing a successful

solution, an alarm will occur. The current calling designation

for this program is P 37 for all modes of ReturntoEarth, and

P-70 for Safe Perilune.

Return-to-Earth Targeting

After calling the program, the astronaut must

load the following information into erasable memory via the

keyboard.

( 1 ) objective velocity change to be utilized during

the maneuver

(2) time the maneuver is to be executed

(3) reentry angle (normally set to zero and internally

calculated* )

Should a minimum fuel return be desired, the objective

velocity change should be set to zero. Should the objective change

be less than the minimum required, the program will select the

minimum. When the objective velocity change is greater than the

minimum, the return will require that amount of velocity change.

The program provides the following displays when both the

conic trajectory computation and the precision trajectory computation

are complete.

(1)

(2)

(3)

latitude of the landing site

longitude of the landing site

velocity change required (vector)

*See 5.4.5.4.2 for detailed explanation of its use
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(.I) vc[ocily m_l_nilud_' _it 400,()(H) ft. cniry ,_Itilud_'

(5) [Ji/ht i)aih an_l_' :if. -1<)0,000 I't. _qllr.5' :lllitud_'

(l_) lransit timc 1_, 400,000 l'l. ciMr,/ ;tllitudt' ll'c>n_

ignition

'l'Jlt' _sll'_ll_ttll t_tl,ql st't_'t'l t:iltlt'l' 1(1_' SI'S _1" I_/.'S

c_nc, ill,. aflt,F 111(. f)Ft,cisi_tl tl'zLit'cl(_' 5 t'alt:ulati_li. 'l'h(' t(>lJ(>will_

ClUa_llitit'_ _tl't' (iisl_]:l>t,l] _l'tl'l' _IIt' t'll_ill(' Sl'll'('li_)ll:

The l)rccision lrajcctory displays will not bt.._i_nificantly

(tiffcr('nt t'romlht' conic dispiays;h(_wcv('r,thc astr()_aut,_l_ould

('h_'t_k lilt! llt_w displays hot'oFt' acc, t'i)tin_ the I)_'_ _ i._' _t_l _,I_.

Safe l'crilunc "l'ar_cting

Input is not rc(tuiFt'd wh('n the Saft: I_crilunc l'rogram [_-70

is first t:alled by the astronaut. The firstst:tofdisplaysarcasfotlows:

( 1 ) perilune altitude of lhc present trajectory

(2) nlinimun_ time: of ignition"

( 3 ) time to perilune

The astronaut must now decide to end the prong ram _,r pr'occcd. If

hi, proceeds hc must first input via the keyboard tilt" I_)lh)x_ing:

( 1 ) _h'sil'cd I)t'rilut_t' tlllilu¢tt'

('2) tlcsirt'_i tim_' <)1" i_nilion

This will b_' pr(.scnt tim(' if the' sl_ar:('cr'at'l ]s insid(' lh(' _m's

sphc_'¢' of influt'ncc and ,_I)h('l'c az'_'ival lim_' if th(' ,_l>acc¢'rafl is

outside tilt' st)litre'.

.). ,I -.ti)



( 1 ) velocity change required ( vector )

(2) transit time from ignition to f,erilune

The astronaut must select either _hP. RCS or SPS

engine after this display. Upon completion the program will

display the following quantities.

(3) middle gimbal angle at ignition

(4) time of ignition

(5) time from ignition
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5.4.,5.3 Ge_]cral Com_Dutat_onal Procedure

'l'l_i_._cciionL:t_z_tain._ a Fencral description of the I{eturn-

lo-lCarth computational procedure as illustruted in ICiFs. 4. 5-1,

I. 5-2, and 4. 5-3.

The I{eturn to Earth Tart_etinI_ Prottrnm, as previously

mentioned, may be used in either the fuel critical or time critical

mode. When used in the fuel critical mode, the i_ro_.unl,at,ncr:_l:L.s

a trajectory which meets specified constraints on reentry tliFht

path an_le and reentry, altitude, and minimizes the impu!siv(_ velo-

city chanFe required to achieve this trajectory. In the timt_ critical

III()(]Cj II1¢: iIrt)_l'alll _cncratt:s a trajectory which meets the specified

reentry constraints and returns the spacecraft in the shortest possit)le

time. The astronaut selects either mode by cnterin F via the keyboard

the ob3ectiv_ velocity change (AVD). if Av D is set to zero, the routine

will provide a fuel critical trajectory. [f Av D is not set to zero, the

l'¢miillc wilt t)l'ovi(lc a tilllc critical tr:/icctory i1' i)_s._;ii)tc, ()l, st,it,el

:t luct ('l'itic:a[ tra.jcctory il' -kv D is [¢'s5 IIltlI1 tile ll_it_i;l!mn rcquirc(I

imtml_ivc velocity chanfie.

The t{ul urn to Earth Tarf_etinl_ Program has two major

phases, an initial two body conic phase illustrated in Fig. 4. 5-1 and

a numerically integrated precision trajectory phase illustrated in

Fi/g. 4. 5-2. A conic routine which provides initial conditions for

return trajectories for both phases is illustrated in Fig. 4. 5-,J.
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5.4.5.3.1

Figs. 4.5-1, 4. 5-2,

y_(t 0) = (£(t0), l{(to))

Yl(tl) = (r(tl), vl(tl))

y__2(tl) = (_r(tl), v2(tl))

y__(t2) = (r__(t2), v(t2))

Y_(t2)PR E

RCON

RpRE

R D

_(t2)co N

_(t2 )D

_'(t2)PR E

x(t I )

AV

Av D

¢I to ¢i0

Nomenclature

The following is a list oI _ the nomenclature used in

and 4. 5-3

CSM state vector maintained in the

CMC

pre-return state vector

post-return state vector

state vector at reentry

final state vector of a precision

trajectory

final radius of a conic trajectory

final radius of a precision trajectory

desired final radius (reentry radius)

final flight path angle of a conic trajectory

desired final flight path angle

final flight path angle of a precision

trajectory

cotangent of the post-return flight

path angle

impulsive velocity change

desired velocity change

tolerances
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t'j1 time of flif_ht (t,_ - t l)

I1
1

fl

C t )1.111_A2 F

(

l']_t_ sc'l Io _0

L,
initial conic pha,_c

precision trajectory phase
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5.4.5.3.2Discussion of the Conic Phase

The following discussion is intended to supplement the

information contained in Fig. 4.5-i.

The pre-return CSM state vector (y_l(tl)) is obtained by

numerical integration. An initial conic trajectory is then generated

which meets the reentry and velocity change constraints of the pro-

blem. The reentry radius and flight path angle constraints, however,

are known only as a function of the latitude and velocity magnitude

at reentry. Therefore an iterative procedure is employed to gen-

erate this initial conic trajectory. Based on the pre-return radius

magnitude, an estimate of the reentry constraints is made. This

initial estimate is used to compute a conic trajectory which satis-

ties the Av D requirement. The final velocity magnitude and latitude

are now available for use in a more precise calculation of the reentry

constraints. An iterative process has now been started which quickly

coverges on a suitable initial conic trajectory.

During the above iterative process slight changes in the

reentry flight path angle can produce significant changes in the

minimum required velocity change. If the time critical mode is

being used, it is possible that during a particular pass through the

iteration loop the velocity change desired may be less than the mini-

mum required. This does not necessarily preclude a time critical

solution, and therefore the iteration is continued using the minimum

required velocity change.

A description, in general terms, of the procedure

CONICRETURN, used to obtain the initial state vector of the conic

return trajectory, will follow later in this sec:tion.

After an initial conic trajectory, is computed, an estimate

is made of the landing site, and the results are displayed.

Based on this display the astronaut may elect to continue with the

calculation of a numerically integrated trajectory.
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5.4.5.3.3 Discussion of the Precision Phase

The following discussion is intended to supplement the

information contained in Fig. 4. 5-2.

The numerically integrated trajectory must satisfy the

reentry constraints achieved by the initial conic trajectory and

meet the Av D requirement as closely as possible, An iterative

procedure is again employed to generate this trajectory. The

post-return state vector of the previous conic trajectory is used

to initialize the Coasting Integration Routine. The integration

proceeds until the desired reentry flight path angle has been

achieved. The reentry radius of the next come trajectory is then

offset to compensate for the error in the reentry radius of the

numerically integrated trajectory. An iterative process has now

been initiated which converges to the precise trajectory which

meets the objective velocity change and the reentry constraints.

Next a target is computed for the Lambert Aimpoint Powered Flight

Routine, the landing site is calculated, and the results are displayed.
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5.4.5.3.4 Dis cus sion of the Conic Routine

The following discussion is intended to supplement the in-

formation contained in Fig. 4. 5-3.

The conic routine solves the following two conic problems.

(1) Given an initial position vector (r(tl)) , a pre-return velocity

vector (vl(tl)), a final flight path angle {7(t2)CON), and a final radius

magnitude (RcoN), compute a post-return velocity vector (v2(tl))

which minimizes the velocity change (Av).

(2) Given the above quantities, compute a post-return velocity vector

(v_2(tl)) which meets the objective velocity change (AVD).

An iterative procedure is again used. The independent

variable of the procedure is the cotangent of tile post-return flight

path angle (x(tl)) , and the dependent variable is the velocity change

(_v).

Initial bounds on x(tl) are computed based on the maximum

allowable semi-major axes. The upper bound constrains return tra-

jectories which pass through apogee from going too near the moon,

and the lower bound keeps the reentry velocity for direct return flights

from exceeding the maximum allowable reentry velocity.

During the second phase of the Return to Earth Targeting

Program, the calculation of a numerically integrated trajectory,

additional bounds are imposed on the independent variable x(tl).

In the case of a return from earth orbit, the resulting trajec-

tory may be nearly circular, and will pas_ tllt_agh tim desired

reentry flight path angle twice at nearly the same radius. Additional

limits on x(t 1} are computed to prevent conic trajectories generated

during the search for a numerically integrated trajectory from os-

cillath_ between these two solutions.
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In all cases the x(t 1) - Av iterator is used to compute a

post-abort velocity vector which requires a minimum Av. In the

event that a time critical answer is required, another iteration using

the x(t 1) - Av Kerator will be made to compute a post-return velocity

vector which requires a Av equal to Av D. If the velocity change de-

sired is less than the minimum required, the second iteration will

be omitted.

During the calculation of the numerically integrated tra-

jectory, the intermediate conics are additionally restricted to prevent

large changes in the post-return flight path angle. This additional

restraint is necessary in the time critical mode for certain near

earth returns because both absolute and relative Enininmm 5v

solutions exist.
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5. 4. 5. 4 L_ogical Description

This section contains logical flow diagrams of the outside

the sphere portion of the Return to Earth Targeting Program. _om_

items not fully discussed in the text are explicitly illustrated in the

diagrams. Certain self contained procedures are detailed in the next

section. It should be noted that the Safe Perilune Targeting Program

is integrated into tile Return to Earth Targeting Program. The mil,bt •

differences between the two l)ro_ranls are shown by branches })a,_cd

on th_ variable _i
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5.4.5.4. 1 Nomenclature

A list of the nomenMature used in this section and

not previously defined follows.

tiG

tIGMIN

t21

p(t)

x(tl )LIM

x(tl )MAX' x(t 1 )MIN

Ax(t i )

Ax(tl)MA X

x(t2)

x(t2)PR E

PCON

RERR

desired ignition time

minimum ignition time

time of flight (t 2 - t 1)

± 1 for earth
primary body \

± 2 for moon

limit on the cotangent of the post-

return flight path angle

upper and lower bounds on the cotan-

gent of the post return flight path

angle

change in x(t 1)

maximum allowed change in x(t 1)

final cotangent of the flight path

angle

final cotangent of the flight path angle

for a })recision trajectory

semi-latus rec_u_ of a conic trajectory

precision lrajc_:l( r_ cecntry radius

error
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AMAX1,

n

AMAX2

gravitation constant

radiu_ of perilune

minimum final radius

maximum major axes

normal vector

'0 Return to Earth1 Safe Perilune

+ 1 near apogee solution1 near perigee solution

switch (Safe Perilune)

f2

n 1, n 2

_1 to _11

iterator mode flag

counters

intermediate variables

|
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5.4.5.4.2 Discussion of the Logical Flow Diagram

The following discus,_/on is intended to supplement

the information contained in the referenced diagrams

Three inputs are required in addition to the CSM state

vector (Fig. 4.5-4). They are the objective velocity change de-

sired (Av D), the desired time of ignition (riG), and the reentry

angle ( 7 (t 2 )D ). The reentry angle should nominally be set to

zero, allowing the program to compute a reentry angle in the

center of the reentry corridor. The astronaut may select the

reentry angle if a minimum Av solution lying on the edge of the

reentry corridor is required. This may be necessary in the event

the reaction control system is used for the return. See Fig. 4.5-15

for a detailed explanation of the reentry an_le calculations.

The Coasting Integration Routine is used to advance the

state vector to the desired return time. A check is made to insure that

the state vector is not inside the moon's sphere of influence. If

the state vector outside the sphere of influence,preeomputations

are executed. They are explained in detail Iater. A conic trajectory

is then generated which satisfies the estimated reentry constraints

and Av D requirements. The procedure CONICRETURN, which com-

putes the initial state vector of this conic, will be discussed later.

The Time Radius Subroutine, described in Section 5.5.8, is used

to compute the time of flight to the desired radius and advance the

state vector through that time of flight.

Based on this final state vector (Fig. 4. 5-5), a new reentry

radius {RcoN') and a new value for the cotangent of the reentry flight

path angle (x(t2)') can be computed. If they are sufficiently close to

the previously used values, the conic trajectory is accepted. Other-

wise a new conic is computed which satisfies the new reentry con-

straints. A counter is employed to protect against an excessive

number of iterations.
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If the initial conic is accepted, an estimate is made of the

latitude and lonKitude of the landin K site. For long flight times,

however, differences in time of flight between the conic and numer-

ically integrated trajectory wilt cause an error i_ the conir'all,y,

estimated landing site longitude. The resultv of the preceding cal-

culations are displayed, and based on this information the astronaut

may elect to proceed with the calculation of a numerically integrated

trajectory or exit the progranL. As explained in Section 5.4.5.3, re-

turn trajectories from near earth orbits may be nearly circular,

and therefore pass through the desired flight path angle twice with

approximately the same radius. The unique _,lution reached by the

initLal conic is tested to determine whetl_cr i!_ final s_tc vector was

achieved during lhc firsl or ._;ec(md pass !}lr(_Llgh the desired reentry

flight path angle. A switch 0 2 ts sol approprla_L'iy and wkth one ex-

ceptio_ all succeeding pre('Lsion aJ_d <o1_i¢_ tr_tjcclories are required

to behave in at s_milw manner. The exception will be explained in

detail in SectLon 5.4. 5. 4. 3.

The post-return state vector of the conic trajectory is now

advanced until the desired flight path angle of reentry is reached

(Section 5. 4. 5. 5 ). A radius error will exist between the desired

final radius (R D) and the final radius magnitude of the numerically

integrated trajectory. If this error is small, the precision trajec-

tory is accepted. Otherwise a new conic trajectory is generated

which uses an offset final radius magnitude. If the error in the final

radius is small, a final check is made to insure that the reentry flight

path angle is acceptable.
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5.4.5.4.3 Discussion of Logical Flow Diagram - CONICRETURN

The procedure CONICRETURN, illustrated in Figures

4.5-7 and 4. 5-8, is used to generate initial state vectors for

both the Return to Earth Targeting Program and the Safe Peri-

lune Program. Equations required to initialize CONICRETURN

each time it is used are described in Section 5.4. 5. 5. The

conic problems solved by the routine were described in Section

5.4.5.3.4.

The logical structure shown in Figs. 4. 5-7 and 4. 5-8

is based in the following facts.

(1) There is only one minimum if the pre-return

velocity vector has a negative radial component.

(2) There may be two minima if the pre-return velo-

city vector has a positive radial component. In this case the

absolute minimum post-return velocity vector has a positive

radial component and the relative minimum has a negative

component.

As explained in Section 5.4. 5.3.4 and 5.4. 5.4.2, it

is necessary to compute additional bounds on x(t 1) during the

search for a precision trajectory. The logic used to do this is

shown on the lower portion of Fig. 4. 5-7.

A check is made to determine whether the locus of

possible solutions includes trajectories which achieve the radius

RCO N and the flight path angle 7(t 2) near apogee, and if so the

variable f16 will be positive*.

;:c

With one exception every conic solution generated by this routine
achieves the desired reentry flight path angle (7(t9)) twice during
the passage from apogee to perigee. The first tiff_e 7 (t 2) is
reached during the passage from apogee to perigee will be re-
ferred to as near apogee, and the second time will be referred
to as near perigee. The desired reentry angle will be achieved

only once if 7 (t2) equals the maximum flight path angle of the
conic.
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If _6 is negative, only near perigee solutions are pos-

sible and hence no additional bounds on x(t 1) are computed. The

initial conic trajectory may have achieved the desired reentry

flight path angle near apogee, however, and this type of solution

is no longer possible due to a change in RCO N. This is the one

exception mentioned in Section 5.4. 5. 4.2. The value of ¢2 must

be set to -1, forcing all subsequent conic solutions to reach the

desired reentry flight path angle near perigee ,and then the entire

precision trajectory phase is recycled.

If f16 is positive, it is used to calculate x(t 1 )LIM"

Three types of solutions may exist.

(i) - x(tl)Ll M < x(tI) < x(tl)Li M

Ifx(tI) takes a value in this region, the desired

reentry flight path angle (T(t2)) will be achieved

near apogee.

(2)
x(tl) < - x(tl)LIM or x(tI)LIM < x(tl )

Ifx(t ) takes a value in these regions, the desired
l

reentry flight path angle (T(t2)) will be achieved

near perigee.

(3)
x(tI) = x(tl)Ll M or x(tl) = - x(tl)Li M

Ifx(t I) takes on either of these values, the desired

reentry flight path angle (_(t2)) will equal the maxi-

mum angle achieved by the conic.

The above information is used to set new bounds on x(t 1) which

will force the conic to reach a near apogee or near perigee solu-

tion as prescribed by the initial conic.
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If the program is being operated in the fuel critical

mode, the x(t 1) - Aviterator is used to compute an absolute

minimum A v solution.

If the program is being operated in the time critical

mode, the x(t 1) -Av iterator will be used to compute a solution

requiring a velocity change equal to the objective velocity change.

5.4.5.4.4 Discussion of Logical Diagram - Safe Perilune

The following discussion is intended to supplement

the information contained in Figures 4.5-9 and 4. 5-10.

No inputs other than the CSM state vector maintained

in the CMC are required to start the Safe Perilune Targeting

computation. The program may be called when the CSM is either

inside or outside the moon's sphere of influence. As mentioned

in Section 5.2.2.5, the Coasting Integration Routine has the capa-

bility to extrapolate a state vector towithina given radial distance.

This capability is used in the initial portion of the Safe Perilune Tar-

geting Program to numerically integrate the CSM state vector to

a point near perilune. After a state vector near perilune is ob-

tained, the perilune altitude of the current trajectory is com-

puted. If the astronaut elects to adjust his perilune altitude, he

must input via the keyboard a desired perilune altitude. The

Safe Perilune Program then enters the flow of the Return to

Earth Program.
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5.4.5. 5 Detailed Flow Diagrams

Certain portions of the flow diagrams mentioned in

the previous sections are illustrated in Figs. 4. 5-11 through

4. 5-23.

A list of nomenclature used in the following diagrams

and not defined previously follows.

X

P

{Y

r2( t 2 )

r_LS

[_AT

0 LON G

In

F

f3

tLS

At B

A _'-LV

aMG

01 , 0 2, 0 3

At21

ARco N

radius ratio

semi-latus rectum

1/semi-major axis

target aim point

vector through landing site

landing site latitude

landing site longitude

mass flow rate

thrust

g-

flag set to _0
S PS engine

kl RCS jets

time of landing

length of burn

velocity change vector in local vertical coordi -
hates

middle gimbal angle

intermediate variables

adjustment of t 21

change in the final radius of a conic

trajectory
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however,
The diagrams are essentially self-explanatory,
a discussion of two of the diagrams will follow.

Precomputations

The equations illustrated in Figure 4.5-I I are used to

compute basic variables required during the remaining portions

of the program.

As mentioned in the introduction, the pre-return and

post-return state vectors are required to lie in the same plane.

If the pre-return position and velocity vectors are nearly co-

linear, the plane of the return trajectory will be defined to pre-

vent reentry near the earth's poles.

Retrograde return to earth trajectories are not allowed.

The Safe Perilune Program will only allow retrograde lunar tra-

jectories.

Final State Vector Computation

The method illustrated in Figures 4.5-12 and 4.5-13 is

used to extrapolate a post-return state vector to the desired re-

entry flight path angle. An iterative procedure is again used.

First the post-return state vector is advanced through

the best estimate of the transit time to reentry using the Coasting

Integration Routine. Since it is not necessary to explicitly com-

pute the flight path angle of the resulting reentry state vector,

the cotangent of the flight path angle is compared with the cotangent

of the desired reentry flight path angle. If they are sufficiently

close, the resulting reentry state vector is accepted.

If the desired cotangent of the reentry flight path angle

is not achieved, an iterative procedure is started. This procedure

uses Conic Subroutines to compute the time of flight (At •) to the
21

desired reentry flight path angle.
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FIGURE 4.5-20 x (t 1-) - Av ITERATOR
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Figure 4.5-22 LIMIT x (t 1 } CHANGE
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5.5 BASIC SU BIt OU TIN ES

5. 5. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

]'he basic solar system and conic trajectory sub-

routines which are used by the various Kuidance and navigation

routines arc described in this section

5. 5 1. 1 Solar System Subroutines

The subroutines us('(l to determine the translation

and rotation of the relevant solar syslem bodies (earth, moon

and sun) are designed specifically for a fourteen (lay lunar

landing mission. The method of computing the position and

velocity of the moon and thc sun relative to the earth is given

in Section 5.5.4. The transformations between the Basic Hef-

erence Coordinate System and the Earth- and Moon-fixed

Coordinate Systems arc describcd in Section 5. 5.2. The pro-

cedure for transforming bctwecm vectors in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System and latitude, longitude, altitude coordinates

is given in Section 5 5 3 Although these subroutines arc

normally used in the lunar landinH mission, they arc valid for

use in any mission of not more than fourteen days duration in

earth-moon space.
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5. 5 i. 2 Conic Trajectory Subroutines

This is a description of a group of conic trajectory

subroutines which are frequently used by higher level routines

and programs in both the Command Module and the Lunar

Module computers

These subroutines,whose block diagrams are presented

in Sections 5. 5. 5 to 5. 5. 10, provide solutions to the following conic

problems. (See nomenclature which follows)

(1) Given r (tl), v(t

(2) Given r (t

1 )' tD solve for }" (t 2), v(t 2)

(Kepler Subroutine )

1 )' r (t 2), tD21,SG; solve for v(tl)

( Lambert Subroutine )

(3) Given r (t 1), v(t 1), O solve for t 21, _-' (t 2 )' v (t 2)

(4) Given _: (tl), v (t

( Time-Theta Subroutine)

1)'r(t2)'s_';s°lve for t21 , r(t2) , v _12)

( Time-Radius Subroutine )

(5) Given r (t), v_ (t) ; solve for rp, rA, e

vided

( Afosides Subroutine )

In addition, the following useful subroutines are pro-

Conic Parameters Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-1).

(7) Geometric Parameters Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-2).

(8) itera_or Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-3).
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The solutions to the above set of conic problems

have stringent accuracy requirements Programming the

fixed-point Apollo computer introduces two constraints which

determine accuracy limitations: the 28 bit double precision

word length, and the range of variables which i._ .,_:w:ral ,al-dcr_

of magnitude for,ilm Apollo mission.

In order to maintain numerical accuracy when these

subroutines are programmed into the Apollo Computer, floating

point programming techniques must be exercised. The effect is

for even a simple equation to require a large number of computer

instructions. The alternative to this is to separate the problem

into phases, each with a different variable range. This, however,

requires an even larger number of instructions. These consid-

erations provide the incentive for efficiently organizing the COllie

equations as shown on the block diagrams.

In addition to the requirement for accuracy,

the solution to the Kepler and Lambert Problems must be ac-

complished in a minimum of computation time in order that the

guidance system operate satisfactorily in real time. This ad-

ditional constraint dictates that a minimum of computer in-

structions be performed when solvint4 th,, probh,m.

Method of Solution

To minimize the total number of computer instructmns,

the problems are solved in the "universal" form; i.e. only

equations which are equally valid for the ellipse, paraboia and

hyperbola are used. Also these subroutines can be used with

either the earth or the moon as the as the attracting body.
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Kepler's equation, in the universal form, is utilized
to relate transfor timeto the conic parameters. All other
necessary equations are also universal. The Kepler and Lambert
problems are solved with a single iteration loop utilizing a
simple first-order slope iterator. In the case of the Kepler
problem a third order approximation is available to produce the
initial guess for the independentvariable (See Eq.(2. 2.4) of Section

5.2.2.2).

Sections 5.5.5 thru 5.5. 10 provide block diagrams

of the detailed computational procedures for solving the various

problems. The equations are presented in block diagram form

with the nomenclature defined below.

Range of Variables

As mdi_:ated previously, the programming of the

conic subroutines requires a careful balance between ac-

curacy, computational speed and number of instructions. This

balance, in the Apollo Guidance Computer, leaves very little

margin in any of these areas.

Since the values of problem variables are determined

by the solution of the problem being solved and since the prob-

lem may originate from the ground system, it is essentia_

that the variable range limitations be defined. The conic

routines are incapable of handing problems when the solution

lies outside of the range.

The following is a list of the maximum allowable

numeric values of the variables. Note that, in addition to

fundamental quantities such as position and velocity, there

are limitations on intermediate variables and combinations

of variables.
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Scaling for Conic Subroutines (Sections 5. 5. 5 to 5. 5. 10)

Parameter

Maximum Value

Earth Moon

Primar_y Body _Pr_m._ary Body_

229 227

27v 25

t 228 228

** -22 -20
a 2 2

** 26 26
a N

PN 24 24

cot T 25 25

cot _ 25 25
2

x 217 216

2
= a x 50 - 50

2 2
+ 4_ + 4_

Cl : r. v/xf_ 217 216

c 2 = r v2/u - 1 26 26

X = r (tl)/r (t 2) 27 27

cos 0 - X 27 27

All dimensinn_l values are in units of meters and cent[seconds.

The maximum absolute value occurs for negative values of

this parameter.

***Both the maximum and minimum values are listed since

neither may be exceeded.
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Maximum Value*

Parameter Earth Moon

2
X

2
X

3
X

C l

c (_)

2
x c(_)

2
c 2 x s (4)

2
x {c 2 x s(_)+ r(tl) ]

s(_)

2
x c (_)/r

_-ux (_ s(4) - l)/r(t 2)

23 23

233 231

233 231

228 228

249 246

235 233

249 246

27 27

28 28

215 213

Alldimensional values are in units of meters and centiseconds.
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P

Nomenclature for Conic Subroutines (Sections 5. 5.5 to 5.5. i0}

r_(t i )

v(t 1)

r(t 2 )

v_(t 2 )

u N

O/

rl_

r A

e

%

PN

initial position vector

initial velocity vector

terminal position vector

terminal velocity vector

unit normal in the direction of the angular

momentum vector

reciprocal of semi-major axis

(negative for hyperbolas}

radius of pericenter

radius ol apoceate_"

eccentricity

ratio of magnitude of initial position vector

to semi-major axis

ratio to semi-latus rectum to initial

position vector magnitude

inertial flight path angle as measured from

vertical

true anomaly difference between r(t 1) and r(t 2)

true anomaly of r (t 2)
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x

x !

t21

t'21

t D

tD21

tERR

c t

Ax

c
x

&cot

c
c

a universal conic parameter equal to the ratio

of eccentric anomaly difference to _rg--_'a for the

ellipse, or the ratio of the hyperbolic analog

of eccentric anomaly differenct_ to _ -c_ for

the hyperbola

value of x from the previous Kepler solution

computedtransf0_r tLrne from Kepler's equation

(t 2 - tl)

transfer time corresponding to the previous solu-

tion of Kepler's equation

desired transfer time through which the conic

update of the state vector is to be made

desired transfer time to traverse from r(tl)

to r(t 2)

error in transfer time

tolerance to which transfer time must converge

increment in x which will produce a smaller tER R

value of &x which will produce no significant

change in t 21

increment in cot _' which will produce a smaller

tERR

value of A cot 3 which will produce no signifi-

cant change in t21
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I

I

XMAX

XMIN

c°tMA X

c°tMi N

_MAX

fMIN

XMAX i

XMAX 0

k

Y

yl

YERR

product of universal gravitational constant

and mass of the primary attracting body

maximum value of x

minimum value of x

maximum value of cot

minimum value of cot

upper bound of general independent variable

lower bound of general independent variable

absolute upper bound on x with respect to the moon

absolute upper bound on x with respect to the earth

a fraction of the full range of the independent

variable which determines the increment of

the independent variable on the first pass

through the iterator

general dependent variable

previous value of y

error in y

general independent variable
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Az

s G

increment in z which will produce a smaller YERR

a sign which is plus or minus according to

whether the true anomaly difference between

r(tl) and r(t 2) is to be less than or greater

than lg0 degrees

S •

r
a sign which is plus or minus according to

whether the desired radial velocity at r(t 2)

is plus or minus

0_1

fl

general vector # 1

general vector # 2

angle between 771 and _2

a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether a

guess of cot _, is available or not

f2

f3

a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether

Lambert should determine u N from r(t I) and r(t 2)

or uNis an input

a tag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the

iterator should use the "Regula F';flsi"or bias

method

f4 a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the

iterator is to act as a first order or a second

order iterator

f5 a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether a

feasible solution exists or not
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f6

f7

f8

a switch set to 0 or I according to whether

or not the new state vector is to be an ad-

ditional output requirement of the Time-Theta

or Time-Radius problems.

a flag set to 1 if the inputs require that the

conic trajectory must close through infinity

a flag set to 1 if the Time-Radius problem

was solved for pericenter or apocenter

instead of r (t 2)
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5. 5.2 PLANETARY INERTIAL ORIENTATION SUBROUTINE

This subroutine is used to transform vectors betweenthe

Basic Reference Coordinate System and a Planetary (Earth-fixed or
Moon-fixed) Coordinate System at a specified time. These three
coordinate systems are defined in Section 5. 1.4.

Let r be a vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate System,

_rpthe same vector expressed in the Planetary Coordinate System, and

t the specified ground elapsed time (GET). Then,

r,= M(t) (r - f X r) (5. 2. l)
--IF -- _ --

and

__r= MT(t) (rp+ f_p× _r_ (5. 2. 2)

where M(t) is a time dependent orthogonal transformation matrix, f

is a small rotation vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate System,

and fpiS the same vector ( expressed in the Planetary Coordinate

System. The vector f is considered constant in one coordinate sys-

tem for the duration of the mission. The method of computing M(t)

and _ depends on whether the relevant planet is the earth or the moon.

Case I Earth

For the earth, the matrix M(t) describes a rotation about

the polar axis of the earth (the Z-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate
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System), and the vector ¢ accounts for the precession and nutation

of the polar axis (the deviation of the true pole from the mean pole).

Let A X and Ay be the small angles about the X- and Y-axes

of the Basic Reference Coordinate System, respectively, that de-

scribe the precession and nutation of the earth's polar axis. The

values of these two angles at the midpoint of the mission are inclu-

ded in the pre-launch erasable data load and are considered constant

throughout the flight. Then,

A Z = AZ0 + w E (t + t o ) (5. 2. 3)

M(t) = cosA sinAz-sin A Z cos A Z

0 0

_(p = M(t) (

where Az0iS the angle between the X-axis of the Basic Reference

Coordinate System and the X-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate

System (the intersection of the Greenwich meridian and the equatorial

plane of tile earth) at July 1.0,1968 universal _ime (i.e., midnight

at Greenwich just prior to July 1, 1968 ) , t O is the elapsed time

between July 1.0, 1968 universal time and the time that ti_e computer

clock was zeroed, and ¢0E is the angular velocity of the earth.
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Case II - Moon

For tile moon, the matrix M(t) accounts for the difference

in orientation of the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed Coordinate Sys-

tems in exact accordance with Cassini's laws, and the t'otation vector

f corrects for deviations from the above orientation because of physi-

cal librat ion.

time:

Define the following three angles which are functions of

B the obliquity, the angle between the mean earth

equatorial plane and the plane of the ecliptic.

the longitude of the node of the moon's orbit

measured from the X-axis of the Basic t{_,fcrence

Coordinate System.

the angle from the mean ascending node of the

moon's orbit to the mean moon.

Let I be the constant angle between the mean lunar equatorial plane

and the plane of the ecliptic (1 ° 32. 1'). Then, the sequence of

rotations which brings the Basic l_elerence Coordinate System into

coincidence with the Moon-f/xed Coordinate System (ne_lectint{ li-

bration) is as follows:

p

I

q !-
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Rotation Axis of Rotation Angle of Rotation

1 X 1]

2 Z _2I

3 X -I

4 Z 7r+F

The transformation matrices for these rotations are,

respectively,

M 1
1 0

= 0 cos B

0 -sinB

0)sin B

cos B

M 2
cos _I

= - sin _ I

0

sin _2I

cos i] I

0
0)0

1

(5. 2. 4)

M3=

1 0 0

0 cos I -sin I

0 sin I cos I

M4=

-cos F

sin F

0

-sin F

-cos F

0

L
)
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The matrix M(t) is then given by

M(t) = M 4 M 3 M 2 M 1 (5.2. 5)

The following approximate method is used to determine

the transformation between the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed

Coordinate Systems.

The angles I{, _I and 1,' arc computed as linear functions

of time. l,ct _M bc tile value of the vector libration fl, {_'xpresscd

in the Moon-fixed Coordinate System ) at the midpoint of the mission.

The vector (-M is included m the pre-launch erasable data load and is

considered constant throughout the flight. Then,

t M = t _ t o

1-I = 1_,0 P ;{t]\ l

_21 = _210 * tiithl

F = FO+ _t M

a

cos 12I
: cos l _, sin _2[

sin I¢ sin _2[

(5.2.5)

b

-s in _2l

= cos 1-{cos qI

sin V, cos _21
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c = -sin ]

cos

d = 12c I c s I

m 2 = [__SI -_ c_C I

= -a cos F -_d sin F
(5.2.6)

( cont. )

m I = a sin F - _dcos F

M(t) =
T

a_21

T
n__12

MT(t) _fp

where B 0, _li0, and F 0 are the values of the a,2gles B, fl] and F, re-

spectively, at July 1.0, 1968 universal time; B, _21 and F are the

rates of change of these angles; and C I and S I are the cosine and sine,

respectively, of the angle I.
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5.5.3 LATITUDE-LONGITUDE SUt_ROUTINt2

For display and data load purposes, the latitude, longitude,

and altitude of a point near tile surface of the earth or the moon are

Illtll'e lll{2allillgful and IllOFU COllVel/[ellt Io use [}ltlll 1.ht_ components of a

position vector. This subroutine is used to transform position vec-

tors between the Basic Reference Coordinate System and Geographic

or Selenographic latitude, longitude, all itadc at a specified time.

Ip the case of the moon, tile altitude is computed above

either tile landing site radius, rL5, or the mean lunar radius, r M.

For the earth, the altitude is defined witl_ respect to either the launch

pad radius, rLp or the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, rF, which is

computed from

2 b 2
r F - (5. _. 1)

b 2
1 - (1 - --2 ) (1 - SINL 2)

a

where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the

Fischer ellipsoid, respectively, and SINL is the sine of the geocen-

tric latitude.

The computational procedures are illustrated in Figs.

5. 3-1, 5. 3-2, and 5. 3-3. The calling program must specify either

a vector r or latitude (Lat), longitude (Long), and altitude (Alt). In

addition, the program must set the time t and the two indicators P

and F where

f
)+ 1 for earth

P

l+2 for moon
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(
)1 for Fischer ellipsoid or mean lunar radius

F

/0for launch pad or landing site radius

"4
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Call Planetary Inertial Orientation

Subroutine to Transform r_to rp

U ----

1
u I = UNIT (rp)

Lat

SINL = u 2

lDetermine 2 and
F 0

Fig. 5.3 -3

-1 u2
= tan

u12

Long = tan -1 ( _00Ul)

Alt = r - r 0

EXIT

Fig. 5.3-1 Vector to Latitude, Longitude, Altitude

Computation Logic Diagram
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ENTER

Determine 3' IFig. 5.3-3a

....... .........

(u0)_rp = Ul ' = UNIT

u 2

SINL = u 2

os (Long) cos (Lat)_

in (Long) cos (Lat) I

J7 sin (Lat)

i.

l Call Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutineto Transform Unit Vector rp to Unit Vector r

Determine r 01Fig. 5. 3-3t)

i xHI

Fig. 5. 3-2 Latitude, Longitude, Altitude to Vector

Computation Logic Diagram

t
t
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ENTER

" b2Y= ;.t2

EXIT

Figure 5. 3-'3a Determination of

ENTER

No _No

V(_s
_- Compute rF[

Eq. (5. 3. 1)/

f

Figure 5.3-3b Determination of r 0
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5. 5. 4 LUNAR AND SOLAR EPIIEMERIDES

This subroutine is used to determine the position and

velocity vectors of the sun and the ,noon relative to the earth. The

position vectors of the moon anti the sun are needed by the Coasting

Integration Routine to compute gravity perturbations (Section 5.2. 2.3).

The velocity of the moon is used by tile Coasting Integration Routine

when a change in the origin of tile coordinate system is performed at

the sphere of influence of the moon (Fig. 2. 2-3). The velocity of the

sun is required,but not very accurately, to compute aberration cor-

rections to optical sightings.

Tl_c position of the r_o_m is stored it_ the computer it_ the

1"O1"11_ of ;l liint}l-{h'_l'cc }_O[J_(Ul_illa_l approxinJation which is vali,l over

a 14. 5 day interval beginning at noon cp},t,j_,ri,_ lil,_, ou lic (I,%, of the

launcl_. 'l'h¢ fotlowin/ t)aramctors _q_'_' il]clu{ied [r_ ll]c [)rc-laune}_

cre,_ab]t' _lr_t;t l(md:

tM0 = the' elapsed ti,ne between July 1.0, l,q(il_ uni-

v_ csal tittle aml tile ti_c at the center' of the vatlgc

over wldc}_ lilt lunar-position polynominal is

valid. The value of tM0 will be an integral num-

bcr of (luartcr days minus the difference bc-

twc(,n _.t)}_emc, l'is tin_o a,_d universal time.

c o to c 9 = vector eocl'ficicnts

Let t be the specified ground elapsed time (GET), and t 0 bc the elapsed

{ ,r
time between ,lu[y 1.0, 1,)(,, uniw'rsal time and the time that tll_' corn-

tinter clock was zeroed. 'l'h_,,i, lll(, nl)proxinlatc position aud :_eloci_:y

oJ' t}){ + 1)1{)011 ;tl'C ('t)llll)Llte/t l'l'()lll

t M = t + t 0- tivi0 (5.4. 1)
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9

_EM = ei tM
i=0

(5.4.2)

9

i-1YEM = i c i t M
i--t

(5.4.3)

The approximate position and velocity of the sun ape com-

puted from the following items which are included in tile pre-launch

erasable data load:

_rE:SO' YESO = the position and velocity vectors of the sun

relative to the earth at time tMO.

_0ES = the angular velocity of the vector rES 0 at time tM0

Then,

[ES : _'ES0 cos (_ES tM)

+ ZlES 0 x UNIT (YES 0 x rES 0 sin {_ES tM)

YES : YES 0

{5.4.4)
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5.5.5 KEPLER SUBROUTINE

The Kepler Subroutine solves for the two body posi-

tion and velocity vectors at the terminal position given the initial

position and velocity vectors and a transfer time to the terminal

position.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Kepler Sub-

routine block diagram depicted in Figs 5. 5-1 and 5. 5-2. The

subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in

Seclion 5 5 10 mid tim nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. 1. 2.

I_rior to entering the Kepler Subroutine, an initial

estimate of x('m_ be genarated via Eq. (2. 2.4) of Section 5.2. 2. 2

with x 1 = x v, 71 = t21, and 1" = t D. Howew_r, x _ and t21 are non-

zero only il lhc subroutine is being used repetitively.

Although, theoretically, there is no upper bound on

x, the practical bound is set to XMAX0 or XMAX1 to eliminate

non-feasible trajectories and increase the accuracy to which x
2

can be computed In addition, cgx has a practical range of

-50 < x 2 < 27r which determines an independent upper bound

on x. The XMA X used, then, corresponds to the smaller of

the two values.

The transfer time converl_ence criterion is approxi-

mately the same as the granularity of thc time input Since,

for some of the problems to be solved, the sensitivity of time

to x is so large that the granularity in x, e x' produces a change

in time which exceeds the granularity in time, it is necessary

to introduce ( as a redundant convc['gcnce ci'[IcrioIl.
X

The Kepler Subroutine, provided the parameter range

(.onstraint._ at,, ._atisfied and tl) is less than ono period, will

alwavs: proclucc a solution,
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I i

(:1. • ,_

Ca " ;_
1

1

I

I

l"i_ure 5. 5-1 Kepler Subroutine
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CALL

O _ O

I"T t mt_ xQ_, .Su 15Ro.

K

'_'!1

I I T-

-1

CRLL KEPLER EQUAT_NSUJn_]

c_''c(_x'_ trt*"_'/" J
l,,v._ .... I

l

RESUMt

&,'l , X l
M_'L i M_q

'ILm+_'u s 'I[ 14+m

YES

ltee," _ - _:tl 1

NO

-- q

c_.l $T,qrE VEcroI; St_ldRo.

i "F..L,' ._ t a_ I(IL_,uHE

±t t,), v_l_,)

Figure 5. 5-2 Kt_pler Subroutine
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5. 5. 6 LAMBERT SUBROUTINE

The Lambert Subroutine solves for tile two body ini-

tial velocity vector given tile initial and terminal position vectors

and a transfer time between the two.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of th(! l_ambert Sub-

routine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5. 6-1 and 5.6-2.

The subroutines referred to in these figures arc presented in

Section 5 5 10 and th(_ nomenclature is found i_ ,qeetion 5. 5. 1. 2.

If the l,ambert Subroutim' is used rcpctitiw'[y and

rapid computation is required, the previous value of the in-

dependent variabh', col _, can bc used as a starling point for

the new iteration along with "k ", a tl/tttl:gtlrt! ()l* lilt2 quality

this _uc._5 i._ cxpc'cicd to Ilavc. ["l:t_ 1"., pt'c_;'_dc:_ l}_i._ oplion.
• ,)

The l_ambcrt Subroutine computc,s lil(_ normal to the

trajectory, U_N, using{ the two iilput position vectors. If these

vectors arc nearly colinear, it is desirable to spt'cify the nor-

mal as an input rather than rely on the ill-(h'fint'd normal based

on the two input position vectors Flag 1'2 provides this option.

The presence of the inputs in parentheses, therefore, is con-

tin_ent upon the setting of lilese flags.

The theoretical bounds on the independent variable,

cot "y, correspond to the infinite cncrtly i_ypcrbolic path and

the parabolic path which closes through infinity. These bounds

arc dynamically reset by the iterator to provide a more efficient

iteration schcmc. In addition, if durin_ the course of the itera-

tion, cot t causes a parameter of the probh'm to exceed its

maximum as determined by its allowable range, the appropriate

bound is reset and the iterator continues trying to find an ac-

ceptable solution. (This logic does not appear in Figs. 5.6-1 and 2
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asit is pertinentonlyto fixed-pointprogramming). If noac-
ceptablesolutionis reached,thetransfer time inputwastoo
small to produceapractical trajectory betweentheinputposition
vectors. Whenthis happens,Acot T approaches its granularity

limit _x before time converges to _t However, this same

granularity condition exists when the sensitivity problem de-

scribed in the Kepler Subroutine, Section 5. 5. 5, occurs

In this case an acceptable solution does exist. This dual situa-

tion is resolved via a third convergence criterion. If the error

in transfer time is greater than _t but less than a small per-

centage, kl,Of the desired transfer time and Acot _ is less than

then the solution is deemed acceptable and the required
_X'

velocity is computed.
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i r('k,'_

tN't|ll

¢_Lc ;-qo.t'rttc .susno,

r{_,_, r(t s'), s_, 'l

,L
CI+II,.L UNlUt_$1_L _l_l_llql_l,.t |UlltllO,

I
I

Figure 5.6-I Lambert Subroutine
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NO

4

No

1
- 4 v'C'_,'_

¢_.L _t_PLER EQURT_oN Su_RO.

REtuM|

I*,..*'°,,-',_I

Cg, LL ITER4_'TOR. _;¢)BRO,

R_ SuHE

No

I coT(..¢'_ = ¢_,_C_") t. bc.o"1'(.'¢'_ ]

Figure 5.6-2 Lambert Subroutine
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5. 5. 7 TIME-THETA SUBROUTINE

The Time-Theta Subroutine solves for the two body

transfer time given the initial position and velocity vectors and

the true anomaly difference (transfer angle) to tim terminal

pos ition.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Time-Theta

Subroutine block diagram depicted in Fig. 5.7-i. The sub-

routines referred to in this figure are presented in Section

5.5. 10and the nomenclature is fou_.d in S_ct.on 5. 5. I. 2.

The flag f6 must be zeroifthe user desires compu-

tation of the terminal state vector in addition the transfer time.

If the conic trajectory is a parabola or hyperbola and

the desired transfer angle, (J, lies beyond the asymptote of the

conic, f7 will be set indicating that no solution is possible.

In addition to the l_a,rameter range constra{nts imposed on

Kepler's equation, the additional restriction on Time-Theta

that the trajectory must not be near rectilinear Ls indicated by

the range of cot _.

The Time-Theta problem is not well defined for near

rectilinear trajectories, i e. the transfer angle O is no longer

a meaningful problem parameter. This will not cause difficul-

ties provided the input variables are within the specified ranges.
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_L E _4"Tt P.

CI_LL CONIC P/qRPIMETER_ SUBRO.

1
ChkL UNIVERslmlk VfIR, II_I_/-_ SUSll, O,

R_uHE

L
ChLL t_EPLEk _-_u_TIoN $uSRo.

NO

Cf_LL. 3"TI_'l'I_ V_CToR SuBRo.

Figure 5.7-i Time-Theta Subroutine
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5.5.8 TIME-RADIUS SUBROUTINE

Tim Time-t{adius Subroutine solves for the two body

transfer time to a specified radius given the initial position and

velocity vectors and the radius mal_nitude.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understan(tin_ the less obvious aspects of thc Time-Iladius

Subroutine blockdia_ram,sdcpictcd m t,'[g_. 5. }',-Iand 5. 1;-2. Tile ._ub-

routines referred to m this figure arc prcs(_ntc(t in Section

5. 5. 10 and tim nomcnclalure is found in S_,_li(m 5. 5. 1. 2.

Paragraphs 3,, 4, and 5 of Scclion 5. ,5.7 apply to the

Time-Radius Subroutine as we[[.

Since an inherent singularity is present for the cir-

cular orbit case, near-circular orbits resull in a loss of ae-

curacy in computint, bolh lh_, tt'aJlst_.r iim_,, t2|. ar_(l lh_, l'ina]

slalo v(,('lor. This is eausc,d I)v lh(, in('rca._it_ s('nsilivil5 of

121 Io r(t 2) as lll_' (il'('Hlar' (_rtdl is appr'()a('h('d

If r (t 2 ) is tess than lhe radius of t_crtcenter or

_I't.'H_tLtF I}ILlll l l[_' radiu,_ (_I tq)o('_'nter,tlu'lt r (t 2) w ill be ignored

rind I}lc pct'iL:tq_tcF C)t' :ll)()t:cilI.Ut' ._oiuli¢_n. t'(',_p(.'clLv{']._, Wi[l I)c_

compuled. ,,\ l'la_, tg, _ill t)e set I() illdi¢':ll¢' !hi,_.
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Figure 5.8-1 Time-Radius Subroutine
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Figure 5.8-2 Tinw-l{adius Subroulinc
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5. 5.9 APSIDESSUBROUTINE

The Apsides Subroutine solves for the two body radii
of apocenter and pericenter and the eccentricity of the trajectory
given the position and velocity vectors for a point on the trajec-

tory.

This subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5.9-1. The
subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in Section
5.5. 10 and the nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. 1.2.

It is characteristic of this computation that the
apsides become undefined as the conic approaches a circle.
This is manifested by decreasing accuracy. When the conic
is nearly parabolic, or hyperbolic, the radius of apoc_:nter
is not defined. In this event the radius of apoccnter will be
set to the maximum positive value allowed.
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5.5.10 MISCE LLANEOUS SUBROUTINES

There are, as part of the Conic Trajectory Sub-

routines, three subroutines which are useful in their own right.

The_2e are the Conic Parameters, the Geometric Parameters

and the Iterator Subroutines which are depicted in Figs. 5. i0-i,

5. 10-2 and 5. 10-3, respectively.

The Conic Parameters and Geometric Parameters

Subroutines are self explanatory.

The Iterator Subroutine serves several purposes. It

is used when fla_ f4 is set to zero to solve for the value of the indepen-

dent variable which drives the error in the dependent variable

to zero, provided the function is monotonically increasing. To

improve convergence for functions whose derivative changes

rapidly, the limits are reset as shown in the block diagram.

With f4 set to I, the Iterator seeks a minimum of

the function, provided the first derivative is single-valued be-

tween the limits. The inputs are redefined so that "y" is the

derivative of the independent variable with respect to the dependent

variable, and "x" is the value at which the derivative was computed

or approximated. Since the desired value of y is zero, YERR = -y"

Since the Iterator uses the "Regula Falsi" technique,

it requires two sets of variables to begin iteration. If only one

set is available, flag f3 must be set to 1, causing the iterator to

generate the independent variable increment from a percentage

of the full range.
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In addition to the abovesubroutines there are three
other subroutines of primary interest to the five basic conic sub-
routines described in Sections 5.5. 5 to 5. _.!). Thcseare the

Umversal Varta|)le Subroutine, the l,.eplcr l!'quali_mSubroutine
and the Stale Vector Subroutine shown in lCig,s.5. 10-4. 5. 10-5
and 5. 10-6 respectively.

The Universal Variab[eSubrouti_c is utilized by the

Lambert, the Time-Theta and the Time-Radius Subroutines to

compute the universal parameter x required for the time equa-

tion. There arc two different formulations required according

to the size of the parameter w.

If the input to the _ubroutine requires the physically

impossible solution that the trajectory "close. through infinity",

the problem will be aborted, setting flag fT"

The Kepler Equation Subroutine computes the transfer

time given the variable x and the conic parameters.

The State Vector subromine computes the position

and velocity vectors at a point along the trajectory given an

initial state vector, the variable x and the transfer time.

The final miscellaneous subroutine, the SETMU Sub-

routine, is depicted in Fig. 5. 10-7. It sets t_ to the appropriate

primary body gravitational constant consistent with the estimated

CSM state vector as defined in Section 5. 2.2. 6.
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Figure 5. 10-1 Conic Parameters Subroutine
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Figure 5. 10-3 Iterator Subroutine
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Figure 5. 10-6 State Vector Subroutine
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5. 5. 11 INITIAI_ VEIJOCITYSUBItOIJrI'INI';

The Initial Vel_ciiy Subroutine e.ompulcstile initial
velocity vector for a trajeclory of specified transfer tim(' be-
tween specified initial and tar/or posilion vt,(:l_r's. The trajec-
tory may be ¢'ithcr two bo(ly or precise dcpcndilJgcmthe number
_)filcration,_ allowc_twitldr_1,h(.._ul)routilw.

in addition, at the users option, tiw target vector will
bc projected into lhc plane defined by the initial position vector
and another arbitrary input vector. This opiion is exercised

vcclot.s is _ itllitl a ._ptx*i['icdantic lllca,_kli't.tl fl'(,rl_ I_(1dcl_rees.

This subroutine is depicted on t,'i_. 5 11-1. As shown
Oil tht' fi;_urc lt_, l,ambert Subroutine, Sccti(m 5. 5.6, is utilized
to compute the lwo body initial velocity. The Coastin_ Integra-
tion Subroutine, Section 5.2.2, is utilized in computin_ the pre-
cise trajectory This is an iterativc process. An off-set target

vector is used as input to the l,ambcrt Subroutine which then

provides the initial velocity for the Coasting Integration Subroutine.
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Nomenclature for the Initial Velocity__Subroutine

r(t 1 )

v(t 1 )

r T (t 2 )

t D

N 1

(

fl

K

v T (t 1 }

v T (t 2 )

Initial position vector

Vector sometimes used to establish the trajec-

tory plane - usually a velocity vector

Target vector

Transfer time to target vector

Number of iterations allowed

Angle to 180 degrees below which the target

vector is rotated into an arbitrary plane

See nomenclature in Section 5.5. 1.2

See nomenclature in Section 5.5.1.2

The initial velocity vector of the trajectory

patssing thru the target

The velocity vector at the target position
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Figure 5. 11-1 Initial Velocity Subroutine
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5.6 GENERAL SERVICE ROUTINES

5.6. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The routines presented in this section include the

following general service functions:

1) IMU alignment modes

2) Basic Coordinate Transformations

3) Computer initialization procedures

4) Special display routines which can be called by the

astronaut

5) Automatic optics designate routines
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5.6.2 IMU AI,IGNMENT MODES

5.6.2. 1 IMII Orientation Determination l'rogram

The IMII Orientation Determination Program ( 17-51 )

is used during fr'ce-fall to determine the present IMU stable

member orielltation with respect to the B;tsi(' |{cfcrcnce C_Jordinatc

System by sighting on two navigation stars with the sextant (SXT)

or scanning telescope (SCT). These stars must be selected by

the astronaut and sighted upon in the lllallnct' indicatcd in the

Sighting Mark Routine (11-53) of Section 4. Once the linc-of-

sight vectors to ihe two stars have been obtaint'd in stable mc, m-

bcr coordinates, a test is made by the Star l)ata Test Routine

( It-54 of Section 4) to see if the angle bctwccn the two vectors

is in close agreement with the anRle between the corresponding

line-of-sight vectors stored in basic: reference coordinates. If

the star vectors in stable member coordinates pass the test,

they can be used with the same v_clors .stored in basic

reference coordinates to determine the present stable member

orientation and IIEFSMMAT (defined in bc('liol/ 5. (i. 3. 3) using

lhc procedure given in Section 5. 6. 3. 3. 1.

5.6.2.2 IMU Realignment Program

The IMU Rcalignmcnt t_rogram ( t7-52 ) is used during

free-fall to alit{n the IMU from a known orientation to one of the

desired orientations _{iven in Section 5.6.:_.3 and in P-52 of

Section 4. Initially, the astronaut selects the desired stable

member orientation, and the program computes and displays

the IMU gimbal angles for the desired stabh _ member orientation

using the present vehicle attitude. If the computed gimbal angles

are unsatisfactory, the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a
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more suitable attitude and has the program re-compute and

display the new gimbal angles. Once satisfactory angles have

been obtained, the Coarse Alignment Routine (R-50 of Section 4 )

is used to coarse align the IMU to the desired orientation.

Afterwards, the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a desired

attitude for star acquisition and the Star Selection Routine of

Section 5.6.4 is used to select two stars. If the Star Selection

Routine is unable to find two satisfactory stars at the present

vehicle attitude, the astronaut either repeats the above process

of changing the vehicle attitude and using the Star Selection

Routine, or selects his own stars.

After the stars have been selected, the Automatic

Optics Positioning Routine (R-52) is used to point the CSM

optics at each star, and the Sighting Mark Routine (R-53) is

used with the CSM optics to perform the star sightings. After-

wards, the Star Data Test Routine (R-54) is used to check the

angle between the two measured star directions, and the Gyro

Torquing Routine (R-55) is used to torque the IMU stable mem-

ber to the desired orientation.

5.6.2.3 IMU Orientation Determination Backup Program

The IMU Orientation Determination Backup Program

( P-53 ) provides the capability of using some other optical de-

vice other than the sextant or scanning telescope to sight on

stars for purposes of IMU orientation determination. An optical

device which is considered to be a backup to the normal CSM

optics is the Crew Optical Alignment Sight (COAS).
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This program is tJw santa as pro,4rar_J 1'-51 except

thai the Altcrnalc I,OS Si_htin_ Mark I/(mtim' (l{-5:_) is us_xl

in place of the Sighting Mark Itoutinc (11 55) it) si_hl. (m each

star. Whun routine 1/-Sli is caIIcd by program 1'-5:_, the

equivalent shaft ttlld trunnion an_l('s of tht. si_htinl_ axis (ff the

l)acku I) ()l)tit,al dcvic(' arc display('d t() lh(' t_btl'()llatlt, if th¢'y

wcrc previously storc(l in the apl)ropriatc t_/'tiad)h' memory

locations. If the astronaut in n¢)i satisfic(t with lhcsc angles,

hc may load the desired ones. Aftcrwar(ls, tin' astronaut

x_l;mcuvcrs tin" sl)acccrafl Ulllil the star is at(m_ tin' si_htin_

axis and keys in "ENTER", instc'ad of ¢l('f)r_'ssinl4 the MARK

button as is (h)nc when usitl_ tilt' normal ('SM {)j)tics. The

routine then sl()rcs tll{' pF('scnt lMtl CI)II all_l<'_ and the' two

optics an_lcs (shaft and trunnion) pr'cvi()usly mentioned. If

lilt aslronaut is not satisfied wittl lh(' star si_4htinl4, hc may

t'upcat it. ()ncc a satisfactory slat si_htin K has bccn maclc,

the astronaut loads the approl)riatc star co(h' and repeats the

al)ovo pI'OCL'SS ()I1 the second star. The rct_aining stt_l)s in

t)roKram 1'-5:; arc the same as f)rcvi(_nsiy _iv('n for program

1_-51 in Section 5.6.2. 1.

For each star sightin_ ma(Ic with the' Alternate I,()S

Sil_htin_ Mark Iloutinc, the unit vector (Icfillin_ tin' IX)S to that

star in stablu member coordinates is:

si,l T,\ u,,s \

VNI_SM] is the transformation matrix in Section 5._;.:_.2. 1W }l('l'('

I- ..I

is the transforlna-

tion matrix in Eq. li.:t. 1, and SA and TA ar(_ the equivalent

sliaft an¢l lrunnion an_lt's, r(_spoctiv(qy, ()f the backup optical

ch'vicc.
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5.6.2.4 IMU Realignment Backup Program

The IMU Realignment Backup Program (P-54) pro-

vides the capability of using some other optical device other

than the sextant or scanning telescope to sight on stars for

purposes of IMU realignment.

This program is the same as program P-52 except

that the Alternate LOS Sighting Mark Routine (R-56 ) is used

in place of the Sighting Mark Routine (R-53) to sight on each

star. In addition, the Automatic Optics Positioning Routine

(R-52) is not used in this program. A description of the

Alternate LOS Sighting Mark Routine is given in Section 5.6.2.3

and in routine R- 56 of Section 4.
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5.6.:_ IMI1 HOIITINES

5. (;. :]. 1 S_,×t:mt Transt'ornlati(ms

5. (; • 3. 1.1 Sextant Base - Navigation ]tasc

'Fo transform a vector l'rtm_ _cxl.ant base to naviKation

base cool'dinatcs, use is made of the fo/h)wira_ transfor'rnation

matrix:

in _ 0

.i,)c) ' ,I

The abow _ matrix and its trat_st)_>sc I IS1

_)]'('St'III in computer lI](._IllOFy.

arc both

The sextant base coordinate ._ystcr_ rot'erred to

iLI)ovc IS [['¢'t]Ll_'lll[_ c:t[lcd the |{L()cl, [ Jl;/vl_,:l[l()|l I_tt._c

coordinate systcm in deference to l he prcscnl navigation base

coordinate system (Block II). Any transformation of vectors

between lhc sextant and the present navigation base requires

use of the above transformations.
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5.6.3.1.2 Sextant to Navigation Base (SXTNB)

To obtain a unit vector (UNB), which specifies the

direction of the line-of-sight of the sextant in navigation base

coordinates, use is made of the following:

in TA SA

COS

UNB = [_BN_j I sin TA sin SA (6.3.2)

\ cos TA

where [SBN_ is the transformation matrix given in Section

5.6.3.1.1, and TA and SA are the trunnion (precision) and

shaft angles, respectively, of the sextant.

5.6.3.1.3 Calculation of Sextant An_les ( CALCSXA )

Given a unit star vector _SM in stable member co-

ordinates, this routine computes the angles SA and TA required

to position the optics such that the line of sight lies along the

star vector.

The star vector is first transformed to the sextant

base coordinate system as follows:
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r _ r- -I

whereLNBs_j andLSMNB_Iaregive,,_nSeet_on_5._.:3._.l
and 5.6.3.2. 1, respectively.

Next, a unit vector UTD A, defining the direction of

the trunnion (precision) drive axis in sextant base coordinates,

is obtained:

UTDA = UNIT [KSB x _sSBJ (6.3.4)

where

KSB =

[!sing _SB

termined as follows:

0

0

1

and UTDA, the angles SA and TA are de-

sin SA

cos SA

SA

TA

= UTDA ( - -x-SB )

: UTDA Y_B

-- ARCTRIG (sin SA, cos SA)

= UTD A x _SB) " _S

(6.3.5)
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where ARCTRIG implies computing the angle, choosing either

sin -1 or cos -1 so as to yield maximum accuracy, and

(1)-_SB = 0 and Y-SB =

0

5.6.3.2 IMU Transformations

5.6.3.2.1 Stable Member-Navigation Base

Let IGA, MGA, OGA be the IMU inner, middle and

outer gimbal angles, respectively. Define the following matrices:

Q1 I 0/cos IGA 0 - sinlGA

0 1

sin IGA 0 cos IGA]
/

(6.3.6)

Q2

cos MGA sin MGA 0

= _1-sin0MGA cos0MGA

(6.3.7)
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Q3 ° ° /= cos OGA sin OGA

-sin OGA cos ()GA

/

(6.3.8)

Stabte Member to Navigation Base Transformation

_LN/3 = Q3 (Q2 Q1 _M

SMNB] = Q3 Q2 Q1

(6.3.9)

Navigation Base to Stable Member Transformation

= Q3 T -UNB' Q1 Q2 T Q:3

( 6.3. lO )
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5.6.3.2.2 Calculation of Gimbal Angles (CALCGA )

Given a stable member orientation and a navigation

base orientation both referred to the same coordinate system,

the following procedure is used to compute the corresponding

gimbal angles.

aMG = UNIT (XNB × _-SM )

cos OGA= aMG Z_NB

sin OGA = aMG YNB

OGA = ARCTRIG (sin OGA, cos OGA)

cos MGA= Y-SM (aMG X XNB )

sin MGA= Y-SM XNB

(6.3.11)

MGA = ARCTRIG (sin MGA, cos MGA)

cos IGA = aMG _-SM

sin IGA = aMG -_SM

IGA = ARCTRIG (sin IGA, cos IGA)
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wlwrc the inputs are three vectors along the, stable mcnfl)cr

ax('s and three vt.ctors a[Oll_ t}l(, navigation base axes.

5.6. :5.2.:1 Calculation of Gyro 'l'orquinl4 Angles (CAI_CGTA)

Ill the fine ati_n procedure, after lhc }_rescnt plat-

fOFlll orientation is determined, the torquina a_t_lcs Ft!(luii'c(l t(>

move tile piatJ'()rm into the desired orientation must be eOlnputcd.

This is achieved as follows:

l,ct x D, YD' and z D bc lhc desired stable member

axes referred to present stabh' member or'icntation. The ro-

tations arc porformed in three steps: ( 1 ) rotating through 0
Y

about the y axis, yielding X_D, Yl)' Z-D (2) rotating through
?1 f ,

0 z about the z' axis, yieldin_ Xl ), Y-D' zl)' (3) amt finally ro-
I_ !l If , f5

tating through Ux about the x axis, .yielding Xl), Y-I)' zL)" The

relevant cqualions are as follows:

z{) = UNIT(-XD, :5' O, XD, 1 )

sin U = ZL,Dy i

Cos 0 = (6. 3 1 '))
y Xl), 3 "

0 = ARCTRIG (sin 0 cos 0 )
y y" y

sin 0
z = XD, 2
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= Z r Z r
cos 0z D, 3 XD, 1 D, 1 XD, 3

Oz = ARCTRIG (sin 0 z, cos 0z)

cos 0x : z_) . z D (6.3.12 cont}

sin 0x = z_ • YD

Ox = ARCTRIG (sin 0x, cos Ox)

The required inputs are the three coordinate axes of

the desired stable member orientation referred to the present

stable member orientation.
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5. (; :*,. 2.4 C_l"clillal,.' Axe.'--; (;c'll_'r'at_Hr' (AXIS(;I':N)

(;iw'n lwo unit w'cloJ's (usuall.y sl._v w'clors), s A

and Sl:_' t'Xl)l'_'ss_'d in tw_ cool'di_al.{' sysl_'rl_s, _h'nott'{J b.y

, ._ ' " s A this])t'im_'_l and unl))'in_t'(I ch_tt'aclt,)'s, i.t, ' A' s]_, , s[_,

r'oulil|t, ('oH_])ul_'s 111(' unit v('ctot's x, y, z whi¢:lt :tl't' lh(' ])vim('d

¢'{)t_l'_[illaI_' sysl_'lll tlxt's rt'ful'i'('([ to tll{' HJl]_l'iHl('_t c_)ot'dinalc

syslt'nl. 'l'l_is is accoml)tish_'ct I)y (k'l'illilllZ lw(_ c_l'tlic)-novlt,al

c(,,)t'{linat_' s_'ls, mH' in _,ach s.ysl_'n_, in ih,' f,_ll{)vvi_ madam's':

"',x :: "-"'n

"1 _,

I

u X SA

u,_ IINIT (s A x s]{)

u2, " u X X ux,

((;.3 1:-_)
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t t U
x : UX1 u X + Uy1 _y ' u z+ UZ1

y Ux2U X + Uy2_Uy + ' u= ' ' UZ2 -Z
(6. 3. 14)

_ ' U_x + , , uzz = Ux3 Uy3 uy + Uz3

It should be noted that vectors can be transformed

from the unprimed to the primed coordinate systems by using

the following matrix constructed with the output (Eq. 6.3. 14 )

of AXISGEN:

T
x

T
Y

T
z

(6.3. 15)
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5. {i. :5.:_ llEFSMMAT Transformali(ms

'l'hc matrix required to transforn_ a w'ctor from the

[+tI+_ i¢' l{cfc t'CllCC ('¢)ot'di Ix[It(,' ,_,,} +_t(+ttl t(> the IMU NI :d)Ic P+It'inbcr

('ot>L'd+ll_ttC 5vslt'tn is rcfcrrl,<l to as IIEI,'SMMAT. This matrix

can I)c ccmstructcd as fotlows with the unit vccl,)rs tlxs M, u,.NM.

St)t+Ct t() l't'it!I'['llCL' C¢)¢)l'(]llltllt'_.

and

H EI;'SM MA'F

p

u X5 M

( _. 3. i6 )

5. 6. 3.3.1 I'rcscnt I{EFSPvIMAT From Star Sightings

The present IMI! stable rncmbcr orit.,ntation with re-

spect to the [+_t,_J{' [{clcrcncc Co()rd,natc 5_._tt,nt. and the a._st)('ial(,d

RIcFSMMAT, can bc determined by si_htin_ on two navit{ation

stars with the CSM optics. If s X and S}+ art, the unit vectors

dcfinit+g the measured directions of the two stars in the present

5table P_lcmi>ct + (:_,_>t.dil_;tt_, S_,_L_'n_.and s_"A and s arc the unit• _}+

vectors to the corrcspondin_ stars as known in the |;astc [_('l't+rcIl('c

C(_o/'dillatc ,_,V_t('tll,then these vt'ctors can b(_ used as the input

to the routine AXIS(IEN (Section 5.6. '3.2.4) It) obtain the

present IMI] orientation and I{EFSMMAT (Eqs. (6.3. 14) and

((;. '3. 15)).
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5.6.3.3.2 Alignment for Thrustin_ Maneuvers ( Preferred

Orientation )

During certain thrusting maneuvers the IMU will be

aligned according to the following equations.

UXS M = UNIT (X.B)

Uys M = UNIT (x.B _ r)
(6.3.17)

UZS M = UXS M × _Uys M

where x B is the CSM body X-axis and _r is the CSM position vector.

The associated transformation matrix (REFSMMAT)

is given byEq. (6. 3. 16).

5.6.3.4.3 Alignment to Local Vertical in Orbit ( Nominal

Orientation )

The IMU stable member may be aligned to the local

vertical at a specified time. For this type of orientation the

stable member axes are found from the following.

UXSM : (_-_YSM × UZSM)

Uys M = UNIT (v X r) (6.3. 18)

Uzs M = UNIT (-r_)
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where r and v are the position and velocity vectors of the CSM
at the specified time.

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation

is found from Eq. (6.3. 16).

5.6.3.3.4 Lunar Landing or Launctl Orientati_)n

The proper IMU orientation for lunar landing or launch

is defined by the following equations:

UXS M = UNIT _r ['F (L)I\- ",,us :

UysM : UZS M X UXS M

UZS i = UNIT _h_c .: eL S IT (L)]\

(6.3.19)

where

h c : r C X VC

ts the orbtta], angular momentum vector of the CSM,

and ri_.S is the landing site position w, clor at the

nominal time of lunar landing or launch, T (L), de-

pending on tim alignmcnl mode.

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation

is found from Eq. (6.3. 16).
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5.6.4 STAR SELECTION ROUTINE

The Star Selection Routine is used by the IMU Re-

alignment Program (P - 52) to select the best pair of stars

for fine alignment of the IMU The logic diagram for this

routine is shown in Fig. 6.4-1.

Each pair from the computer catalog of 37 stars is

tested to see if either is occulted by the earth, moon, or sun,

and that the angle of separation between them is 40 to 66

degrees. In addition, a check is made to see if both stars of

a pair are within 33 degrees of the shaft axis of the sextant

(SXT), which is referred to as the SXT viewing cone in

Fig. 6.4-1 . Although this 66 degree viewing cone is less than

the total angular coverage of the SXT, it is used to enhance the

probability that a selected pair will remain visible during at-

titude limit cycle operation of the spacecraft, and to also allow

for existing errors in stable member orientation.

The pair of stars passing the above tests and having

the largest angular separation are choosen by this routine. If

the routine is unable to find a satisfactory pair of stars after

testing all combinations, an alarm code is displayed. In this

latter case, it is seen in Program P - 52 of Section 4 that the

astronaut can repeat the star selection process at a different

spacecraft attitude, if he so desires.
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START

Yes

• O

_A[:w _gr:oinn pres_ No

N_Y es

No

Yes

L

Store Pair with Largest
Separation and Neglect

any Previously Stored
Pair

._ EXIT

Fig. 6.4-1 Star Selection Routine
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5. 6. 5 GROUND TRACK ROUTINE

This routine is used by the astronaut in near-earth or near-

moon orbit to obtain CSM or LM trajectory information. The astro-

naut specifies a time (GET) and a vehicle (CSM or LM). The routine

uses the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2) to extrapolate

the desired vehicle's state vector to the specified time. The resulting

estimated position vector is converted to latitude, longitude, altitude

coordinates by means of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section

5.5. 3) and these data are displayed. Altitude is defined with respect

to the landing site radiu_ for lunar orbit, and the launch pad radiu_

for earth orbit. The astronaut can request the state vector extra-

polatLon to continue in ten minute steps, or to another specified time,

and obtain additional displays of the coordinates of points in the

spacecraft's orbit.

•
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5.6.6 S-BAND ANTENNA ROUTINE

The S-Band Antenna Routine (R - 05) is used to

compute and display 2 angles -yand p defined in l_'ig.6.{j-l.

This routine can be initiated by the astronaut during coasting

flight only, when the inertial system is operative and when com-

puter activity is at a minimum. Once the program is initiated

the computer will automatically update the display at a rate no

less than once every three seconds. This updating will continue

until S-Band Lock-on is achieved and signaled to the CMC by the

astronaut through the DSKY. If the S-Band Routine is interrupted

the display of 3, and p will be stopped until the astronaut reinitiates

the routine.

The computational and display accuracy of -yand p will

be + 1.0 degrees. This accuracy is only associated with the dis-

played angles and does not indicate the pointing accuracy of the

associated antenna alignment, or the accuracy associated with

the antenna gimbal angles.

The angles shown in Fig. 6.6-1 are computed without

consideration of any constraints imposed by the actual antenna

and therefore, if the present vehicle attitude results in antenna

angles beyond the gimbal limit, the CMC will not indicate that

the antenna line-of-sight cannot be pointed according to these angles.

The equations and logic flow used to compute _/and p

are shown in Fig. 6.6-2. With reference to the first portion of

this figure, the program will automatically determine whether the

Basic Reference Coordinate System is earth or moon centered and

will compute the proper walues of 3' and p for either case.
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_, is defined as a positive rotation from the plus body

X axis about the CSM body Z axis. (0 < _, < 360 °)

p is defined as a positive rotation about the Y' axis.

Y' is an axis in the CSM body XY plane rotated from the CSM

Y body axis about the +Zaxis direction an amount 5,.(-90o< p < 90 ° )

LOS TO
EARTH CENTER

P

y,
X

Y X'

Z

Figure 6.6-1 Definition of CSM S-Band Display Angles
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in

Ref.

Coord,

CMC

R=vector from CM to
Earth center

PEM=vector from Earth
center to Moon center

P = primary body indica-
tor (Sec. 5.2.2. 6)

STAR T

i
IAOVANCE_M'OProson't'moI

Yes

I _ = -r I

R= [SMNB] IREFSMMAT] R_..

Eo] ou x = vy -- u z --

Kepler Subr.
Section 5.5.5

Compute RJ _1
_]Section 5. 5. 4 !

t

-(-REM + -_CM )

in CM body axes

I

R__e: R -(_R._)2z

URp = UNIT(R_P)

proj. of R into
CM xy-plane

= COS [_URp

180 < 3,-=360 "_ No

7 = "yaw angle"

0"<_7 <_ 36ff

Yes

-I
p:cos (_mR.uz)-_/2

0°_ 7_180 °

p = "p.itch angle"
90"_ p s 90"

Figure 6.6-2 S-Band Angle Computations and Logic
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5. 6. 7 ADDITIONAl, RENDEZVOUS DISPLAYS

During the final phases of rendezvous tile following

three routines may be called by the astronaut for the purpose of

computing and displayin_ sl)ecial quantities related to the ren-

dezvous geometry.

5.6.7. 1 Range, Range Rate, Theta Display

Routine 1t-31 may be called upon to compute and dis-

play the range and range rate between lhe two vehicles and an

an_le tJ shown in Fig. 6.7-1.

The angle _) represents the _ angle between the CSM

X-body axis and the local horizontal plane. It, therefore, does

not uniquely define the orientation of the X-axis, but only de-

fines a cone above or below the horizontal plane on which the

X axis can be found. Tbeta is defined between+ 90 ° with the

sign positive when the X axis is above the horizontal plane.

/_ _CSM

- _*'\LOCAL HORIZONTAL

Figure 6.7-1 Definition of Theta
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The three displays of R-31 are automatically updated
every two secondsuntil R-31 is terminated by the astronaut.

5.6.7.2 Range, Range Rate, Phi Display

Routine R-34 may be initiation by the astronaut to

display the computed range and range rate between the two

vehicles as well as an angle _ shown in Fig. 6.7-2.

_CSM

LOCAL HORIZONTA L

SXT LOS

r

Figure 6.7-2 Definition of Phi

The angle _ represents the angle between the SXT

line of sight and the local horizontal plane. It is analogous to

the angle _ described in Section 5.6.7.1 and the definition and

limitations of ¢ are the same as those for _.

The three displays of R-34 are automatically updated

every two seconds until the astronaut terminates the routine.

5.6.7.3 Final Attitude Display

Routine R-63 may be used to compute and display the

gimbal angles required to point the CSM X-axis at the LM.

After initiation of this routine the state vectors of both vehicles

are extrapolated to the present time plus one minute. Based on

these new state vectors the required gimbal angles are

computed and displayed.

There is no automatic display update. However, R-63

may easily be recycled to manually accomplish an update of the

display.
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5.6.8 AUTOMATIC OPTICS DESIGNATE ROUTINE

5. 6. 8. 1 General

This routine is used during alignment and navigation pro-

cedures to automatically point the optics in the direction of a speci-

fied tracking target to aid the astronaut in the acquisition of the

target. The four target modes available in this routine are as follows:

1) Star mode

2) LM mode

3) Landmark mode

4) Advanced ground track mode

The calculations and positioning commands in this routine

are repeated once per second provided the optics mode switch is

set to CMC.

The routine is divided into two timed subroutines, Line-of-

Sight and Command. Let t be the time (GET) at the beginning of a
n

one second cycle and let

tn+ 1 = t n+ 1 second (6.8.1)

During the first part of the cycle the desired line-of-sight vector at

time tn+ 1, ULOS, is computed. The Line-of-Sight Subroutine sets

two WAITLIST*caIIs; one for time (tn+l - 6t) for the Command Sub-

routine, and the other for time tn+ 1 for a repetition of itself. At

time (trrvl - 6t) the Command Subroutine computes updated values of

the desired optics angles from the desired line-of-sight vector, ULOS,

*The WAITLIST is a basic CMC service routine which is used to

control the timing of computations and procedures.

i
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and the current vehicle attitude. The entire procedure is then re-

peated beginning at time tn+ I. The value of 5t is chosen to minimize

the pointing error at time tn+ I.

A basic CMC routine drives the optics to the orientation in-

dicated by the desired angles.

5.6. 8.2 Line-of-Sight Subroutine

5. 6. 8.2. l Star Mode

This mode is used during IMU alignment procedures to

point the optics in the direction of a specified star. The desired

line-of-sight vector, ULOS, is the specified unit star vector stored

in the CMC fixed memory.

5.6.8. 2.2 LM Mode

This mode is used during LM tracking phases to point the

optics in the direction of the LM. The Kepler Subroutine (Section

5.5.5) is used to compute __ and rL, the estimated conic position

vectors of the CSM and the LM, respectively, at time tn+ 1. Then,

the desired line-of-sight vector is given by

uLO S = UNIT (rL - _C ) (6.8. 2)

5. 6. 8. 2.3 Landmark Mode

This mode is used during the orbit navigation phase to

point the optics in the direction of a landmark specified either by
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code number for a stored landmark, or by latitude, longitude, alti-

tude for a landmark whose coordinates are not stored in the CMC

memory. The Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5. 5) is used to compute

-_C" the estimated conic position vector of the CSM at time trrel.

Then, r_, the estimated position of the landmark at time tn+ 1 is

computed by means of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section

5. 5. 3). Finally, the desired line-of-sight is given by

uLO S = UNIT (r_ - _rC) (6.8.3)

5. 6. 8.2.4 Advanced Ground Track Mode

This mode is used during the lunar-orbit navigation phase

to aid in the surveillance, selection and tracking of possible landing

sites by driving the optics to the direction of a point on the ground

track of the CSM at a time slightly more than a specified number of

orbital revolutions from current time. Let the specified revolution

number be N, and assume that N is no greater than four.

Let _ be the estimated CSM position vector at time tn+ 1.

The local vertical vector, uLV , at time tn+l is given by

uLV --- UNIT (_C) (6.8.4)

The desired line-of-sight vector, ULos,iS determined such that the

angle between the vectors uLO S and uLV is approximately 60 °. Thus,

the astronaut can survey the advanced ground track of the CSM,and

select a landing site over which the CSM will pass in N orbital revo-

lutions plus about 112 (5 - N) minutes. After the astronaut selects

the landing site, he switches the optics mode to MANUAL in order to

obtain navigation data as described in Section 5.2.4. 1.
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The value of the angle between the vectors uLO S and uLV
is chosen to be 60 ° in order to ensure that the astronaut will have

sufficient time to center the selected landing site in the field of view

of the optical instrument before the first navigation sighting should

be made. After about one minute of manual tracking, the angle be-

tween the line-of-sight to the selected landing site and the current

local vertical direction (not the vector uLV) will be approximately

45 ° . At this time it is desLrable for accurate tracking conditions

to have been attained, and for the MARK button to be pr_sed Further

navigation sightings of the landing site should then be made at about

one minute intervals. The data obtained are processed by the Orbit

Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.4}.

The desired line-of-sight vector, uLO S, is computed by

first rotating the loc_ vertLcal vector about the polar axis of

the moon to account for lunar rotation, and then rotating the

resulting vector about the normal to the CSM orbital plane to attain

the desired 60 ° angle. The computation sequence is as follows:

Call the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5.5) to de-

termine r C and Vc, the estimated CSM conic

pos_t_on and velocity vectors at time tn+ 1,

Let

uLO S = - UNIT ({C) (6. S. 5)

Call the Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine

to transform the lunar polar vector (0, 0, 1) to the

Basic Reference Coordinate System, obtaining the

first rotation vector u R.
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Let the first rotation angle A be

A = A M N (6.8.6)

©

where A M is the angle through which the moon ro-

tates in one nominal lunar-orbital period.

Rotate the vector uLO S about u R through the angle

A by

©

uLO S = (1 - cos A) LUR. uLO S) uR

+ uLO S cos A+ u RX uLO S sin A

Compute the second rotation vector from

(6.8.7)

uR = - UNIT (-V-cX __) (6.8. 8)

© Let the second rotation angle be

7r

A = _- - A (6.8.9)

Compute the final desired line-of-sight vector uLO S

by repeating Eq. (6.8. 7)

i
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5.6.8.3 Command Subroutine

After this subroutine is activated by the WAITLIST,

the line-of-sight vector, ui,oS, is transformed to stable mem-

ber coordinates by means of

-_SM = [REFSMMAT] uLO S (6.8. 10)

The desired optics trunnion (precision) and shaft angles, TA

and SA, respectively, are computed as described in Section

5.6.3.1.3.
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5.6.9 LUNAR LANDMARK SELECTION ROUTINE

The purposes of this routine are ( 1 ) to determine

the time that the CSM will pass over the landing site, and ( 2 )

to select five landmarks which a-e suitable for orbit navigation.

The use of this routine is restricted to lunar orbit since the

coordinates of only lunar landmarks are stored in the CMC

fixed memory.

The landmark selection procedure is based upon the

assumption that the moon is mapped by five north-south bands

of landmarks at approximately the -60 ° , -30 °, 0°, + 30° and

+60C_neridians of selenographic longitude as shown in Fig 6.9-I.

The number of landmarks in each band (approximately five ) is

assumed to be sufficient to cover all lunar orbits within the

prescribed maximum inclination angle. The reason for the

30° separation between landmark bands is to allow about ten

minutes of time for the identification, acquisition and tracking

of a lunar landmark, including all DSKY operations as described

in Section 5.2.4.

From each longitudinal band, the landmark which is

closest to the ground track of the CSM is chosen. In this man-

ner, five primary landmarks are selected for navigation.

Let the selenographic coordinates of the landing site

(Lat 0, Long 0 and Alt 0) be stored in the CMC erasable memory.

These coordinates are included in the prelaunch erasable data

load and can be changed inflight by the methods described in

Section 5.2.4. The selenographic coordinates of the landmarks

are stored in the CMC fixed memory in the following order:
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Figure 6.9-1 Mapped Lunar Landmarks
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Latl' Lat2 ..... LatNl' LatNl+l ..... LaiN 2 ..... LaiN 5'

L°ngl' L°ng2 ..... L°ngNl' L°ngNl+l .... L°ngN2 ..... L°ngN5'

Alt 1, Alt 2 ..... AltN1, AltNl+ 1 ..... AltN2 ..... AltN5

where

,_ _ LongN1Long 1 = Long 2 = ... = = -60 °

,_ o

gN1 " gN1 _ _ LongN2 : 30Lon +1 = Lon +2 - '' =

• • •

gN4 _ gN4 _ _ LongN5 _ +60 °Lon +1 = Lon +2 - "'"

The numbers N O = 0, N 1, N 2 ..... N 5 indicate the number of

landmarks contained in each longitudinal band and are assumed

to be stored in the CMC fixed memory.

The astronaut specifies a future time t (GET). The

estimated CSM state vector is extrapolated to the specified time

by means of the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2 )

obtaining r and v, the estimated CSM position and velocity vec-

tors, respectively. Let Lat and Long be the estimated

selenographic latitude and longitude of the CSM at time t ob-

tained by means of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section

5.5.3).
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Next, dcl'iI,t _ lhc followink unil re'tiers:

u ; IJNI'I' (r)
F

u = LINIT (r × v)

u\_ I iNIT (ur × UZ)

I}N IINIT (t_\V × u Z )

(6. 9. 1 )

V, llt'l't' U/, is Zt Unil VC('I()J' alor,_ lh_' f)_Jtai' a×i_ _)l' lh_' zlloc)u

Thcn, if l_at anti I,on_. i arc the sclcnoi4raphic co()l'(linatc,_ of a,I

Kivon landmark, th{, time of closest a_'t'ival It) lh_' landmark,

t I,, is determined as shown in Fig. 6. 9-'2. lJ_ the' litturc, tlw

factor 1. 003 is used to attcotttll for the' _'_'laii\'t t'ttt_ s ()1' the

CSM aml thL' lamll n ark, and _ is the c_'lltral atl_l_' ['l'_)lll I' to tilt'

point of closest arrival.

Finally, lhc logic for the I,unar I.amln_ark Selection

I/outinc is il[ustratpd in Fig. (i.9-3.

The followinl_ data arc computed and displayed in

order by this

1)

3)

4)

5)

_)

routine:

Time of arriwd at landml4 site

Time

index

Time

index

Time

index

Time

index

Time

index

of arrival at first landmark and landmark

lltllllb(_ F

of arrival at second landmark and landmark

nUllll)eF

of arrival at third landmark and landmark

nutlll)eF

of arrival at fourth landmark and landmark

number

of arrival at fifth landmark and landmark

number
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ENTER

ALong -- 1.003 (Longj Long )

: _uW cos (ALong) + u N

u D : UNIT (_ × u)

O cos -1
= ( u D u r )

sin (ALong)

Call Time-Theta Subroutine

(Section 5.5.7) to Determine Transfer Time T

I tL =t +

EXIT

Figure 6.9-2 Determination of Time-of-Arrival

t
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I':N'I I':H

('all ('oa_tinl_ [,it,._raticm Iloutlne to

F:xtrapolat,' t'._M Slat,. V,'ctor to Tilllt"

t ()btaininR_r and v

i,
('all I,atitudq' - I,_wttude _ubroutinv

to compute |,at and ],on K

('all Planetary Inertial (),'lentation

Subroutine In 'l'ranHf¢_z'm (0, O. !) to_z

I ('_)rnputt' llnit V,.ctor_ }I':q._. (6. !). I)

V

[_ l_termine tI , Time-of-Arrival
....... at I.andin_ Site. FiR. 6.9-2

i

1 DI'Pl"Y tl. j

j= N5

N = Nk_ I L

AI,= 1 7

I

Compute Ul) and t L h.,

i,'iK. 6.9-2 r
t

Call Latitude - Longitude Subroutine
to Determine Lat. l,atitude of

CSM at Time t L

EXIT

No

Figure 6 9-3 I,unar Landmark Selection Routine ],ogi(" i)iagram



5. 6. 10 GENERAL DISPLAY COMPUTATIONS

This section presents the CMC computations required for

various entry (P-61) and earth orbit injection monitoring (P-11) pro-

grams. In entry program P-61 the following three display parameters

are required to initialize the Entry Monitor System, EMS:

VEMS : Predicted inertial velocity at the EMS altitude

RTOGO : Range-to-go from the EMS altitude to the pre-

dicted splash point

TTE : Time to go from the current time to the EMS

altitude

The EMS altitude is measured above the Fisher Ellipsoid and is one of two

fixed values stored in erasable memory. For earth orbital entries the

EMS altitude is 284, 643 feet. Lunar mission entries use the second

EMS altitude of 297, 431 feet.

The principal computation required for these display para-

meters is the conic calculation of time to a radius of specified length.

This computation is described in Section 5.6. 10. 1. The intersection of

a conic with an altitude above the Fisher ellipsoid is a two step itera-

tion.An initial calculation is made using a guess of the radius length.

The latitude of the conic with this assumed length is then used to cal-

culate the radius of the Fisher ellipsoid. This is then used to calculate

a second radial length,and display quantities are referred to this sec-

ondr_d[us. Add[tmnal iterations are not required to achieve the neces-

sary display accuracy.

The computation logic for these functions is presented in

Fig. 6. 10-1 . The earth gravitation constant used in these calculations

is increased recognizing that the missions under consideration are con-

fined to low inclination angles from the equator and oblate earth effects

can be significant. The drag loss in reaching the EMS point (0.05 G) is

also approximated for these display computations.

The following three additional displays computations are

also made in entry program P-61:

V 400K : Predicted inertial velocity at an altitude of

400, 000 feet.

400K : Predicted flight path angle at an altitude of

400,000 feet.
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GMAX : Maximum predicted deceleration

The altitude of 400,000 feet is again referenced to the lqsherellipsoid,

and a two step iteration is made to calculate this radial length as in

the previous EMS display parameters. The drag loss is approximated

for this computation. The G MAX equation has been designed for high

drag conditions (near 10 g), and may give negative results for relativly

low deceleration cases of two to four" g's.

During the Earth Orbit Insertion (EOI) Monitor Program,

P-11, the following display parameters are computed:

Delta R : The miss distance in n. m. between the abort

target landing point and the predicted ,_plash

point.

HPER : Perigee altitude above launch pad radius.

TFF : The time of free fall from the current time to

an altitude of 300,000 fcci above the launch pad

radius.

The computation of these display parameters for P-11 is shown in Fig.

6. 10-6. Again the CALCTFF routine is the primary computation. In

this case the entry range and time of flight are approximated by emperi-

cal formula,_. With reference to Fig. 6. 10-6, RANGE from the present

position to the landing site estimated for the current time is displayed

if the 300,000 fcct altitude will not be achieved during the trajectory.

The additional display parameters required by the callable

display option in program P-11 are also computed in Fig. 6. 10-6. The

callable display parameters in addition to the three described above are:

HAPO : Apogee altitude above launch pad radius

TPER : Time to perigee

The pitch polynomial used to monitor the earth orbit insertion maneu-

ver is described in Section 3.

The calculation of the IMU gimbal angles corresponding to

the entry attitude at the present time is shown tn Fig. 6. 10-9. These

entry attitude gimbal angles are displayed in program P-62 as:

OGA : Outer gimbal angle - roll

IGA : Inner gimbal angle - pitch

MGA : Middle gimbal angle - yaw
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Call Entry Initialization ]

Call Entry Targeting (3 times)

Resume THETA

Call TFFCONIC, R., ._V,_1

Resume H, V 2

1
[ c_1CA'_CT_F,_IT l

Call TFF/TRIG

Resume sin _f, cos _f

_1 = 1. 0012 MUE

sin 5f, cos 6f, R, V, UNITW

ERADCall FISHCALC,Resume

I Call CALCTFF, RTERMResume TTE

I Call TFF/TRIG IResume sin_f, cos_f

t Call VGAMCALC H, V 2, RTERMResume VTEMP, GAMTEMP

Figure 6. 10-1 Entry Display Calculations

(page 1 of 2)
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VEMS

I
--1, 510,000

= VTEMP + GAMTEi_P_;r'r'N-M-P

-1
RTOGO : (THETA - cos (cos 6f)) ATK

1RTER :ERAO+ 00"J

ICall VGAMCALC H,

V2,RTERM

Resume VTEMP, GAMTEMP

2
V SQ :[(WFEM_ - 36000)/200001

GMAX :
4

1 + 3 V SQ (GAMTEMP - 6. 05 -2. 4 V SQ) 4 11.2

Call CALCTFF, RTERM

Resume TFF

Call TFF/TRIG

Resume sin 6f, cos _f

Call FISHCALC sin 8f, cos 6f, R,_V, UNITW

Resume ERAD

i
RTERM = ERAD+ 400 K

Call VGAMCALC,

Resume V400K,

Figure 6. 10-1

H, V 2, RTERM ](- _ 400K)

Entry Display Calculations (cont.)
(page 2 of 2)
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5.6.1{11 Conic Time of Flight

The time of flight along any conic trajectory proceed-

ing from an arbitrary radius r in the direction of velocity v-o

to a radius of specified length r h is provided by Kepler's equa-

tion. The following formulation, while not quite universal, is

explicit and direct. With a single equation, time of flight can

be calculated for conic paths that are hyperbolic or parabolic and

for those elliptic paths having I/x El _ 90 ° . An alternate

equation is needed for the elliptic paths having I AE I > 90 °.

Highly circular orbits are excluded by the constraint of length

for the terminal radius. In the absence of a vector direction,

highly circular cases are not treated.

The two conic parameters that appear in the time of

flight equations are given by:

Angular momentum: H = r x v
-O --O

Semi-latus rectum: P _ H ' tt (6. 10. 1)

2
reciprocalsemi-major _, _- _

axis : r
O

v v °--0

The equation for reciprocal semi-major axis_ has the usual

sign convention: 0( is negative for hyperbolic orbits, zero for

parabolic orbits, and positive for elliptic orbits
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Two intermediate quantites, given in two useful
equivalent forms, are:

Qo = sgn (ro)'_/r ° (2 -_r o) P = -or Vo/_--

Qh : sgn (rh)-_r h (2 -0_.rh) - p : r h v h/D]-_--

(6. 10.2)

It is these quantities that exclude highly circular orbits, since

being proportional to radial velocity they become uselessly

small. For TFF application to reentry, r h is on the returning

side, so the sign of _h is chosen as negative. Excepting ellipses

for which IAEI>90 ° , the conic time of flight is given by

t : (Z/-_) (r ° + rh 2 Z 2 T (X)) (6. 10. 3)

where Z is the obtained by one of the following:

if outbound (Qo is positive ):

Z = (Qh - Qo )/(2 °((ro + rh)) (6. i0.4a)

if inbound (Qo is negative)

Z = (r h r0)/ (Qh + Qo )
(6. 10.4b)
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andwhere if

 z2<i.0

then

X = O<Z 2 (6. 10.5a)

For those elliptic cases having IAEI _ 90 °,

then

0(Z 2 71.o

and

X = 1/ (_:_Z2). (6. lO. 5b)

The conic time of flight is given by

IJ(t : _-_ Qh + Qo

2 (XT(X) -
4-

_Z

1)
(6. ]0. 6)

The function T (X) is defined by the series

i
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T(X)
l X X 2 X 3

= + - __+..

3 5 7 9

X - arctan (-_) if 0 £_ X Y__1

x4- 

-X arctanh (-V_) if X /- 0

(6. 1o. 7)

The equations (6. I0. 4) aro equivalent, except that each

has a point of indeterminancy. The selection used in Eq. (6. 10. 4)

excludes the indeterminant point of each from the region of ap-

plication.

The choice of Eq. (6. 10. 3) or Eq. (6. 10. 6) depends on

whether aZ 2 is less than or greater than one. Since both Eq.

(6. 10.3) and Eq.(6. 10.6) reduce to the same form whenX = 1.0,

the division made above is arbitrary . Equation (6. 10. 3) gives

both positive and negative values, indicating time to terminal point,

and time since terminal point passage. On occasion, the user

desires to use the negative value and a switch is provided to make

this fact known. Otherwise, a positive value, time to terminal

point, is always provided for the ellipse by replacing negative t

by 27r/a4"_a_ + t. Equation (6. 10.6) yields positive values only.

The time of flight equations are exact and involve approx-

imations only to the extent that the function T (X) is represented

by a polynominal. Futhermore Eq. (6. 10.7) is continuous as the

conic changes from hyperbolic to elliptic.
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5. 6. i0. 2 Application of Time of Freefall

On board the CM, the TFF routines are used to cal-

culate time to various specified terminal radii, which may in-

clude perigee or apogee. These :lines when displayed on the

DSKY are the negative of the calculated values, as in a count-

down. In the event that the present position lies between perigee

and terminal radius, a positive time representing time since

terminal point is displayed. When perigee is passed, negative

time to terminal radius is displayed once again. However, for

outbound hyperbola or parabola, positive time since terminal

point is displayed.

The following paragraphs outline several CMC Sub-

routines that are available.

TFFCONIC(Fig. @ 10-3) Subroutine calculates the conic

parameters of Eq. {6.10. 1) and stores them for short tim_ use.

It also saves other intermediate values to save duplication by

following subroutines. The user must supply a value for _ ap-

propriate to the application.

TFFRP/ RA (Fig. 6. j0-7._ Subroutine calculates peri-

gee and apogee radius for general conic. The equations are

2
e = 1 poX'

Rp = p/(1 + e)

R a = (1 + e)/o(

(6. IO. 8)
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For hyperbolic or parabolic orbits and for those elliptic where

apogeeradius exceedsthe scaling, Ra is set to double preci-
sion POSMAX. This indicates that either apogeeradius is un-
defined, infinite or exceeds scaling.

CALCTFF / CALCTPER ( Fig. 6.10-2) Subroutine

uses terminal radius supplied by Caller to calculate time of

free fall or time to perigee depending on entry point. The subroutine

also calculates the quantity ARG required by TFI*'/TRIG to cal-

culate transfer angle. In the event that the terminal radius

does not lie on the present conic, t is set to POSMAX as a tag.

Caller may enter CALCTFF/ CALCTPER as many times as

desired to obtain TFF to various radii for the same conic.

5.6.1_ 3 Other Conic Quantities

In certain applications it is desirable to calculate

other conic variables at the terminal point in addition to the time

of free fall. Among these are velocity magnitude, flight path

angle relative to local horizontal, and sin, cos of transfer angle

6f.

TFF/ TRIG (Fig.6.10-4).The sin and cos of the trans-

fer angle bf frOm_or for h is given by

cos (6 f) = 1 - 2 IARGr/(r ° r h (1 + X))

sin (6 f) : sgn(ARG) _1 cos 2 (6 f)

= sgn(ARG) _IARG[ (1 - !ARGI)

(6. i0. 9)
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if o_Z2K1 ARG : p Z [Z[
(6. 10, 10)

if _KZ 2 _1 ARG = (P/OK) sgn (Qo + ro/ Z)

The sign affixed to ARG is that of sin (6f). The computation of

ARG is done during the appropriate branch in CALCTFF/ CALCTPER

and saved temporarily. Calculation of sin and cos occurs in

subroutine TFF/ TRIG and uses values available in pushlist.

Caller may make only one entry for each CALCTFF/CALCTPER

entry.

VGAMCALC (Fig.6.10-5). Calculation of velocity

magnitude and flight path angle is performed in subroutine

VGAMCALC. The terminal velocity is given by the vis-viva

calculation.

v h = 4 ( v o2 + 2 /_(ro rh) / (r ° rh) ) (6. 10, 11)

and the flight path angle by

E : arccos (H / r h v h ) (6. 10, 12)

where angular momentum H = lit[ . User must supply proper

sign to-_E. Program uses r h left by CALCTFF/CALCTPER.

However Caller may enter at PREVGAM with other values for

r h as often as desired for same conic.
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FISHCALC (Fig.6.10-5). A unit vector alongr h is
provided by

urh = ur ° cos (Sf) + uroX (-uH) sin (5f) (6. 10. 13)

where u represents UNIT ( ) and the vectors are as in Eq.(6. 10-1).

During Reentry subroutine FISHCALC generates sin (LAT)

using Eq. (6. 10-13) above and

sin (LAT) = U NITW ur h

where UNITW is a vector along the earth's polar axis.

Finally the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, ERAD, is cal-

culated by calling the routine GETERAD with sin (LAT).
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CA LC TFF CALCTPER

I TI:FSW = 0 ! I TFFSW = 1 ]

Enter With RTERM

and Save

TEM1 = 2 -RTERM a

TEM2 = RTERM TEMI - p

OU TBOUND

NUM : Q2 - Ql

DEN =

N

Is TFFSW zero

A Y ___'T2t enf°rce TPERcalc'2= 0]

< I_-_.IsTEM2 ) conic does not

'.._ - --- _ intersect terminal

Q2 ---SQRT (TEM2) ] radius

TFF = POSMAX
Ql : VN • RN/_'-

TEM1 - RMAG o

w

I-)OICS

Perigee or near

tt)esti g i_its i)_ ;rE Nrl_TU_i n a n c Y )

+1.0-2

t
 ETURN)

IN I_OUND

I NUM = RTERM - RMAGDEN = Q2 + Q 1

-  ow-V b

I

s a PNZ_i---_:IYP. or PARAB

TFF = 0
!

Figure 6. 10-2 Time of Flight Calculation

(page 1 of 2)
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7
C l),)cs NIl M _77"/ )FN ()V I,'L

Z : Nt;M/ 1)EN

Am : p/, I/,I

X : (_ Z 2

TEM Z (I¢:\I\(; _ t{'I'I']RM - 2Z 2 T (X))

]/z

X

!

- I)EN/ NllM

1/t_Z 2

ql _ RMAG / Z

(l}/,,)S(;N (TEM

"1"1,"I,'SW '\ scl

('oFrcOl fop

orbital period

TFF

N Y

POSMAX [

Figure 6. 10-2 Time of Flight (]_i].t;tll;tticJii

(page 2 of 2)
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TFFCONIC

Enter with RN, V'N,

Save MUE

1]MUE

1 ] RTM UE

RMAG =IRNI

TEM = I RMAG U R]2 X_VNI

p = TEMhJ

h = SQRT (TEM)

VSQ = VN. VN

2 VSQ
a = I_M--A-G

= SQRT (_)

1]a = 1](_) 2

 E URNhVS )

Figure 6. 10-3 Conic Parameters
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T lq,'/ *l'l_l(;

(cos ,',1')/2 = 1/2 - ABS [A {(J/(H, MAG I{TEH, M (1 -_

............ ? _

(_¢'F q_"U__R'N )

('& I ,("II"I"/('A I ,("1'1'1';1_

l,'igure 6. 10-4 Sine :tnd (,_._im_ of 'l'tuu_sftrz" ,&ill{It:
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FISHCALC [ START I

U.R = UNIT (R)

UNI = UNIT (_VX __R)

UHOR = UR _4 UNI

URI = UR cos 5f + UHOR sin 5f

SL = U._R1 • UNITW

Resume ERAD

,l

VGAMCALC START, H,

VTEMP =

GAMTEMP= cos -1 (H/(RTERM VTEMP))

RETURN GAMTEMP, VTEMP

Figure 6. 10-5 Subroutines for Entry Displays
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RAPO

Call TFFCONIC R, V IResume H, V 2

Resume RAPO, RPER

Y_ N1
=RAMAiI

tlAPO : HA RPAD

ItPER : RPER - RPAD

Call CAI,CTPER

Resume -TPER

Is H PER pos

-TPER : 0 [
I

Call CALCTFF, R300K

Resume TFF

t N t j y IV
,Call VG_,MCALC, R_00K I [RANGE : 0

] Resume 3 • V ] I[TE = 0, TI,'I,'= 0

t
Call AUGEKUGEL V e, _el

Resume _e' Te [

-Call TFF/ TRIG " I

Resume sinaf, cos 6f
I

t

t

I Call LALOTORV, LAT (SPI,), LNG (SPL), ALT : 0,Resume UNIT (RSPL)

DEI_R = cos -1 (UNIT (RSP1,) •

TIME + T
e

UR)ATK - RANGE [

+ TFF) J

Figure 6. 10-6DeltaR
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TFFRP/RA

TEM = 1 + SQRT (1 - pa)

RPER = p/TEM

TEM a=aIf aNEG, TEMa = 0

RAPO = TEM/TEM a ]

N l [RAPO iPOSMAX I IAn::°rPtara:: icv:nD i v i de

[ClearOVFL [! I_n_a_°_
I _o _o_x.

(__) _ _e_o_
2. Parabola

3. Exceeds scale for

ellips e.

Figure 6. 10-7 Apogee and Perigee Radius Calculation

for General Conic
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AUGEKUGEL
STANT V c,

K 1 = 5500

Y

l K 2 : -3.2 + 001225 (24000 - Vc) !

: 2400 + .443 (28000 - V c)[

Y ! 24000 t

-IK 1 = 2400

V c K_ 2_400)

I

fps

- deg

nm

K 1

T _
C

( v,t2.ooo )

8(;60 _e _e

V c 3

Figure 6. 10-8 Empirical Relations for Entry Rant_c & Entry Time
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Part of DAP _

Calculations

t
I
L

L

Calc triad w. r.t. relative velocity vector

U_.XA = UNIT__) - K..__WEUR x UNITW

UYA =-UNIT (UXA × UR)

UZA = UNIT (_UXA x UYA)

Calculatedin Re ferencc

Coordinates

Call unit body triad

rotating these commanded Roll angle (ROLLC)

and assumed angle of attack _t

UBY = UYA cos ROLLC + U_ZA sin ROLLC

UBX =-UNIT (UXA × UBY) sino{t + UXA cosc_t

UBZ = UNIT (U_.BX x UBY)

Is,oreinX  ,YN .z-Bl___ _

Store REFSMMAT I
In X. SM, Y__SM, Z._SM

Call CALCGA

Resume OGA, IGA. MGA stored as vector

I RE URN,]

Figure 6. 10-9 Calculation of Gimbal Angles Corresponding to Entry Attitude

J
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5. 6. 11 LGC INITIALIZATION

The LGC initialization procedure prior to LM separation

is a manual operation which does not involve a numbered CMC pro-

gram. After the LGC is activated the first requirement is to synchro-

nize the LGC clock with that of the CMC. This is a count-down and

mark procedure described in R-30, CMC/LGC Clock Synchronization

Routine of Section 4,to obtain an average clock difference which is

then used to increment the LGC clock. The CMC and LGC clock

synchronization can also be checked by the Mission Ground Control

Center using telemetry down-link data, which can provide a more

precise difference to increment the LGC clock.

In the lunar landing mission the following parameters are

next voice-linked from the CSM and entered in the LGC as initializa-

tion parameters :

1) r_C : CSM position vector

2) v C : CSM velocity vector

3) tC : CSM state vector time

4) rLS : lunar landing site vector

5) tLS : time _rLS is valid

6) t o
: time difference between zero GET and

July _. 0, t!)6_', universal time

In the above procedure, all parameters are entered in octal, and

position and velocity vectors are double precision. In the lunar land-

ing mission the above items 1 through 5 are normally determined by

the CMC Orbit Navigation Program P-22.
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5.6.12 CMC IDLING PROGRAM

This program is used to maintain the CMC in a state of

readiness for entry into any other program. While the idling program

is in operation, the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2) is

used to advance the estimated CSM state vector (and the estimated

LM state vector when the LM is active and not on the surface of the

moon} to approximately current time. This procedure has the lowest

priority of all programs, and is performed only when no other pro-

gram is active. This periodic state vector extrapolation is not nec-

essary from a theoretical point of view, but does have two practical

purposes. First, it is advisable to maintain current (or at least

nearly current) state vector estimates in case an emergency situation

arises. Second, a significant amount of computation time is trans-

ferred from a period of high computer activity (navigation measure-

ment processing, targeting, etcJ to a period of low activity.

In order to use the Coasting Integration Routine in an ef-

ficient manner, the maximum value for the integration time step,

Atmax, is computed as described in Section 5.2.2.5. The value of

At is a function of radial distance and varies from step to step.
max

Let t be the time associated with the estimated CSM state vector and

t 1 be the current time. The estimated state vector(s) are extrapolated

ahead when

t > t+ 4 At (6. 12. 1)
1 max

the integration is terminated when

t 1 < t + Atma x (6. 12.2)
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In this manner no extra and small_r-tIlan-maximum integra_mn time

steps are performed and the periodic intet4ration i_ accomplished

most efficiently.

The error transition matrix W (see Section 5. 2.2.4) is

extrapolated with the estimated CSM state vector Lf ORBWFLAG

indicates that the W matrix is valid. ORBWFLAG is defined in

Sections 5.2.4. 5 and 5.2. 6.4.

The logic fear' the periodic state vector extrapolation is

i[lustralcd in Fib{. li. 12-1. The variables 1) and V arc indicators

which control the Coasting Integration Routine, The quantities x C

and x are th_ estimated CSM and LM state vectors, respectively,
L

and x is a temporary state vector used for integration. Refer to

Section 5.2. 2. 6 for precise definitions of these items.
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ENTER

f_=_i- _,-,_om_u,e_t_]

!

Wait Ten _ No

l-Minute s

_t + 4At
1 max

Yes

D = 6 _LAG = t F = t 1

V : 1 I

No

D = 0

" - I/LM _i_ No
Compute Atma x D 0 _N[_ andnoton _-"1_

I _,\surface of_" /

v 0, i
Yes N_Yes

- _'__'"_ EXIT

Integrate State Vector x(t)

(and W Matrix if D = 6)

One Time Step to Time t + At

x L = x@

. _No ,

. I_=xl

Figure 6.12-I CMC Idling Program Logic Diagram
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5.6. 13 IMU COMPENSATION

The IMU Compensation is designed to compensate for

I'll'A bias an(I scale fact¢_r error and at tim sm_c time accumulate

gyro torquing commands necessary to compensate for the as-

sociated bias and acceleration caused gyro drifts. The correc-

tion to the PIPA's is

PIPA C = (1 + SFE I) PIPA I + BIAS IAt

where

PI PA C

SFE =

th
is the compensated data for the I PIPA

denoted PIPAX C, PIPAY C, PIPAZ C

SF - SF
nom

SF
nonl

( erasable load )

SF = Scale-factor CM/Sec

Pulse

BIAS I is the bias for the I th PIPA (an erasable toad)

The compensated data is then used to compute the

IRIG torquing necessary to cancel the NBD, ADIA, and ADSRA

gyro coefficients. The computations are

XIRIG = -ADIAX PIPAX C

YIRIG = -ADIAY PIPAY C

ZIRIG = -ADIAZ PIPAZ C

+ ADSRAX PIPAY C - NBDX At

+ ADSRAY PIPAZ C - NBDY At

- ADSRAZ PIPAY C + NBDZ At
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where

XIRIG, YIRIG, ZIRIG are gyro drift compensation

NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are gyro bias drifts ( an erasable load )

ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZ are gyro drifts due ac-

celeration in spin reference axis ( an erasable load )

ADIAX, ADIAY, ADIAZ are gyro drifts due to acceleration

in the input axis { an erasable load )

When the magnitude of any IRIG command exceeds two

pulses, the commands are sentto the gyros.

During free-fall only the NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are

the relevant coefficients and the routine is so ordered that only

these terms are calculated for the gyro compensation.

!
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5.7 ENTRY GUIDANCE

The entry guidance is used for control of tim CM entry

vehicle and is described by the logic flow charts in Fig. 5. 7-1 thru

Fig. 5. 7-16. A detailed description of tile guidance and steering

concept is pcesented in MIT/IL Report R-532, "Reentry Guidance

for :\pollo, " R. Morth, January 1!166.

Figure 5.7-1 illustrates the overall picture of opera-

tions during entry. Each block in Fig. 5.7-1 is described in

detail in following figures. Figmre 5.7-2 defines the symbols

which represent computed variables stored in erasable memory.

The wlluos and del'iniiions of conslants are given tn Fig. 5. 7-3.

The initialization routine shown in Fig. 5.7-4 is

entered only once at the start of entry. Besides setting the ap-

propriate variables to their initial values, this routines presets

the variable SELECTOR to INITROLL.

Every pass through the entry equations (done once

every 2 seconds ) is begun with the section called navigation

(see Fig. 5.7-5) and is the same as that presented in Section 5.3.2.

This integrates to determine the vehicle's new position and velocity

vectors. This navigation routine is started prior to encountering

the entry interface at 400,000 feet altitude, and is conlinuousl 5

operated frc)m that t_me to landing.

Next, the targeting section updates the desired landing

site position vector and computes some quantities based on the

vehicle's position and velocity and the position of the landing site.

(See Fig. 5.7-6).
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The mode selector chooses the next sequence of cal-

culations depending upon the phase of entry trajectory that is

currently being flown. The initial roll section maintains whatever

roll angle was previously selected in the initialization routine

and decides when to start the next phase, as shown in Fig. 5.7-7.

The next phase maintains a constant drag trajectory

while testing to see if it is time to enter the up-control phase.

The testing is presented in Figs. 5.7-8 and 5.7-U. The constant

drag equations are given in Fig. 5.7-10. The other phases

(up-control, ballistic, and final} are listed in Figs. 5.7-11,

5.7-12, and 5.7-13. (See Fig. 5.7-1 ) The final phase is

accomplished by a stored reference trajectory with linear inter-

polation between the stored points. Its characteristics as well

as the steering gains are stored as shown in Fig. 5.7-14. The

routine that prevents excessive acceleration build-up (G-limiter)

is given in Fig. 5.7-15. Finally, the section that does the lateral

logic calculations and computes the commanded roll angle is

shown in Fig. 5.7-16.

The parameters computed for display purposes only

during the entry phase are presented in Section 5. 6. 10.
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NITIALIZATION

N

ETING

INITIAL
ROLL

SELECTOR

UPCONTRL
;T3

CHECK FOR BALLISTIC
START OF UP UPCONTROL PHASE

FINAL
PHASE

)NSTANT LIMITER

LATERAL LOGIC

OUT WITH

ROLL COMMAND

Fig. 5.7-1 Entry Computation
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VRNIAOL[ DESCRIPTION

unto

.

UZ

V

R

Vl

ATE

UTR

UHT

UNI

OELV

G

AO

AHOOKDV

A|

ALR

ASLEEP

ASPI

ASPUR

ASP3

A SPDWN

ASP

COSG
O

O0
OMOOK

DIFF

DIFFOLO
OR

DREFR

DVL

E

Fl

FZ

F$

FAETI

FACIZ
FAC TOR

G_AAL

GAMNAL |

NAKIMUM VALUE •

INITIAL TARGfT ¥LCTOR _ IURIT VECTORI

UNIT VFCTOR NORTM

VELOCII, VECTOR Z VSA|

POSITION VECTOR 2 ExP Zq METERS

INERTIAL VELOCITY ]Za M;CEATISEC

VECTOR EAST AT INITIAL TARGET 2

NORUAL TO AT( AND UZ

TARGET VECTOR 2

UNIT NORMAL TO TRAJECTORY PLANE 2

INTEGRATED ACCEL* FROM PIPA$ 5.15 ]6)|q CMl|

GRAVITY VECTOR I/3Z M/CSICS

INITIAL DRAG FOR URCOMTRL |OS FPSS

TERM IN GAMMAL CALC* • AHOOR DVL BOSXI6 VSAT

FPS FPSS

DRAG VALUE IN FACTOR CALCULATION 8OS FPSS

CONST FOR UPCONTRL ]

REPLER RANGE 21600 NM

FINAL PHASE RANGE 21600 NM

UP-RANGE Z|&OO NM

GAMMA CORRECTION ZIAOO NN

RANGE DONN TO PULL-UP 2|600 NM

R'EDICTEO DANG( ZIA00 NM

COSINE(GANNALT 2

TOTAL ACCELERATION 60S FPSS

CONTROLLED CONSTANT O 60S FPSS

TERM IN GAMNAL COMPUTATION ADS FPSS

THEINM-ASR (RANGE OIFFERE_EI 21lOOXll HAl

PREVIOUS VALUE OF OIFF _IAOOXlA kin

REFERENCE DRAG FOR OOMRCONTROL |09 FPSS

REFERENCE DRAG 609 FPSS

VSI-VL 2 VSAT
ECCENTRICITY t

ORRNGE/D DRAG (FINAL PHASE| 2?OOI609

ORANG[IO ROOT IFINAL PHASEI 2?O0tZVS NNtFP$

DRANG[IO IL/DI _?O0 NM

CONST FOR UPCONTRL _ VSAT

CONST FOR UPCONTRL |
USED IN UPCONTRL I

FLIGHT PATH ARGLE AT VL i RADIAR

SIMPLE FORM OF GANMAL I BADIAN

• RTINIT

• IUZI ON uNITW

• (Vl

• RN

• VPlP

• RTEAST

• RTNORm

• IRTI

- GRAVITY

FPSS•FT/SEC/SEC

NM • NAUTICAL NILE

• COSG/2

• MAXIMUM VALUE DE_TES UNSCAL|D
VARIABLE VALUE IfHEN SCALED

VARIAILE HAS NAXI/4U_¢ VALUt[ OF DINE*

Fig. 5.7-2 Computer Variables
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VARIA|LE OESCRIPTIOH MAXIMUM VALUE

...............................

HEADSUP INDICATOR FOR INITIAL ROLL 1

RA ORAG TO LIFT UP IF DOWN |OS FPSS

K2ROLL INDICATOR FOR ROLL SVlTCFl

LATANG LATERAL RANGE A RAOIAN$

LEO EXCES_ C,F. OVEN GRAV.IVSO-|)GS |2|+| FPSS

LEWD UPCCNIROL REFERENCE LID |

L/D DESIRED LIFT 10 DRAG RATIO |

IVERTICAL PLANEJ
L/U| TEMP STORAGE FOR L/O IN LATERAL |

PREOANGL PREDICTED RANGE (FINAL pHASEI Z?OO NN

Q? MINIMUM DRAG FOR UPCONTROL 80_ FPSS

ROOT ALTITUDE RATE 2 VSAT
ROOTREF REFERENCE RDOT FOR UPCONTROL 2 VSAT

RDTR REFERENCE ROOT FOR DOWNCONT 2 VSAT

ROLL_ ROLL COMMAND | REVOLUTION

RToGO RANGE TO GO IFINAL PHASEI 2700 NM

SL SINE OF LATITUDE |

T TIHE 16384 SIC

TMETA DESIRED RANGE (RADIANS) 2 PI RADIANS

THETRIN DESIRED RANGE INN) Z|&OO NM

v VELOCITY MAGNITUDE 2 VSAI

V| INITIAL VELOCITY FOR URCO_tTROL 2 VSAT

VInLO PREVIOUS VALUE OF Vl _ VSAT

VCORR VELOCITY CORRECTION FOR UPCONTROL 2 VSAT

VL EXIT VELOCITY FOR UPCONTNOL _ VSAT

VREF REFERENCE VELO(ITY FOR UPCONTROL 2 VSAT

V$| VSAT OR Vlt UMICMEVER IS SMALLER Z VSAT

2 Z

VIARS VL /VSAT A

2 Z

VSO NORMALISED VALe SQUAREO• V /VSAT 4

VT EARTH RATE TIMES TIN( I REVOLUTION

X IRTERMEOIATE VARIABLE IN G-LIMITER 2 VSRT

Y LATERAL MISS LIMIT t BADIANS

COMPUTER NAME

• TENTRT
• TMETAH

• VSOUARE
• WIE IOTEAROTI

Fig.5.7-2a Computer Variables (cont)
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I6)

IT)

li

191

I101

Ill)

IiZ)

EXTRA COMPUTER ERASABLE LOCATIONS NOT SHOWN ON FLOV CHARTS

VARIABLE

GOTOAOOR

XPIPBUF

VPlPBUF

ZPIPRUF
PIPCTR

JJ
NI

GRAO

FX

FX * 1

FX * 2

FX * 1

FX * 4

FX *

UNItV

UNITR

TE_IB

SNITCHES

GONEPASI

RELVELSN

EGSW

NUNTINO

HINO

INRLSW

LATSI

LEWDSW

DESCRIPTION HAXlMUN VALUE
.......................

ADDRESS SELECTEO RY _FOUENCER

BUFFFR TO STORE X PIPA COUNTS

BUFFFP T_ _TOPf Y PIPA COUNTS

RUFFFR TO _TORf Z P|PA COUNTS

COUNTS PAS%E_ THRU PIPA R{AO ROUTINE

INDEX IN FINAL PHASE TABLE LOOE-UP

INOEX IN FINAL PHASE TABLE LOOX-UP

INTERPOLATION FACTOR IN FINAL PHASE

ORANGEIO LID • F3 _tO0 NN

AREF BOb FPSS

R/OGO _100 RH

mOOVPFr VSAT/A

OPANGEIO ROOT - F2 2|O001_VS NNIFPS

ORANGEIO ORAG- Fl Z?OOtIOB RN/FPSS

UNIT v VECTOR |

UNIT R vFcToP Z

TEMPOPARY LOCATION

INDICATES OVERSHOOT OF TARGET

RELATIVE VELOCIIY SVlTCN

FINAL PHASE SPITCH

INIIIAL PASS THRU HUNTEST

INDICATES ITERATION IN HUeItEST

INDICATES INIT ROLL AtTItUDE SEt

INNIBIT DOWNLIFT SWITCH IF NOT SET

USE LEWD • ,2 IF SET

INITIAL STATE

NON-BRANCH I0)

NON-BRANCH ¢0)

NON-BRANCH IOi

NON-BRANCH IOI

NON-BRANCH 101

NOR-BRANCN lOP

BRANCH I11

NON-BRANCH i0l

Fig. 5. 7-2b Computer Variables (cont)
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CONSTANTS AND GAINS

C| FACTOR IN ALP COmPuTATION

CI6 CONSTD GAIN ON DRAG

C|T CONSTO GAIN ON RDOT

C|_ _IAS VEL* FOR FINAL DHAS_ _TART

C20 WAX DRAG FOR DC_-LIFT

CHORD FACTOR IN AMOOK CCwRuTATI3N

CM[ FACTOR IN _A_AL CG_p_TATI_

D2 DRAG TO CHANGE LE*D

DT COMPilATION C_CLE T_wE I_TE_v_L

G_Ax NAXI_ ACCELEmATICN

xA 1 FACTC_ IN fA CALC
KA2 FACTOR IN KA CALC

(A3 FACTO D IN 00 CAL(

_Ak FACTOR IN O0 CALC

¢_! _DTI_IZED UPCO_TOC( GAIN

¢_Z OPTIwlZE_ _RCC_To_L GAIN

KD_IN INCReMeNT CN CT TD DETECT E_D CF KfPLEG P_ASE

_LAT LATERAL SmlTC_ GAI_

KTETA TiwE _F FLIGHT CONSTANT

_ GAIN USE_ IN INII1AL _LL _EC_;C_

LAD _AA L/_ (_IN ACTUAL V[_ICLE L/_)

LAT_IA_ LATERAL SwlTC_ EIAS TEg_

LIDCVlN_ LAO C_SII_ OFG)

LE*DI NOminAL _PCCNTRCL L/_

LEiO2 UPCUNIROL L/D _IGH DRAG CA_E_

LO3 FINAL PHASE LID

POINT[ FACTOR TO REDUCE uPCOF!TROL GAIN

_? FINAL PflAS[ oANGF * ?_aC_ O_

D) FINAL PHASE DRANGE/O V

_5 FINAL _HAS_ DRANG_/ D GAWMA

_6 FINAL PmA3t IN|_IAL FLIGHT _ATM AN_LL

CTF MIN _RAG FOR UPCONTRCL

_?HIN _IN VALUE FOR _T IN FACTOH CALC_LArIUN

_|9 FACTO_ IN GA_MAL] CALCULATION

VFI_AL] VELOCITY T_ _TART FINAL P_A_E _ I_I11AL EhT_

VFI'_L FACTOR 1N INIT;AL _=-DO_N CALC

VSLO* I_ V LE$_ THAN VSLO_. LE_D • *2

VL_IN _ININuV VL

V_IN VELOCITY TO _uITCH IO RELATIVE vEL

VRCONTRL ROOT TO START INTO _uNTEST

vCORLI_ _A_ VALUE OF VCCAe

_N_ TOLERANCE TO STC _ RANGE ITERAT|CN

VQUIT VELOCITY TO STCR _TLERIhG

CONVERSION FACTORS A_ SCALING CONSTANT_

....................................

VALUE

],ZS

,_

*DOI

flOO FPS

175 Fm$$

.25

,T5

175 FP_

? SiC*

1.3 Gb

*_ G_

AC FP_

.0034

._ F_a_

]00G

19749_50 FPo

.1

,2

,lg

.l

-lOO? N_

*07 N_/FP_

T05_ N_/RA_

.0_49 gAD

6 FPSS

SO FPSS

.@

??OCO Fm5

26600 FPS

3_OGO FP_

[8000 FP$

VSATI?

TO0 FPS

|000 FPb

2S NS

|ODD FP$

ATK ANGLE IN gAD TO NM 3437.7_bR N_/RAD

GS NOMINAL G VALUE FOR SCALING 32*2 FPSS

HS AT_,_S_ERE SCALE HEIGNT 2|S0O FT

J GRAVITY HARMONIC COEFFICIENT *O0|i_3q_

ewe EOUATORIAL EARTH RATE 1S_6,TD|&8 FP_

_UE EARTH GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT _.9|_032Z)3 E I* CUolC HI _EC DEC

RE EARIH RADI_$ 21?G_RCD FT

VSAT SATELLITE VELOCIT_ AT RE 2S?_6,|R?3 FPS

WiE EARTH RATE .00007292|150S RAD/_EC

R|Q EARTH EQUATOR$AL RADIUS _O_lST]l*l FT

Fig. 5. 7-3 Constants, Gains,and Conversion Factors
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INITIALIZATION

UNtO • TARGET VECTOR AT TIN[ • ZERO

. . .

RT[ • UZeURT0

UTN • RTEeUZ

URT • INITIAL TARG(T V(CTOR AT NON|HAL TIRE Of ARRIVAL

(FOR THIS CALCULATIONI

s k/ffTO 9 UTRICO$ NT - 1) _ RT£ SIN VT

Ml41EN[ MT • V THOR

. . .

UNI * UNIT CVeUHITIW)}

L A TAiIG • UAT.UNI

THETA • ARCCOSt_RT*UNITiR))

K|NOLL • -||6HILATANG)

OT • OTF

SELE(TOR • INITROt.k

FACTON * |

LID e . LAD IGHIH|AOSUP)

INITIALIZE SUITCH|S

GONEPAST * 0 R|LV|LSN * 0

EGSN • O _TIND • 0

HIND * 0 INIILSH • 0

L&TSN * | LlWOSV • 0

Fig. 5.7-4 Entry Program Initialization
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I

READ& CLEAR PIPAS II

SAVE VEL INCREMENT IAS 5ELy

t

• ---._--
i : i. Ot TE'M

I R : ABVAL(lf) iSL : UNIT (R)- UZ

Fig. 5.7-5

Note:

This routine is identical

to "Average-G" routine

used elsewhere.

"Average-G" Navigation Routine

/
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I D:D

Fig. 5.7-6 Targeting
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?
IS INRLSW 0 ?

tS D-05g POST

"I H

L/D-" tAD I I L/D : -LAD

I i

t, oo,o,,o, i

-LEQ/DO +C16 (D-DO) i

-C17( RDOT* SlHS DO/V) g

GO TO HUNIEST

i

Fig. 5.7-7 Initial Roll
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,sD-D__,OS?,)
Nai veil

l t_wo.t!'.',D,] ILEWD'ttWD2i

IS RDOT

NO_ :_,eS

[VI'V.ROOTILEWD )--J IVl -_/-, RDCT/LAD.... ]
AO • (VIIV)2(D * RDOT21(2 CI HS LEWD |AO - (VlrV)2(D . RDOT_f(? CI HS I ADI)

AI-0 [Al•AO

C-_ -_IS HUNTIND 7[RO_._

N°t i!_
} F_-N_ND"] l
I [DIFFOLD"0 I! iV,DiD-v],c.
F I

+
ALP • 2 Cl. AO HS I ILEWD V121
FACT] • VII(l-ALP)

FACT2 • A[P (ALP- ])lAD

VI ' FACT] [] - SORT IFACT2 O], AI P)]

i
C ,S,,_-V,M,,_N_G9

[ GoTOFeeD,CO J

S]LECTOR • HUNffSI"

GO TO CONSTD

Y_s_

I....., GAM^,ALvL i [

I VL VL LEWD" (3AHOOK DVL2 + 2DVL] [CHI GSIIOHOOK VL)]

I Ol • Ell "VLIFACTI)2 - ALP] I FACl"2

[ G,AJ_AL • O

i
[GAMMAL] • GAMMALI (I-Q]9) + Q19 GAMMALIGO TO RANGEPRE01CTIONJ

___ i NO

_s-vl-VSATPOS_,
Ivsl"vlI Ivsl.vs,q

I 1
DVL • VS l - VL

DHOOK " [ (l - VS l/FACT112 - AL P]/FACTZ

AHOOK " CHOOK (DHOOKIQI" DIDVL

GAMMA[] • lEWD/VI - VI )IVL

CH] GS DVL2il * AHOOK DVL)
GAMMAL • GAMMAL[ -

DHOOKVL2

OsG,_M,[_O: )
INO

Fig. 5.7-8 Huntest
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(

YESI

1 SELECTO" UPCONTIK)t I

[ U ONT'O, I

VIIAItS _ VL3/VSAT 2

COSG , 1 - GAMMAL_/_

e • SC_dtr[_ • _V6A_S-2ICOSG2VI,_]
I

ASKEP • 2ATK SIN'WlVIIAIISCOSG GAMMAL/E) , IIALLISTIC RANGE

ASP1 = Q_ • Q3 VL , FINAL PHASE RANOE

ASPUP * AR-_-(HS/GAMMALI) LOG[AOVL2/IQ7 V121]. UPPHASE RANGE

ASP3 • Q3(Q6-GAMMAL) , GAMMAC, IDEllECTION

ASPOWN• -lOOT V ATK/[AO LAD RE) . RANGE TO PUUDUT

ASP , ASKEP•ASPI¢' ASPUP • ASP3•ASPDWN, TOTAL tANC_

DIFF , TH|TNM-ASP

!
IS ADS IDIFF) - 25NM NEG?_

%

NOt
IS HIND t ZEIIO?

IS DIFF NEG?

NO

VCOeRs VI-V1OLD OIFfOLDJOIFF

V1OLD _V !

VCIDIm, VCOIIR OIFF GO TO CONSTD
( DIFFOLO-OIFF_

Fig. 5.7-9 Range Prediction
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I LID = -LEQ/DO .+ .C16(O-DO) - C17(RDOT ÷ 2HS DO/V) I

IS D-C20 POS?

Note: LATSW is [

reset by DAP. I

J L/D=O

LATSW " 0 ]

N

I

I GO TO

Fig. 5. 7-10 Constant Drag Control

C ..,
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IRDTR =LAD (V1-V)

DR =(VlVl)2 AO-RDTR2/(2 CI HS LAD)

LID- LAD + C16 (D-DR)

-C17 (RDOT-RDTR)

l
IGOTOneGtestl

I RDOTREF

YESIIS(_iiii_ SPiI!!S

OS RDOT NEG & V - VL - C18 NEG?)

NO 1YES

;SELECTOR= PREDICI31

EGSW = I I
,, GO TO PREDICT3 I

ISELECTOR= KEP2]

NiS I AO-D NEG ?_YES

IGO TO KEP21

LID=LEWD2,GOTO 31ol

IVREF = FACTI [I- SQRT (FACT2 D + ALP)]l

1
5sv, ,-vs 

1
:_wo,v,-v_,l _oo,_._woIv,-v_t-c,_sIv_-v_,_

I [,+,,Hook_-H_,_v-_,vs_-v,,_,lJ

NO I YES

IFACTOR =(D-Q7)/(AI-Q/)I

"- KB2 FACTOR [KBI FACTOR (RDOT - RDOTREF) + V - VREF]IITEM1B

1
(.ISITEMIBI - POINTINEG?)

YESl I NO

I ITEM]B [POINTI+ POINTI (ITEMtBI- POINTI)] SIGN(TEMIB)I

I L/l) = LEWD+ EM1B I

! GOTONEGTESTI

Fig. 5. 7-11 Upcontrol

.<--. (,'7_
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IS D-IQ7.,.KDMIN) POS_

YES I NO

EGSW = I i
SELECTOR : PREDICT3

GO TO PREDICT3

)

I ZERO SIDESLIP & ANGLE Of

ATTACK NEAR ITS TRiM VALUE)

OUT TO AUTOPILOT WiTH

ROLL, PITCH, 8, YAW COMMANDS

Fig. 5.7-12 Ballistic Phase
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(,s v-voo,,,os,

(IS CK_N EPJkST ZEIK)?_ I GoTO.O i

LID • -LAD

CI,O TO GLIMITER

I M|DANGL • ITOGOiV) ,t F2 {V) [RDOT-RDOT REF (V)] I

L

• F_(v) [O-OllFtCv)] ILID • LOD _, 4 (THETNM-PIIEDANGLI/F3IVI

Fig. 5. 7-13 Final Phase

I
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b- (g') ,.-I _'_ "_ <:_ o o . o . o o

I i i

Z 0 0 • • • . • • , • • • • , •

¢3

o_-_

I

p,..

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

_ _ o _ o_ _ _ _ o o_ _o _0 o _ o

5. 7-18
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Interpolation Procedure

Start with table entries. See Fig. 5.6-14

VREF(i) , i = 1,15

RDOTREF(i) , i : 1,15

etc

Vary the index i until velocity magnitude lies between two values in the table. That

is:

VREF(i) <V< VREF(i+I).

Save the value i and form the linear interpolation factor

V-VREF(i)
GRAD = VREF(i +I) - VREF(i)

Then form interpolated values. For example

RDOTREF(V) = RDOTREF(i) + GRAD[RDOTREFfi+I) - RDOTREF(i)]
K J

Fig. 5.7 -14b Final Phase Interpolation Procedure
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TO 310 IS GMAX-D POS?

NO Y|_

L/D • LAD
GO TO 310

Fig. 5.7-15 G-Limiter
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IL/D1

OUT TO AUTOPILOT WiTH ROLL COMMAND
I

Fig. 5.7-18 Lateral Logic
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